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Structure of the Thesis

This thesis has been divided into the following chapters:

• Chapter zero exposes the objectives of the dissertation.

• Chapter one presents the basic concepts and the theoretical background for a better

understanding of the presented work. Some physical and chemical phenomena related to

the research presented in this thesis will be briefly introduced.

• Chapter two is focused in the description of the synthetic processes of different

metallic and bimetallic nanoparticles and their characterization. 

• Chapter three shows the self-assembly process of different nanoparticles. In particular

two main works have been carried out studying of the self-assembly process of magnetic 

Co nanoparticles at different substrates.

• Chapter five resumes the general conclusions of the thesis.

• Chapter six, formed by the appendix, compiles the description of the instrumentation

techniques used in each section of the previous chapters.

Finally, at the end of the thesis can be found the list of the abbreviations used along the text

and the list of publications generated from this work, as well the manuscripts that are in

preparation.

Every chapter in this dissertation includes conclusions and also the references cited along

the chapter.
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The aim of this work is to acquire basic knowledge and technology for the preparation

of nanoparticles (NPs) and nanostructured composite magnetic materials, including self-

assembly (SA) processes (controlled aggregation) of NPs. This goal includes activities going

from the optimization of basic properties and growing conditions up to the control of NPs SA

processes on top of technological substrates, useful for the fabrication composite magnetic

materials, with controlled properties, for the development of technological devices.

On one hand, we face topics related with metallic NP size and shape control. The goal is to

determine the most relevant parameters controlling the growth process of NPs by the proper

selection of synthetic conditions such as surfactants, reducing agents, time and temperature.

To achieve this goal, it is fundamental the development of experimental protocols and

theoretical knowledge for the preparation and the analysis of the NPs. In this context, different

kind of metallic and bimetallic NPs have been studied (Co, Co-Pt, Pt-Au, Au). First, Co magnetic

NPs of different size have been synthesized (Section 2.1) and their oxidation processes have

been also studied (Section 2.2), generating Co oxide hollow particles. We also used these Co

particles as reaction assistant in the synthesis of Pt and PtCo NPs (Section 2.3). We continued

with the synthesis of bimetallic Pt/Au heterostructures (Section 2.4). And, finally, Au long

rods are synthesized by using Pt NPs as reaction catalyst (Section 2.5).

On the other hand, we deal about problems related to NPs SA and the study of all the forces

that take place in the process, which depends on different parameters such as the composition

of the NPs and their size and shape among others. SA processes may yield the organization of

building blocks into a crystalline material with orientational and translational symmetry. The

macroscopic properties of such nanocrystalline superlattices are determined not only by the

individual properties of the building blocks but also by the interactions between them. Thus,

the studies of the interactions that intervene in these processes allow the study of the nature of
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the NPs beyond of their structural characterization, and allow feedback the synthetic processes

and improve the design of desired NP. This part of the work maily studies the interactions

between the NPs and also the interaction with the substrates (Section 3.1). Moreover, NPs SA

process into ordered structures on top of technological substrates (Section 3.2 and Section

3.3) is very interesting not only by the particular properties that such ordered nanostructures

may exhibit but also due to their potential applications as a procedure to prepare templates for

the fabrication of other nanostructures in combination with etching and/or growing techniques.

This fabrication procedure, based on the SA of nanoscopic units, called bottom-up

approximation, is radically different from the traditional top-down procedures, which usually

requires expensive etching and lithographic techniques. These studies have been mainly carried

out with magnetic NPs because present very interesting properties for forming part of

magnetoelectronic devices.

Additionally, the study of the influence of the magnetic properties in the SA process, and the

study of the inter-particle interactions inside the self-assembled structures, at the nanometric

level, is fundamental for the full understanding of the SA process. Thanks to two productive

stays realized in the Prof. Catherine Frandsen group at the physics department of the Technical

University of Denmark (DTU) and collaborating with the Center for Electron Nanoscopy (CEN),

it has been studied different self-assembled structures, formed by Co NPs, by Lorentz

microscopy and electron holography, which allow the study of electrical and magnetic fields of

the materials (Chapter 4).  Thanks to electron holography we have been able to directly image

dipolar ferromagnetic-like patterns (superferromagnetism) in the structures with nanometer

resolution, demonstrating the formation of ordered regions and vortex states (Section 4.2).

Moreover, we have studied the magnetic changes in self-assembled structures with increasing

temperature (Section 4.3). Finally, self-assembled wire-like Co structures have been also

studied by both above mentioned techniques (Section 4.4). The observed structures indicate

collective effects among the whole NPs forming the structures.
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1.1 Nanostructured Materials. A Bottom-up Approach

A nanostructured material is defined as a solid material formed by units (or building blocks)

that have dimensions at the nanometer scale. Fundamentally, two different approaches have

been followed to reach the nanometer-world. Engineers adopted a top-down strategy, i.e. by

starting from well-established structures and principles in the macro-world they ventured into

the nm-range via successive cycles of miniaturization. On the other hand, chemists naturally

adopted a bottom-up strategy as they progressed from synthesizing simple compounds

consisting of just a few atoms to long macromolecules. 

The bottom-up approach makes use of chemical or physical forces operating at the nanoscale

to assemble basic units into larger structures. The inspiration of bottom-up approach comes

from biological systems, where nature has employed self-organization of essential building

blocks such as amino acids,  monosaccharides or lipids, in order to create a wide range of

complex structures needed by life.1 In that way, researchers try to mimic this ability of nature.

The main advantages of the bottom-up technique is that a wide variety of preparation methods

are available, thus allowing a good control onto scale dimension, while they are not as expensive

as top-down approaches. Nevertheless, the preparation of self-assembled systems of

complexities comparable to those found in nature still remains a challenge.

Similarly to atoms or molecules, NPs can be used as the building blocks of condensed matter.

Assembling NPs into solids opens up the possibility of fabricating new solid-state materials and

devices with novel or enhanced physical and chemical properties. Moreover, interactions

between proximal NPs can give rise to new collective phenomena. Thus, by choosing an

Chapter 1
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appropriate nanoparticulate building block it is possible to tailor the properties of the final

material.2

1.2 Nanoparticles as Building Blocks

NPs constitute the basic building blocks for nanotechnology and therefore are considered

for numerous applications in energy,3 biomedicine,4 electronics,5 environment,6 new materials7

and consumer goods,8 among others. These NPs need to be synthesized, passivated (control

their chemical reactivity), stabilized against particle aggregation, and functionalized to achieve

specific performance goals. A huge variety of NPs are available considering their wide chemical

nature (semiconductor, noble metal, magnetic, alloy and oxide), morphology, medium in which

they are present, their state of dispersion and the nature of surface modifications, fact that

makes this a rich field for scientific investigations.

One of the growing interests in NPs research is their use as building blocks for constructing

electronic, optoelectronic and magnetic devices.9 If a precise control of the NPs size, shape and

surface coating is possible, their chemical and physical properties can be manipulated as

desired, and consequently these NPs can be used as the building blocks for assembling new

nano-scale devices in a similar manner to assembling “Lego” blocks. For most practical

applications, the NPs have to be organized into a specific structure (in one, two or three

dimensions), similar to how atoms and molecules are assembled into matter. For this reason it

is very important to understand the basic principles governing the synthesis, stability and

interaction of these systems. 

Figure 1.1: Geometrical shapes of basic NP building blocks at the nanometer scale.10
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Basic building blocks can be classified by crystal symmetry and dimensionality (Figure 1.1).

The zero-dimensional (0-D) building blocks such as small (dot) spheres, icosahedrons, and

cubes are the most familiar shapes at the nanoscale. Rods, cylinders and wires are examples of

one-dimensional (1-D) building blocks, whereas disks, plates and polygon shape structures

belong to two-dimensional (2-D) building blocks group. 

A wide number of approaches have been developed to accomplish SA such as template-

assisted assembly,11 surfactant-assisted assembly12 and charge-assisted assembly.13 Showing

how superstructures built-up with nano-building blocks can be achieved by specific interactions

of molecules conjugated on the particle surface, e.g. molecular recognition methods such as

antigen-antibody interactions.  Alternatively, NPs are able to assemble into close-packed

ordered superlattices under certain conditions.14 When NPs with highly monodisperse size (<5

%) and shape are segregated from the solution through slow evaporation of the solvent (allowing

movement of the particles to suitable positions), closed-packed structures are formed via

interactions between NPs. This packing can be tuned by changing parameters including

particles size, shape and composition (which can add new interactions to the system). The

resulting macroscopic properties of these superlattices are determined not only by the

properties of each individual particle, but also by the interaction/coupling between the NPs,

which are interconnected and isolated by a thin monolayer (ML) of organic molecules.15 SA is

considered to be one of the most used strategies because of its simplicity, versatility, and ability

to obtain spontaneous NPs patterns. 

1.3 Inorganic Nanoparticles

In nanotechnology, a NP can be defined as a small elemental ensemble that behaves as a

whole unit and present novel properties not exhibited in the characteristic bulk material. At

the nanometer scale the confinement of electrons, phonons and photons leads to the appearance

of new physical and chemical properties that make them “new” materials. Moreover, their size,

morphology and structure determine not only their properties but also its reactivity. NPs are

sized in the range of 1-100 nm and they are formed at least by hundreds or thousands of atoms

organized within a structure, which can be non-crystalline, polycrystalline or a single crystal. 

Both the thermodynamics and kinetics of reactions are different depending on the NP size.

The reduction of the dimensionality affects to a variety of factors such as melting points (which

depends of the coordination number of the participating atoms), optical properties, magnetic

properties, reactivity and conductivity, among others. The smaller a particle becomes the more
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the proportion of surface atoms, leading to an increased reactivity due to a rise of the active

sites. 

Some inorganic NPs display interesting optical properties, and the absorption and/or

emission wavelengths can be controlled by particle size and surface functionalization.16 The

surface Plasmon resonance (SPR) is an optical phenomenon also present in some metal

particles, and consists in the parallel propagation of surface electromagnetic waves along the

metal-dielectric interfaces. Plasmon resonance in metal NPs arises from the collective

oscillations of the free conduction band electrons that are induced by the incident

electromagnetic radiation (Figure 1.2 A). The surface, the surrounding environment and the

agglomeration state play an important role in the observation of the SPR.17 As an example, SPR

is the responsible of the intensive colors of spherical Au NPs dispersions, which present strong

absorption bands in the ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectrum (which are not present in the

bulk), as shows Figure 1.2 B. Instead, non-spherical Au structures generally present more than

one plasmonic resonance due to the different electron dipolar oscillations in different directions

(Figure 1.2 C). Moreover, the agglomeration of particles produces a red-shift of the resonance

peak to longer wavelengths induced by the dipole coupling between the plasmons of

Figure 1.2: Scheme illustrating the excitation of the dipole surface Plasmon

oscillations. B) and C) Characteristic UV-Vis spectra corresponding to spherical and rod

shaped Au NPs, respectively. The spherical Au NP only display one plasmonic band (at

535 nm for this sample), while shape Au NPs exhibit two Plasmon bands, transverse and

longitudinal (at 514 and 650 nm in this particular sample).
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neighboring particles, fact that allow the Au NPs to be used as a sensor. 

Another appearing optical property worthy to mention is the fluorescence emission in

semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) (e.g. CdSe or PbS).18 When these particles are photo-exited,

electron-hole pairs are generated and upon their recombination fluorescence light is emitted.

This emission fluorescence can be very precisely chosen through variation of the size (an effect

called quantum confinement). In this way, as the size of the nanocrystals (NCs) increase, the

energy gap also increases and the more red-shifted is their wavelength fluorescence, thus

yielding a tunability of colors from UV to infrared (IR).19,20

1.3.1 Colloidal Stability of Nanoparticles

NPs can be synthesized either in aqueous or in organic solvents, and there are two possible

mechanisms to provide them colloidal stability: electrostatic and steric stabilization. Colloid

stability requires repulsive forces between colliding particles, for this reason electrical charges

or ligand shells are used to screen the attraction. 

In the case of electrostatically stabilized aqueous solutions, there is a competition between

the van der Waals (vdW) attractive forces between the metal cores and the electrostatic

repulsive forces from the charged surfaces. Derjaguin and Landau21 and Verwey and Overbeek22

worked deeply in the study of the factors affecting the dispersions stability, generating the

known DLVO theory. This theory suggests that the stability of a colloidal system is determined

by the sum of the vdW attractive forces and electrical double layer repulsive forces that exist

between particles as they approach each other due to the Brownian motion they are undergoing.

Figure 1.3: A) Schematic diagram showing the DLVO total interaction energy (solid

black line), which is the sum of two components: the attractive vdW (dashed line) and the

repulsive electric double layer (dotted line). B) Two main types of colloidal stabilization:

electrostatic (left) and steric (right) stabilization.
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As depicted in Figure 1.3 A, vdW forces will predominate at both large and small distances,

while the double-layer repulsion may predominate at intermediate distances. Numerous

examples of the application of the DLVO theory, i.e. to Au NPs, can be found in the literature.23

In any colloidal-aqueous system, the surface charge on the particle with a counterion

concentration change in the surrounding environment results in an electric double layer. The

electrical double layer consist of two regions, the inner compact layer (Stern layer24) and the

diffusive layer (Figure 1.3 B, left). And the calculated total potential energy is known to have

two minima when the size of the double layer is smaller than the particle radius. In the case of

organic solutions, the total stability of the dispersion is again a competition of vdW attractive

forces of the metal cores and, in this case, the steric repulsive forces from the ligand shells. The

molecules adsorbed on the particle surface form a physical barrier that prevents the aggregation

of the particles (Figure 1.3 B, right). 

1.3.2 Synthetic Processes of Inorganic Nanoparticles

Size and shape control are crucial parameters that have to be consider during the synthesis

of high quality NPs with specific properties. While the size of the NPs plays a significant role in

sensory, biological systems, and catalysis, the shape control is also important due to their unique

applications in sensors, photochemistry, optoelectronics and also fuel cell catalysis.9,25,26 Besides,

there are other factors that must also be considered such as the monodispersity, avoid

agglomeration and a well control of the surface functionalization (or state). 

There are a wide variety of both physical and chemical synthetic methods for obtaining

NPs,27-29 which can be divided in three main groups: i) mechanical methods (e.g. grinding or

milling), ii) gas-phase methods (e.g. chemical vapor deposition or laser ablation deposition)

and iii) liquid- phase synthesis (e.g. hydrothermal synthesis or sol-gel process). Mechanical

breakdown methods present important technical advantages allowing the obtention of large

quantities of product with reduced costs. However, they often are limited by agglomeration and

contamination problems, and are not suitable for obtaining very small particles (<50 nm). Gas-

phase methods are normally used in continuous systems and are based on homogeneous

nucleation of a supersaturated vapor and subsequent particle grow by collision and

condensation. These processes form crystalline NPs with “naked” surface and also result into

agglomeration. Finally, in the liquid-phase methods, the size and the agglomeration are

effectively controlled due to the functionalization of the NPs surface with organic molecules,

also known as surfactants. In some cases, these molecules are used as shape control agents due

to their selected binding to some crystalline faces of the NPs, favoring the growth in specific
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directions. Thus, liquid-phase methods are the most frequently used for the synthesis of NPs

due to the wide variety of different sizes, shapes and surface functionalities that can be

obtained.9,30 

In the liquid-phase methods can be found different synthetic approaches such as chemical

reduction of metal salts or thermal decomposition of organometallic complexes. Chapter 2 of

this thesis shows various syntheses of transition metal NPs via these two pathways. In the case

of metal ion reduction, many reductants such as sodium citrate, polyols, or H2, have been used.

In the organic phase, the reduction has to be performed by organic soluble reducing agents

such as litium superhydride. In particular, organic phase synthetic methods are one of the most

used because present many advantages such as the high crystallinity and monodispersity of the

obtained  NPs.31 Many metallic particles, in particular those of Pt group metals, have been

synthesized by the method known as polyol process, in which the reduction is performed into

high-boiling point alcohols. Reactions by thermal decomposition of organometallic compounds

were performed in hot surfactant solutions. 

Regarding the mechanism, the general approach for producing uniform colloidal NCs in

solution involves two important processes consisting on an initial very fast and homogeneous

nucleation phase followed by a slow growth phase of the previously formed nuclei, as worked

out by La Mer and Dinegar.32 Figure 1.4 shows the general kinetics for this mechanism, where

it can be distinguished three stages. In stage I, the concentration of monomer constantly

increases with time. Even under saturated conditions, the precipitation does not occur because

the energy barrier for the spontaneous nucleation is very high. In stage II (when nucleation

occurs), the degree of supersaturation is high enough to overcome the energy barrier of

nucleation, thus forming stable nuclei. In stage III, the nucleation is effectively stopped due

Figure 1.4: General kinetics of colloidal nucleation and growth mechanism of

particles described by LaMer and Dinegar.
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to the depletion of monomer concentration, and the particles keep growing as long as the

solution is supersaturated. To simplify, nucleation takes place because the supersaturated

solution is thermodynamically unstable and generates extremely small size nuclei particles.

And after the nuclei are formed from the solution, they grow via deposition of the soluble species

onto the solid surface (molecular addition).

1.4 Magnetic Characteristics of Nanoparticles

1.4.1 Magnetic Properties of Solids

If a magnetic material is placed in a magnetic field of strength H, the individual atomic

moments in the material contribute to its overall response, the magnetic induction:   

Equation 1.1

where μ0 is the permeability of the free space, and the magnetization M=m⁄V is the magnetic

moment per unit volume, where m is the  magnetic moment on a volume V, of the material. All

materials are magnetic to some extent, with their response depending on their atomic structure

and temperature. 

Thus, materials can be classified depending on their response towards an external field. Most

materials display little magnetism even if it is only in the presence of an applied field; these are

classified either as paramagnents or diamagnets. However, some materials exhibit ordered

magnetic states and are magnetic even without an applied field; these are classified as

ferromagnets, ferrimagnets and antiferromagnets. In the latest, the prefix refers to the nature

of the coupling interaction between the electrons within the material.33

They may be conveniently classified in term of their volumetric magnetic susceptibility (χ)

Equation 1.2

where M describes the magnetization induced in a material by a magnetic field H, C is a material

- specific Curie constant and T is the temperature. In SI units χ is dimensionless and both M

and H are expressed in Am-1.

Diamagnetism is a property of all matter. A diamagnetic (DM) material do not have
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unpaired electrons in the orbital shells (magnetic dipoles) resulting in no net magnetic moment

in the absence of an external field. The magnetization responds in the opposite direction to the

external field, thus the susceptibility is always negative (Figure 1.5 A). Instead, in

paramagnetic (PM) materials some atoms or ions show a permanent magnetic moment even

in the absence of an applied magnetic field. These dipoles are not interacting and randomly

oriented in the absence of magnetic field, due to the thermal agitation, resulting in an overall

zero net magnetic moment. The magnetization of a paramagnet responds in the direction of

the applied field, therefore the susceptibility is always positive (Figure 1.5 B). 

In ferromagnetic (FM) materials, the magnetic order observed is due to the interaction

between spins of neighboring atoms in the lattice, which for a pair of atoms, i and j, takes the

form,

Equation 1.3

where Jij is the exchange coupling constant for that specific pair of ions and μ is the spin

moment.  And the total exchange energy is the sum of overall magnetic ions, i.e.,

Equation 1.4

A positive Jij favors a parallel alignment of the moments, while a negative Jij results in an

antiparallel ordering in the moments. This is known as FM and antiferromagnetic (AFM)

order, respectively. There is a third possibility, the ferrimagnetic order, which is similar to

the AFM but where the magnitude of the spins differs, which results into an overall effective

Figure 1.5: Magnetic responses associated with different classes of magnetic

materials. M-H curves are shown for A) diamagnetic, B) paramagnetic, C)

superparamagnetic and D) ferromagnetic  materials.
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The susceptibility in ordered materials depends not just on temperature, but also on H,

which gives rise to the characteristic sigmoidal shape of the M-H curve, with M approaching a

saturation value for large values of H (MS). Furthermore, in FM and ferrimagnetic materials

one often see hysteresis, which is an irreversibility in the magnetization process that is related

to the pinning of the magnetic domain walls at impurities or grain boundaries within the

material, as well as to intrinsic effects such as the magnetic anisotropy of the crystalline lattice.

This gives rise to the open M-H curve called hysteresis loop (Figure 1.5 C). The shapes of

these loops are determined, in part, by particles size: in large particles, there is a multi-domain

ground state which leads to a narrow hysteresis loop since it takes relatively little field energy

to make the domain walls move; while in smaller particles, there is a single domain ground

state which leads to a broad hysteresis loop. Furthermore, at even smaller sizes, (tens of

nanometers or less, depending on the material) one can see superparamagnetism, where

the magnetic moment of the particle as a whole is free to fluctuate in response to the thermal

energy, while the individual atomic moments maintain their ordered state relative to each other.

Figure 1.6: Evolution of the magnetic behavior with the increase of the temperature.

net magnetic moment. In the case of FM order, the exchange interaction favors parallel

alignment of spins forming regions called domains. Usually the domains are randomly oriented

and the material is demagnetized, and when an external magnetic field is applied, the magnetic

domains align up along the field magnetizing the material. All materials present a maximum

temperature, called the Curie temperature (Tc), where the FM behavior disappears. The thermal

energy becomes large enough to destroy the magnetic order within the material (Equation 1.5)

and, thus, becomes paramagnetic (Figure 1.6).

Equation 1.5
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This leads to the antihysteretic, but still sigmoidal, M-H curve shown in Figure 1.5 D. 

1.4.2 Magnetic Nanoparticles

A magnetic NP has a net moment that is the sum of the spins of all its constituent atoms.

These atoms are organized within a crystalline structure that determines their magnetic

properties.  Magnetic NPs show a wide variety of unusual magnetic properties compared to the

respective bulk materials, which arise from finite size and surface effects. They exhibit unique

phenomena such as superparamagnetism, high field irreversibility and high saturation field.

In addition, exchange anisotropy can be caused by a thin layer of AFM oxide formed around

the FM core of the NPs as a consequence of exposure to air.34 All these phenomena are attributed

to size and surface effects that dominate the behavior of magnetic particles in the nanosized

range.35 Co NPs are a typical example where it can be observed the previously described

phenomena.

Inside a material, the spins form domains where the individual moments of the atoms are

aligned which each other, and their formation is highly related with the size of the particle. In

one hand, in big particles the energy considerations suits the formation of domains. On the

other hand, when the size of the particle decreases the number of domains also decreases and

it becomes a single domain. If the particle size is reduced, there is a critical volume below which

it costs more energy to create a domain wall than to support the external magnetostatic energy

of the single-domain state. This critical diameter, which typically lies in the range of a few tens

of nanometers, depends on the type of material and it is influenced by the contribution from

various anisotropic energy terms. 

1.4.3 Magnetic Anisotropy

The different directions along which magnetostatic energies have minimum/maximum

values are called directions (or axes) of easy/hard magnetization, respectively. Magnetic

anisotropy is the dependence of the internal energy of a system on the direction of the

spontaneous magnetization. The energy of an atomic moment in the crystalline structure

depends on the orientation of this magnetic moment with respect the crystallographic axis. The

exchange energy (Equation 1.3) is determined by the relative orientation of the moments with

respect each other, not by the absolute orientation with respect the crystal axes. Thus, the

magnetic anisotropy energy contains contributions from several other sources. The dominant

contribution comes from physical anisotropy (K) such as crystal lattice, shape, stress and

surface anisotropy, that favors certain M orientations.
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Equation 1.6

Magnetocrystalline anisotropy is due to the anisotropy of the crystal lattice, and is the energy

necessary to deflect the magnetic moment from the easy to the hard direction in a single crystal,

Shape anisotropy is due to demagnetization (magnetostatic) effects in each direction of the NP

shape, strain anisotropy is due to magnetostriction, if the particle is subjected to stress, and

surface anisotropy is due to the reduced symmetry of the surface sites. The resulting associated

energy is, in the simplest case, written as,

Equation 1.7

where K is the effective anisotropy energy constant (containing contribution of all the sources

mentioned above) and is typically on the order of 103-105 J/m3 in magnetic NPs, where V is the

particle volume, and θ is the angle between the magnetization and easy axis.  This direct

proportionality between ∆E and V is the reason why superparamagnetism (the thermally

activated flipping of the net moment direction) becomes important for small particles, since

for them ∆E is comparable to KBT at room temperature (RT) (see next section).

1.4.4 Superparamagnetism 

In the most common cases, where the magnetic anisotropy is unidirectional (even in

spherical NPs defects favours a single easy magnetization axis), energy contains two minima

states (θ=0 and θ=180) with opposite magnetization (Figure 1.7), separated by an energy barrier

(∆E). The relaxation time,τ, between the two minima is given by the Arrhenius law:

Equation 1.8

where ∆E is the energy barrier to the moment reversal, KB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is

the temperature, KBT is the thermal energy and τo is the moment relaxation time, that may be

considered as an “attempt time”, typically in the range of 10-11-10-9 s for non interacting

superparamagnetic (SPM) NPs.
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It is important to recognize that observations on superparamagnetism are implicitly

dependent not just on the temperature, but also on the measuring time (τm) of the experimental

technique being used. If τ<<τm the flipping is fast relative to the experimental time window

and the particles appear to be like a paramagnetic system (SPM state). On the contrary, if τ>>τm
the relaxation appears so slow that thermodinamical non-equilibrium properties are observed

(blocked state). The temperature at which τ=τm (where the flipping is slow and quasi-static

properties are observed) is denoted as the (SPM) blocking temperature (TB), and is defined as

the mid-point between these two states. TB increases with increasing NP size and for a given

size increases when decreasing measuring time. The highest possible value of TB is represented

by the Curie (or Néel) temperature,Tc ( or TN ), at which the magnetic moments within each

particle decouples.

1.4.5 Exchange Bias: FM-AFM Coupled Systems

The physical origin of exchange bias, or exchange anisotropy, is rather generally accepted to

be due to the exchange coupling between the AFM and FM components of the interface. The

magnetic exchange can provide an extra source of anisotropy, leading to increased

magnetization stability. In materials composed of FM–AFM interfaces, the main tell-tale

indication of the existence of exchange bias is a shift in the magnetization curve (exchange field,

Hex) if performed after cooling the sample below the AFM ordering temperature (TN) under

an applied field. Accompanying the loop shift are other related properties, the most common

in nanostructures is probably an increase of the coercivity (Hc).

1.4.6 Inter-particle Interactions: Dipolar Interactions

Magnetic metal particles experience strong vdW attractions, which combined with their

Figure 1.7: Scheme of energy barrier separating states with opposite magnetization

due to anisotropy.
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magnetic dipole interactions, make the stabilization of these systems very challenging. Highly

ordered structures of NCs such as two or three dimensional assemblies are also interesting

because these NCs can act as building blocks in future devices for potential applications such

as data storage, permanent magnetic  composites and biomedicine.36

The SPM behavior depends on inter-particle interactions. Additionally, at low temperatures,

the interactions between NPs become more important and can have strong influence in their

dynamics. The most important type of magnetic interactions in NPs is the dipole-dipole

interaction, which refers to the direct interaction between magnetic moments of neighboring

particles. Such interactions normally leads to increased disorder and spin-glass like behavior,

however ordering interactions are also possible. Dipolar ferromagnetism in the absence of

an external applied magnetic field was first predicted by Luttinger and Tisza,37 who found a FM

ground state for a face-centered-cubic (fcc) lattice of point dipoles. Its importance falls on the

presence of two main features: long-range character and rather large value of the typical

magnetic moment of an individual NP (103-104 Bohr’s magnetons, μB). Dipolar interactions are

present in all magnetic spin systems, but in large magnetic materials are usually negligible

compared to exchange interactions. However, decreasing the single particle size usually reduces

the anisotropy energy or modifies the easy magnetization axes increasing the influence of

dipolar interactions. Dipole interaction energy for a particle is the order of

Equation 1.9

where μ is the average magnetic moment, d the average distance between the particles, and μo
is the permeability of free space.

In fact, dipolar interactions play an important role in determining cooperative phenomena

at the molecular scale and in the final properties of the material.2 Dipoles display a fondness

for arranging themselves into highly inhomogeneous structures. This is a consequence of the

very strong anisotropy of the dipole-dipole interaction, which couples the orientations of the

dipole moments with that of the inter-particle vector, what is different from the isotropic vdW

interaction. Dipolar interactions are anisotropic and can favor AFM and FM alignments of the

magnetic moments, depending on geometry. Furthermore, the dipolar interaction tends to be

frustrated,38 and NP systems with dipolar interactions are anticipated to easily demonstrate

spin-glass properties due to the random distribution of particle easy axes and positions.39
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1.5 Self-Assembly Process

The central role of the SA in life is one of the most important reasons that lead to its study.

SA can be defined by a spontaneous organization of components into patterns and structures

without human intervention, and is common throughout nature and technology.1 In addition,

SA is one of the few practical strategies for making ensembles of nanostructures, and it therefore

is an essential part of nanotechnology. The concept of SA is increasingly used in many

disciplines with different nuances in order to break nature’s code for SA.1

Dispersed colloidal NPs self-assemble into complex structures when segregated from the

solvent, either by evaporation or precipitation. Different micro and macroscopic structures like

opals, fractals, mixed structures and other forms based in NPs have been observed
40

as a result

of the balance between electrostatic forces, surface tension, entropy, topography, substrate

affinity and, most importantly, the size, shape and concentration of the particles.
41

The study

of these systems is a key issue for applications and for fundamental investigations.

Figure 1.8: Scheme showing a comparison of how NPs can be used as the building

blocks for assembling new structures in a similar manner to assembling “LEGO” blocks.42

In the SA process, it is important to understand the various interactions between NPs,

substrates and solvents, which lead to the patterns formed. There are several competing

interactions/forces between particles that control the SA behavior, such as Brownian motion,

electrostatic attraction and repulsion, vdW attraction, steric repulsion, and capillary force,

among others. Since a common method for initiating aggregation of NPs is to evaporate their

solvent, the drying kinetics, substrate roughness, solvent wetting/dewetting, hydrodynamic

effects, and self–diffusion of the NPs on the substrate also play important role in SA process,

leading to unusual non-equilibrium structures. Furthermore, the evaporation rate of the solvent

affects particle/particle interaction since the relatively weak attraction between NPs, which are
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efficiently screened in dilute solution, becomes noticeable as the solvent evaporates, initiating

assembly of slowly evolving structures. The quality of assembly is also determined by other

factors such as the solvent evaporation rate, the ionic strength, the surfactant concentration

and the particle size and shape distributions. For the SA of anisotropic shaped NPs such as

nanorod (NR), nanowire (NW), and nanodisk (ND), the situation becomes even more complex.

For nanostructured materials built from magnetic NPs new effects such as proximity, long-

range interactions, long-range order, domain walls, hysteresis and collective behavior, among

others, are also involved in the SA process, and are subject of current investigation. In this

context, magnetic dipolar interactions that are not screened or interfered by the medium are

an interesting piece of puzzle to understand and control such processes. 

Making sure that the components assemble themselves correctly is not an easy task, because

the forces at work are so small. Self-assembling particles can get trapped into undesirable

conformations, generating defects that are impossible to avoid. Another important factor that

we have to take in account is that the most synthesized particles contain a surfactant layer,

which maintain them separated some nanometers. This means that exchange interactions

between NPs, even in the dense assemblies, is negligible and their mutual interactions are,

Figure 1.9: A-D) Optical microscope images of different Co NPs self-assembled

structures formed by solvent evaporation. 
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therefore, dominated by long-range dipole-dipole interactions. Thus, dipolar interactions play

an important role in determining cooperative phenomena at the molecular scale and the final

properties of the material made of magnetic NPs. 
43 

There is a specific case of SA of NCs, also considered as a growth mechanism, known as

oriented attachment. Oriented attachment involves spontaneous self-organization of adjacent

particles, sharing a common crystallographic orientation, followed by joining of these particles

at a planar interface. Bonding between the particles reduces overall energy by removing surface

energy associated with unsatisfied bonds.44,45
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The combination of size- and shape-dependent physical properties, together whit their easy

fabrication and processing, makes NPs promising building blocks for materials with designed

functions.1,2 The properties of the individual particles as well as their mutual interactions

determine important features of the NPs systems. Since magnetic and optical properties are

highly dependent on the size, shape, crystalline and surface state of the NPs, their controlled

synthesis with a narrow size distribution and uniform shape remains an important issue.

Various methods have been developed for the synthesis of colloidal NPs.3-6 In particular, the

thermal decomposition of metal carbonyls is known to produce well-defined metallic NCs.7

In this chapter, we investigate different synthetic routes towards metallic NPs, presenting

different characteristic properties for their later use in SA processes. Firstly, we start with the

synthesis of different size Co NPs and the study of their size-dependent magnetic properties,

which are directly related with the oxidation state and crystal structure, among others. For this

reason, it is important to control the oxidation processes of Co NPs. We observe the formation

of different NPs such as Co/CoO core/shell and CoO hollow NPs. In addition, we study the

synthesis of Pt NPs, and the influence of Co in the formation of PtCo bimetallic particles. We

also explore the formation of Pt-Au heterodimers by using PtCo NPs both as a reaction catalyst

and starting material. Finally, we finish this chapter with the study of the formation of long

rod-shaped Au NCs, also using Pt NPs as catalytic starting of the reaction.

Chapter 2
Synthesis of Metallic and Bimetallic
Nanoparticles 
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2.1 Synthesis of Co Nanoparticles 

Magnetic NPs have been the subject of extensive research because they have the potential

to be utilized in several applications such as ultra-high density recording media,8,9 contrast

agent in magnetic resonance imaging,10 drug delivery11 and as single electron transistors.8,9

Co is a well-known FM material which is commonly used as an alloying element in

permanent magnets.12 It can be found in two forms: hexagonal close-packed (hcp) and face-

centered cubic (fcc). The hcp phase is the bulk stable phase at RT, whereas fcc is stable at

temperatures above 450 °C.13 At the nanoscale regime, Co particles present a wide range of

interesting size-dependent structural, electrical, magnetic, and catalytic properties.14 Their net

moment that is sum of the spin of all atoms, displaying quantum size effects,

superparamagnetism, large magnetic anisotropies, and a maximum coercivity.15 In particular,

because of their large surface area, Co NPs show high chemical reactivity, which makes them

suitable for catalysis of intramolecular reactions.16 When the particle size is reduced, there is a

critical volume below which it costs more energy to create a domain wall than to support the

external magnetostatic energy of the single-domain state. This critical diameter typically, which

lies in the range of a few tens of nanometers, depends on the material and it is influenced by

the contribution from various anisotropic energy terms. Moreover, at this scale, a new

metastable phase of cobalt called epsilon (ε-Co) can also be formed.4,13 This new phase is a

primitive cubic phase (complex β-Mn phase) with 20 atoms in the elemental cell, and present

properties in between the hcp and fcc phases. Gubin et al. described in detail different methods

for the synthesis and magnetic properties of the different structures of Co particles.17

Liquid-phase synthetic routes are the most successful in the preparation of macroscopic

amount of monodisperse Co NPs. Examples of liquid-phase processes are metal salt

reduction,18,19 reverse micelles20 and thermal decomposition of organometallic precursor7 (see

also section 1.3.2). Among these routes, the organometallic route in the presence of tightly

binded ligands are the more extended in the preparation of monodispersed ε-Co NPs. The rapid

injection of organometallic reagents in a hot coordinating solvent produces temporally discrete

homogeneous nucleation. The life time of the monomers in solution is short, and rapidly many

small metal clusters form simultaneously. The surfactants (coordinating ligands) present in

solution allows controlling the size and the shape of the growing particles by coating them with

a close-packed ML. Also, this surfactant layer around the NPs prevents their agglomeration,

providing steric hindrance, and protects the NPs against oxidation.

In this section, a general synthesis methodology to prepare different sized ε-Co NPs in

organic solvent will be presented. This method was developed by Puntes et.al. and is based on
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the thermal decomposition of dicobalt carbonyl in presence of oleic acid and tryoctylphosphine

oxide as surfactants.7 A detailed characterization of the particles will be also showed. 

2.1.1 Experimental

For instrumentation details see Appendix A.1

2.1.1.1 Chemicals 

Dicobalt carbonyl ( Co2(CO)8, moistened with 5-10 % hexane), trioctylphosphine oxide

(TOPO, 99 %), oleic acid (OA, 99 %) and 1,2-dichlorobenzene anhydrous (DCB, 99 %), were

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received without further purification. 

2.1.1.2 Synthesis of ε-Co Nanoparticles 

Synthesis of spherical ε-Co NPs was performed under Ar atmosphere and at high

temperature. It involves the thermal decomposition of Co2(Co)8 in a mixture of hot organic

solvent and surfactants (OA+TOPO).7,21 A scheme of the synthesis set-up is shown in the Figure

2.1. A concentrate solution of Co2(CO)8 (0.45-0.65 g in 2-3 mL of DCB anhydrous) was rapidly

injected in a refluxing DCB anhydrous solution of 15 mL (bp = 181 °C). 

Figure 2.1: General scheme of the synthesis set-up (left) and TEM image of ~12 nm

Co NPs (right).

The decomposition and nucleation occurs instantaneously upon injection. The lifetime of atoms

in solution is short leading to the simultaneous formation of small metal clusters (Figure 2.2).
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The surfactant mixture of OA and TOPO is present in the hot bath at concentrations of about

1%. Control of the bath temperature and the surfactant composition modifies the strength of

the metallic particle-organic molecule bonding. Thus, by controlling the precursor/surfactant

ratio, the reaction temperature and injection time, the size of the spherical particles could be

controlled and varied between 6 and 17 nm. This method produced macroscopic quantities of

ε-Co single and fairly monodisperse crystals.

Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the synthesis of Co NPs by thermal

decomposition.

2.1.2 Results and Discussion 

2.1.2.1 Structural Characterization

According to a method previously reported,7 Co NPs with different mean sizes between 6

and 16 nm were obtained. The NPs has been characterized by transmission electron microscope

(TEM), and the size distribution has been determined by image processing of several TEM

images (>500 particles) using the Particle Size Analyzer (PSA) macro for ImageJ,22 confirming

nearly symmetric distributions. Figure 2.3 shows TEM images of different size Co NPs. It can

be observed that by systematically increasing the particle size, TEM images show an abrupt

transition from self-assembled MLs to randomly oriented linear aggregates and branched

chains or networks.7 

High resolution TEM (HRTEM) observations of 15 nm Co NPs confirmed their crystallinity,

and also showed the lattice fringes without observable defects. A typical HRTEM micrograph

of a single Co NP is displayed in Figure 2.4 B (selected area), showing that it is a single crystal.

The particle exhibits its <221> (1.99 Å) projection with no defects in the structure. The

monocrystallinity of the NPs can also be certified by the dark field image (Figure 2.4 A), where

again no defects can be observed.

Figure 2.5 show elemental composition maps of 15 nm Co NPs corresponding to the bright

field images A and B, which are composed by three elements: Co, O and C.  In the first analysis
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(A), some superficial oxidation can be observed. Despite the existence of the protecting organic

layer at the surface of the NPs, a small degree of oxidation attributed to the surface can not be

avoided when samples are exposed to air. Besides, in the second analysis (B), after a prolonged

beam exposure of the sample (300 kV), it can be appreciated some changes in the particles.

Figure 2.4: HAADF or Z-contrast image (A) and HRTEM image with the

corresponding FFT power spectra (B) of ɛ-Co NPs, which shows the <221> projection (1.99

Å).

Figure 2.3: TEM images of Co NPs of different sizes with the corresponding size

distribution: A) ~ 8 nm, B) ~12 nm, C) ~14 nm and D) ~ 16 nm. Each image is accompanied

by its statistical size analysis.
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The surfactant capping layer (OA) suffers some modification, similar to crystallization (Figure

2.5 B, inset). The color map shows more oxidation of the particles as well some outward

diffusion of Co, as can be appreciated in the correspondent elemental map for Co. This indicates

that we have to be careful with the interpretation of these measurements because the sample

can be modified by the beam in some cases. 

The x-ray powder diffraction (XRD) measurement of 12 nm ɛ-Co particles (Figure 2.6 A)

gives us information about the crystalline phase of the material. Analyzing the Co samples, the

Figure 2.5: A,B) TEM images of two different regions of 15 nm Co NPs with their

corresponding elemental color map, composed by Co (red), O (green) and C (insets).

Figure 2.6: A) XRD pattern for the ɛ-Co NPs of 12 nm. B) Comparison of the

crystalline structure of the obtained ɛ-Co NPs and the β-Mn structure.
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most intensive 2θ  Bragg peaks  can be observed at 52.25º, 55,32º, 58,12º and 96,87º, which

correspond to the (221), (310), (311) and (510) diffractions of the ε-Co phase, respectively.

Figure 2.6 B shows a comparison of the d spacing and relative intensities of diffractions

observed in our sample and those in a structure with β-Mn symmetry.4 No peaks corresponding

to oxide phases of Co are observed. 

2.1.2.2 Size-Dependent Properties

As previously mentioned, magnetic particles below a critical diameter can be considered as

a single domain, and the particle behaves as a single magnetic dipole. The magnetic dipole of

the particles can be free to rotate (superparamagnetism), when the thermal energy is enough

Figure 2.7: TEM images of Co NPs of different sizes showing the strong size-

dependence of the magnetic properties: A) ~12 nm, B) ~14 nm and C) ~16 nm..
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to exceed the energy barrier separating states with different magnetization direction due to

anisotropy, or blocked in the anisotropy direction (ferromagnetism). In the case of Co NPs, it

can be observed, by systematically increasing the particle size, an abrupt transition from MLs

to linear and branched structures, witnessing the rise of stability and intensity of the NPs

magnetic moment with diameter (Figure 2.7). 

2.1.2.3 Magnetic Characterization

In order to study the magnetic properties of individual NPs, magnetic measurements were

carried out on samples consisting in Co NPs embedded in air-tight paraffin wax (melting point,

mp = 60-65 ºC). Susceptibility curves (M vs T at low fields) for 6 nm Co NPs, obtained after a

zero field cool (ZFC)-field cool (FC) process in a magnetic field of 100 Oe, are shown in the

Figure 2.8 (A). A maximum in the ZFC branch is observed around the blocking temperature

(TB) ≈ 130 K. The broadness of the peak indicates that the particles are present in a wide size

distribution function. A second peak is observed in both ZFC and FC branches at T ≈ 45 K. We

tentatively assign this peak to the presence of some Co oxide at the NP surface, which has the

Néel transition close to this temperature. The magnetic susceptibility is measured in response

to an alternating magnetic field (AC susceptibility) (Figure 2.8 B) do not show any frequency

dependence of the position of this peak (marked by a red arrow), indicating that it corresponds

to a thermodynamic transition. The paramagnetic upturn observed in the low temperature

regime may be due to the existence of very small Co NPs with a very low TB or to the presence

of paramagnetic atoms coordinated to the OA or TOPO. Besides, the corresponding TB for 10

nm Co NPs is close to RT (Figure 2.8 C).

Also, the magnetic behavior of a group of magnetic NPs can be described by a hysteresis

Figure 2.8: Magnetic susceptibility curves after ZFC-FC (100 Oe) processof 6 nm Co

NPs. B) Temperature dependence of the AC susceptibility for 6 nm Co NPs. C) Magnetic

susceptibility curves after ZFC-FC (100 Oe) of 10 nm Co NPs.
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loop, wich measures the change of magnetic moment (M) over the strength of an applied

magnetic field (H) at a specific temperature. Figure 2.9 A shows the M(H) curves of dispersed

average size 6 nm Co NPs at RT and 10 K. At RT the curve exhibits the typical features of SPM

behavior (coercivity ~ 0). At 10 K the M(H) curve exhibits a well developed hysteresis loop with

a coercive field Hc ≈ 2 kOe.  There is also the existence of an exchange bias field (Hex) likely

generated by the oxide layer at the surface of the Co NP. Furthermore, hysteresis curve for 10

nm Co NPs at 5 K and with typical FM behavior shows low coercivity and a remanence around

half of the saturation magnetization (Figure 2.9 B).

2.1.3 Summary

In this section, we have synthesized different size ε-Co NPs and we have characterized them

by different techniques. We have determined by TEM images how the magnetic properties

change with the particle size, also increasing the interaction between particles. When

magnetostatic forces prevail over dispersion forces, the particles tend to form chains. In

contrast, when magnetic interactions are weaker than other isotropic interactions, close packed

structures are formed. Different intermediate structures can be observed during this transition.

Figure 2.9: A) Hysteresis loop for 6 nm Co NPs at low temperature (10 K) and RT. B)

Hysteresis loop for 10 nm Co NPs at low temperature (5 K). 
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2.2 Formation of Core/Shell Co/CoO and Hollow CoO
Nanoparticles 

Although Co NPs have very interesting properties that make them relevant in a wide range

of scientific areas, their stability under the different conditions of study has to be considered in

order to assure the successful results in the applications. The environmental fate and full life

cycle analysis of the NPs is mandatory in order to develop certain type of applications. However,

at the present moment there are just scarce and partial studies on the evolution of the NP

characteristics once completed the synthetic stage.23 In this context, Co can be considered as a

model because it is a reactive metal, magnetic and traceable, and also a promising material for

further applications. 

Along  this section two different phenomena will be studied: i) the chemical and

morphological transformations occurring to Co NPs when they are removed from inert

atmosphere conditions and exposed to air, and ii) the spontaneous formation of CoO hollow

NPs via oxidation of Co NPs in aqueous environment at RT.

2.2.1 Exposure to Open-Air Conditions: Core/Shell Co/CoO
Nanoparticles

The oxidation of Co NPs is an important issue in many applications, since it generally induces

changes in the magnetic properties. For example, the use of Co NPs in heterogeneous catalysis

depends on the degree of oxidation, which modifies the active sites.24 Also, partial oxidation of

Co NCs with a thin oxide layer resulting in a Co/CoO core/shell NP can result in exchange bias

effects at the interface between FM Co and AFM CoO at low temperatures beating SPM

transition.25,26 Therefore, it is important to study the oxidation process and the degree of

oxidation in the NPs because it can affect their properties and their future applications. 

2.2.1.1 Experimental 

Formation of Core/Shell Co/CoO Nanoparticles

By exposure of the pre-synthesized Co NPs solution (Section 2.1) to the atmosphere, the Co

NPs experiment a surface oxidation, and evolve to core/shell Co/CoO NPs. 

2.2.1.2 Results and Discussion

When the Co NPs are exposed to air, the formation of a first thin oxide layer on the Co surface
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is very rapid, even at RT. Colloidal Co NPs solutions processed in air-free conditions, but

subsequently exposed to the atmosphere, gave different thicknesses of oxide shell depending

on the exposure time . This process occurs up to passivation or full oxidation, depending on

the oxidizing environment and the stability of the NP (high crystalline and homogeneous

coating), to form homogeneous CoO layers that effectively protect the Co core from oxidation.

This thin oxide shell formation is shown even when they are exposed to atmosphere during

transfer to a TEM grid and dried. It has previously been reported that oxidation of colloidal Co

NPs upon extended exposure to air leads to the well known Co/CoO core/shell particles (Figure

2.10),26,27  where the external CoO shell partially passivates the surface of the NP as a function

of its thickness. For 7 nm Co NPs, it was postulated that a 2 nm CoO shell is formed in 18

months.28 

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements of ~12 nm Co NPs in DCB, under Ar

atmosphere, show that the particles have a mean hydrodynamic radius of 13.1 ± 3.6 nm (Figure

2.11 A), confirming that the particles are not aggregated in solution. Once the vial is opened

and the solution gets in contact with air, it can be observed a progressive increase of the size

with time (Figure 2.11 B), indicating that starts an agglomeration process of the particles. Thus,

we attributed this agglomeration to the oxidation process of the NPs. Z-potential measurements

were also done as increasing time (Figure 2.11 C). At the initial times (when the sample was just

taken out from the glove box), a negative z-potential value of -44.6 ± 4.2 mV was obtained. Over

time, it was observed a decreasing of the potential from -44.6 mV to 0 mV in approximately 45

minutes. This fact can be an indicator of the oxidation process because the sample is in contact

with air. The DLS and initial z-Potential values for Co NPs were similar to the values obtained

for 12 nm OAM-capped Au NPs synthesized in toluene (Figure 2.11 A), which were measured

as a control experiment. However, z-potential values of Au NPs remained constant over time

(~ 50 mV), thus confirming that the potential fall observed in Co NPs was caused because their

oxidation. 

Figure 2.10: Schematic diagram illustrating the different oxidation processes observed

for Co NPs in contact with air. Scheme not drawn to scale.
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2.2.2 Exposure to Water/Air Interface Conditions:
Formation of Hollow CoO Nanoparticles

Hollow materials have been widely studied because their appealing applications in many

areas of science and technology such as in catalysis29 and plasmonics,30 together with

bioencapsulation,31 drug delivery32,33 or nanoelectronics,34 where they are excellent benchworks.

Hollow spheres of different materials including those composed of carbon,35 polymers,32

inorganic materials36,37 and metals38,39 have been synthesized previously.  Diverse synthetic

strategies have been developed to prepare hollow particles such as removal of a templating

core,29 galvanic replacement starting from reactive sacrificial templates,38 or control of solid

diffusion processes by Kirkendall effect.40,41 In the last, the porosity results from different solid-

state diffusion rates of two reactants upon oxidation or alloying reactions. In the case of

significant differences in the diffusion coefficients, accumulation of vacancies at the interface

of the two components can lead to the formation of cavities. The first experimental proof of this

phenomenon was reported by Smigelkas and Kirkendall in 1947.42 At the nanoscale, Alivisatos

and co-workers obtained hollow oxides and chalcogenides nanostructures by reacting Co NPs

Figure 2.11: Comparison of DLS and z-Potential measurements of 12 nm Co NPs and

Au NPs (A). Evolution of the DLS (B) and Z-potential (C) measurements of 12 nm Co NPs

with time. The dashed line represents the time when the sample was exposed to the

atmosphere.
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in solution with oxygen and either sulfur or selenium at 182 ºC.41 Direct formation of CoO

hollow NPs has also been reported via thermal decomposition of selected Co molecular

precursor in open-air conditions at 150 ºC.43 And Cabot et al. studied the vacancy coalescence

during the oxidation process in iron NPs in solution with a controlled oxygen flow and

temperature, which leads to the formation of hollow iron oxide NPs.44 Interestingly, the studies

about the formation of hollow NPs in solution as a result of metal mobility make use of high

temperatures under controlled conditions.

We have observed that at the air/water interface, the rate of the oxidation process is

significantly accelerated thus resulting in the formation of different species: i) Co/CoO

core/shell, ii) hollow CoO particles and iii) small CoO particles. In this section, we report a

solution-phase formation of CoO hollow NPs via oxidation of Co NPs in aqueous environment

at RT. The presence of water accelerates the oxidation of Co and modifies the reactivity at the

surface of the NP, favoring the formation of hollow structures.

2.2.2.1 Experimental

Formation of Hollow CoO Nanoparticles

Oleic-acid stabilized ε-Co NPs (2·1016 NPs/ml) of a mean size of 10.3 ± 1.8 nm diameter were

prepared following the explained procedure of the section 2.1. Afterwards, a few drops (0.3-0.5

mL) of the Co NP solution in DCB were deposited onto a water layer contained in a Petri dish,

which remained uncovered in the hood thus allowing the slow evaporation of the DCB (bp =

181 ºC) at RT. This is indeed the process to obtain MLs by the LBL technique, which has been

previously employed to obtain large self-assembled MLs of CdSe at the water/air interface.45

Figure 2.12: Schematic diagram showing the sample preparation process. A)

Deposition of the Co NPs solution onto a water layer. B) Direct sample collection with a

TEM grid. Scheme not drawn to scale.
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For a straightforward observation of the morphological changes in the NPs without any further

manipulation step, sample collection was directly performed with TEM grids (Figure 2.12). The

samples were collected at different times: 0 h, 2.5 h, 5 h and 24 h. For instrumentation details

of this subsection see Appendix A.2.

Recovery Process of Hollow CoO Nanoparticles

The maximum volume of water was removed from the bottom part of the Petri dish with the

help of a syringe. Afterwards, the remaining solution was mixed with an equal volume of MeOH.

The mixture was shaked with the aim of favor the precipitation of the particles, and then

centrifuged at 6000 rpm during 20 min. After remove the supernatant, 2 mL of MeOH were

added and the centrifugation process repeated. Finally, the supernatant was removed and the

particles redispersed in a small volume of DCB (~0.5 mL).

2.2.2.2 Results and Discussion

Structural Characterization

Some drops of colloidal Co NP solution in DCB were casted onto distilled water and the

morphological and structural evolution of the sample exposed to air, after different periods of

time, was firstly characterized by TEM (Figures 2.13 A-D). A polycrystalline low contrast shell

at the outer surface of the particles after 2.5 hr was observed. After 5 hr, the sample was mostly

constituted of hollow particles together with a little population of smaller particles of 2-3 nm.

After 24 hr, only CoO NPs of 2-3 nm were observed, which were assumed to be the result of

disintegration of the CoO hollow particles caused by the large stresses upon the growth of the

crystal domains. 

In the case of hollow NPs, as the oxidation proceeded, the CoO shell grew outward from the

initial Co NP diameter of 10.3 ± 1.8 nm to approach a particle size of 13.4 ± 3.3 nm for the

hollow morphology (Figure 2.13 E). The external growth requires the diffusion of Co through

the forming CoO shell and subsequently oxidation at the NP surface and inward diffusion of

the equivalent number of vacancies (Kirkendall effect). The hole left inside the NP is smaller

than the initial Co NP diameter, indicating some inward growth.41 Furthermore, after 5 h

exposure, NPs can be recovered by centrifugation and redispersion in anhydrous DCB to

preserve the formed hollow NPs (see experimental part for details).

As indicated by HRTEM (Figure 2.14), the shells around the NPs are polycrystalline

composed by small crystals of 2-3 nm (Figure 2.14 A), like those previously reported for hollow

spheres of Fe NPs also obtained by the Kirkendall effect.41 This is likely due to cracks produced
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Figure 2.13: TEM images of the 10 nm Co NP on a distilled water surface after different

times: A) 0 h, B) 2.5 h, C) 5 h and D) 24 h. E) Particle size distribution of Co NPs at initial

time (dark gray), external diameter of hollow CoO NPs after 5 h of water exposure (line

pattern), internal diameter of hollow CoO NPs after 5 h of water exposure (light grey) and

CoO NPs after 24 h of water exposure, measured by taking the largest distance (medium

gray). F) Scheme of the evolution of the Co NP with time.

during oxidation to release crystal stress at the Co/CoO interface (densities are 8.9 g/cm3 for

Co and 6.4 g/cm3 for CoO). The detailed analysis of the HRTEM image, confirmed that the

crystals correspond to Co oxide in the cubic phase (Fm3m). Figure 2.14 B also shows the

HRTEM images of a 2 nm CoO NP result of the disintegration of a hollow particle, and its
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corresponding FFT power spectra. More expanded lattice spacing were also observed, which

may correspond to intermediate O/OH species.

TEM shows the 2D projection of 3D objects, therefore careful analysis is needed to interpret

shapes from TEM images. Figures 2.15 A and C show high angle annular dark field (HAADF)

images of the samples at 2.5 h (intermediate state), in which the HAADF profile is proportional

Figure 2.14: A) HRTEM images of a CoO hollow sphere (selected area) and its

corresponding FFT power spectra pattern. B) HRTEM images and the corresponding FFT

power spectra of a small CoO crystal near a sphere (selected area).

Figure 2.15: A,C) HAADF or Z-contrast STEM images of the particles in an

intermediate state (2.5 hr). B,D) Comparison of intensities between the HAADF calculated

(black line) and experimental (gray dots) for a core/shell Co/CoO sphere47 and a hollow

sphere,48 measuring the selected line profiles showed in the images A and C, respectively. 
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to Z2 and the thickness at every projected point. Assuming that the particles have spherical

morphology, it could be observed two principal structures that coexist: i) hollow CoO particles

in which the lower contrast in the center suggests the absence of material, and ii) core/shell

Co/CoO particles with a denser core than the shell corresponding to the pure metal. Intensity

profiles for the HAADF projections of a hollow sphere and a core/shell sphere have been

calculated following the assumptions stated above together with a methodology published

elsewhere.46 In addition, a comparison between the HAADF calculated intensities and the

experimentally observed intensities for the hollow sphere (Figure 2.15 D) as well as the

core/shell Co/CoO sphere (Figure 2.15 B) are shown, in which the dotted line corresponds to

the experimental data and the continuous line to the calculated profile. The proposed model is

in good agreement with the experimental results indicating the accurate radial isotropy of the

NPs which are homogenously oxidized. The small discrepancy between calculated and

experimental HAADF profiles is attributed to the shell of the spheres being polycrystalline

instead of a continuous monocrystal, as a result of the multiple shell nucleation sites.

The formation of hollow structures at RT in a humid atmosphere (above the water there is

a dense vapor layer of microns thickness in equilibrium) shows a good reproducibility and very

strong size dependence, partially observed in similar experiments at higher temperature, such

as in the oxidation of iron NPs.44 As a consequence of this, different oxidation stories are

observed in the same sample with little size dispersity (Figure 2.16). Small particles get fully

oxidized with no observation of intermediate hollow structures, while the medium ones got

hollow and the larger ones got core/shell or core-hollow/shell shapes. This is in agreement with

Figure 2.16: Schematic diagram illustrating the different oxidation processes observed

in Co NPs in contact with water. It can be observed different intermediate species (CoO

NPs, CoO hollow NPs and core/shell Co/CoO NPs) depending of the size of the NPs and

time. Scheme not drawn to scale.
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The reactivity of Co and atomic diffusion in the solid is strongly dependent of the

temperature. The effect of the temperature in the oxidation process was studied under the same

conditions than before by deposition of colloidal Co NPs in DCB onto distilled water at higher

temperature (up to 80 ºC to avoid strong convection at the boiling point). In these conditions,

at very short times (tens of seconds) it could be observed in the TEM images a selective etching

of the particles, where the Co NPs get broken into irregular prism-like shapes (Figure 2.17 A).

In this selective corrosion process, where oxidation dissolves the metal, some crystal faces have

higher energy than others. Thus, we have observed that together with the oxidation there is a

considerable disintegration of the Co NPs and an increased amount of Co ions are found in

solution after precipitation of the oxidized NPs. Moreover, the hollow formation process is

accelerated in the presence of hot water and core/shell Co/CoO and hollow CoO particles can

be observed after 5 minutes (Figure 2.17 B).

Magnetic Characterization

The crystalline and morphological transformation of Co NPs was also followed by SQUID

magnetometry, which is especially suited to study the different species (FM Co, AFM CoO, PM

Co2+, and DM Co3+) present during the Co NPs evolution process, due to the strong coupling

what would be predicted from the nanoscale Kirkendall effect since the atomic diffusion would

be much slower for large growing shells. After 24 hr at the water interface, small fragments of

CoO are observed irrespective to the initial size of the Co NPs, which can be explained because

in large NPs the shell breaks before the oxidation of the whole particle is complete.

Figure 2.17: TEM image of Co NPs exposed to distilled water at 80 ºC at different

times: A) t < 1 min and B) t = 5 min.
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between fine atomic structure and magnetic response. In Figure 2.18 we show DC magnetic

susceptibility curves (under constant field), χ(T), of different samples after a ZFC and FC

processes. The colloidal Co NPs were mixed homogenously with air-tight paraffin wax (mp =

60-65 ºC) to avoid inter-particle interactions. For the initial Co NPs sample prior to oxidation

(Figure 2.18 A), the corresponding TB is close to RT as expected for Co NPs of about 10 nm in

diameter.14 After oxidation for 5 h in distilled water the χ(T) curve develops three peaks (Figure

2.18 B), together with a non-zero and almost constant magnetization measured between 100 K

and 300 K, which indicates the presence of FM or interacting NPs. The higher temperature

broad maximum around 150 K should correspond to residual Co NPs with a reduced diameter,

and with some degree of oxidation at the surface.26 From magnetic measurements at 70 K (well

below the TB of these residual Co NPs) this amount of metallic Co NPs can be estimated to be

only around 1%. The peak at intermediate temperature (53 K) has been identified as

corresponding to the CoO hollow particles,49 while the low temperature peak at 8 K has been

assigned to the tiny CoO particles formed when the hollow particles are broken down to pieces

due to over-oxidation. In order to confirm the origin of the low temperature peak at 8 K, we

have performed magnetic measurements of samples kept for 48 hr in distilled water, which

resulted into complete oxidation and disintegration of the original Co NPs as shown by TEM.

In this case, ZFC-FC susceptivility curves exhibit only a peak at about the expected temperature,

namely 6-7 K (Figure 2.18 C). In addition, AC susceptibility measurements (under AC field)

have also been performed to study the dynamic behavior of the magnetic system. AC

susceptibility curves as a function of the AC frequency in a temperature range close to the

observed TB of the hollow particles are shown in the inset of Figure 2.18 B. The observed

frequency dependence is indicative of a blocking process. However, attempts to fit the

experimental data using the Arrhenius law end up always in values of the microscopic relaxation

time τo~10-40 (it is expected to be around 10-11 for SPM NPs47). These results are indicative of

the existence of strong interaction between NPs or between different grains at the same NP.

Besides, a quite accurate fit of the experimental data taking reasonable values of τo (~10-9-10-

10) can be obtained by using the Vogel-Fulcher law 

Equation 2.1

with a T0 value of about 40 K. This gives a TB’ slightly below 10 K, which is very close to that

obtained for residual disintegrated CoO NPs. Thus, the scenario is that hollow particles are

polycrystalline and consist of tiny AFM CoO grains. Besides, in Figures 2.18 D-F we depict the
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low temperature hysteresis curves at 5 K for the three different samples confirming the previous

results. The original metallic Co NPs with typical FM behavior show low coercivity and a

remanence of about half of the saturation magnetization (Figure 2.18 D). Figure 2.18 F displays

Figure 2.18: Magnetic susceptibility curves after ZFC-FC (100 Oe) process of A) the

initial Co NP sample, B) the sample after 5 h of water exposure time and C) the sample

after 48 h of water exposure. (Inset image in B corresponds to ac susceptibility at different

frequencies (11, 33, 111, 333, 1111, 3333, 9999) for the corresponding sample). And

hysteresis loops after FC (1 T) process for D) the initial sample at 5 K, E) of the sample

after 5 hr water exposure at 5 K and F) for the sample after 48 h water exposure at 5 K.

(Inset image E shows a detail of the loop).
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the magnetization curve of the small CoO particles with a TB (9 K) very close to the

measurement temperature (10 K), showing low coercivity and remanence. On the other hand,

in Figure 2.18 E, which corresponds in more than 70% to hollow NPs, the magnetization curve

exhibits peculiar properties derived from its particular microstructure, which favors the

appearance of strong magnetic frustration.50 Thus, while the magnetization of the

polycrystalline hollow particles mainly corresponds to the uncompensated spins at the surface

and interfaces of these small AFM grains, the high TB is due to the intense exchange interaction

between neighboring grains in the same hollow NP. Consequently, while hysteresis loops are

dominated by the individual grains, susceptibility measurements are dominated by their dipolar

interactions. A similar behavior was also observed and described by Cabot et al.51

Formation Mechanism: Kirkendall Effect

Hollow polycrystalline NPs generally result when the outward diffusion of the core element

A (Co) through the growing AB (CoO) composite is faster than the inward diffusion of the

external element B (O2). This situation has previously been determined, and simulated for the

model case of 200 nm CdSe NPs, by the number of reactions at the A/AB and AB/solution

interfaces; which subsequently depend on: the diffusion time of both elements through the

shell, the A-B reaction probability at each interface, and the collision frequency of B with the

particle (determined by the concentration and the diffusivity of B in solution). For equal reaction

probabilities at each interface, the shell growth is controlled by the diffusivity of the metal

through the shell, and this condition can be expressed as a ratio of self-diffusivities.52 As the

self-diffusivity of Co2+ is estimated to be faster through the CoO shell (ρCoO = 6.4 g/cm3) than

in the denser Co core (ρCo = 8.9 g/cm3), this leads to kinetically controlled Co/CoO

nanostructures, with spherical cores in the case of larger particles supported by bridges and

with very high metal/void interface areas.41,44 As can be observed in the Figure 2.16 (case of the

bigger particles), by means of these bridges the mass transfer is facilitated, which leads to a

shrinking of the metal core suspended in a CoO shell. At some point the bridges may get

oxidized and mass transport slows down until dot-in-a-shell structures are observed. 

Initially, one could expect that with the diffusion coefficients of Co in oxygen and oxygen in

Co, to grow a second shell of CoO by Kirkendall effect at RT would take months. However, here

we observe how it happens in a matter of hours. In fact, the diffusion coefficients at the

nanoscale are altered by several orders of magnitude, and previous works have confirmed that

diffusion processes are enhanced in NPs.53,54 In addition to the larger interfaces, number of

defects at the surface and stress folds, the reaction time at the surface can be limited by the

supply of the oxidizing agent in solution modulated by the presence of DCB.52 Finally, at low
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enough oxygen concentration, the low collision frequencies but large reaction probability would

limit the global reaction rate, allowing Co2+ ions to diffuse and load the outer shell surface while

preventing the oxygen to diffuse inside leading to hollow NP formation at RT in short times. 

2.2.3 Summary

In this section, it has been studied both the stability and reactivity of the Co NPs in different

environments, in air and water-air interface. We show that the formation of hollow structures

can be performed at RT and ambient conditions and not only under high temperatures and

specific controlled conditions as previously reported. It has also been demonstrated that water

has a critical role in the oxidation of Co NPs, which can be used to control and/or accelerate

the formation of hollow particles. The reactivity of the external surface increases initially while

O2 penetration is slow, and then the Co mobility dominates the oxidation process.

2.3 Synthesis of Pt and PtCo Nanoparticles 

The main problem with the Co NPs is their fast oxidation and consequently the change of

the magnetic properties. Also Co is rather toxic, which makes them not biocompatible for

medical applications even that present better magnetic properties than other magnetic

materials like iron oxide. To solve this problem can be done two possibilities: cover the particles

with a protective layer, which will avoid oxidation process and also will make them

biocompatible; or form an alloy including a noble metal in the composition, which will reduce

the tendency towards oxidation. With this idea we started to deal with bimetallic synthesis of

different metals.

2.3.1 Synthesis of Pt and PtCo Nanoparticles Assisted by
Metal Traces 

The Pt system is of great interest because Pt NCs present unique optical and catalytic

properties, which make them to be the focus of an extensive research in the recent years. The

catalytic and electrocatalytic properties stongly depends on surface-to-volume ratio, shape and

number of active catalytic sites.55 The corner and edges of the particle are the most reactive sites

due to the low coordination number they exhibit. Thus, different Pt NCs morphologies have

been explored, finding that cubic Pt NCs seems to offer a greater potential as a catalyst.56-58
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The rather extended methodology for a shape-controlled Pt NCs synthesis involves the use

of capping agents that binds to a preferred crystal face of the growing crystal.7 Rampino59 and

El-Sayed60 reported pioneering works reporting the synthesis of polydisperse cubic Pt NCs from

the reduction of a Pt salts in the presence of different capping agents. Later on, Zhu and

Alivisatos reported a similar synthesis using different temperatures and different capping

agents, and also performing a size selection by centrifugation.61 More recently, Xia reported a

more monodisperse and high yield synthesis of cubic Pt NCs (and other morphologies)

employing poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) as surfactant with ethylene glycol serving as both a

reducing agent and solvent.62,63 Subsequently, a wide variety of synthetic methods has been

reported in order to achieve the desired Pt NC size and shape.64-71

In this section, it will be explored how different small amounts of metal traces (we use the

term “trace” to refer a small quantity of a specie, below 5%) can interfere with the Pt NCs growth

and modify the final shape. Traces such a Co NCs,7 Co2+ ions and Au NCs72 has been used to

compare changes in the morphology and better understand the growth mechanism. The NCs

studied in this chapter are referred to as Pt NCs even when some contain a small amount of Co.

2.3.1.1 Experimental

For instrumentation details of this subsection see Appendix A.3.1

Chemicals. Platinum(II) acetylacetonate (Pt(acac)2, 98%) was purchased from Strem

Chemicals and used as received.  Oleylamine (OAM, 70%), 1,2-dichlorobenzene anhydrous

(DCB, 99%), oleic acid (OA, 99%), 1,2-hexadecanediol (HDD, 90%), cobalt(II) acetylacetonate

(Co(acac)2, 97%), cobalt carbonyl moistened with 5-10% hexane (Co2(CO)8, 90-95%), cobalt

(II) chloride (CoCl2, 98%) and super-hydride lithium triethylborohydride (in 1M

tetrahydrofuran, THF) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received.  All chemicals

were stored and prepared for synthesis in a UNIlab MBraun glove box unless otherwise stated.

The synthesis of Co NCs7 and Au NCs72 follow the previously reported procedures and the NC

purification was performed in the presence of methanol or acetone followed by dispersion in

DCB or toluene, respectively.

General Synthesis. Unless otherwise stated, all syntheses were performed under an Ar

atmosphere using the standard Schlenk-line setup.  In a typical synthesis, a solution containing

92 mg of HDD (0.36 mmol), 45 µL of OAM and 10 mL of DCB was added to a 3-neck round-
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bottom flask equipped with a condenser.  The solution temperature was increased to 180 ºC

using a glycerol oil bath over a time period of ~30-60 min.  Once the boiling temperature of

DCB was reached, a 3 mL solution of DCB containing 45 mg of Pt(acac)2 (0.11 mmol) was added

drop-wise to the solution at a rate of 0.5 mL/min.  100 µL of trace (0.0018 mmol) was then

added immediately to the solution.  The solution was refluxed at 180 ºC for 20 min and

gradually cooled down to RT before being transferred to an Ar filled vial.  In order to remove

the excess capping/reducing agent or ions, the Pt NCs were purified by precipitation in

methanol (or ethanol), followed by brief centrifugation and redispersion in DCB.  

2.3.1.2 Results and Discussion

Various Pt NC morphologies has been produced with the synthetic procedure described

above, without modification of the reaction conditions, composition, and concentration other

than the presence of different Co traces (<5%). Under the reported conditions, a typical Pt NC

synthesis, in the absence of any metallic trace, produces polypod or multipod structures (Figure

2.20 A). These particles have a multiarmed morphology, which each arm is made of small Pt

NCs. The size of the polypods estimated from TEM observations ranges from 2- 3 nm for the

individual Pt NCs, and up to 8-9 nm for a single polypod structure (measured by taking the

longest distance between two end points on each arm). The polycrystalline polypods observed

in the HRTEM (Figure 2.20 A, inset) are attributed to the cementation of individual Pt NCs. It

is used the term “cemented” NCs when referring to the coalescence, or pasting, of two or more

individual NCs in the presence of monomer in the early stages of NC growth.73,74 The

cementation process occurs due to the presence of free precursors left in the solution and the

constant deattachment/reattachment of the surfactants on the NC surface, allowing to the NCs

to rapidly grow/attach to their neighbors. In some cases, single crystalline polypods were also

Figure 2.19: Scheme of the general synthesis procedure to obtain different Pt NPs

where the only variable is the different traces added to the synthesis.
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observed, suggesting that the origin of the polypod morphology is not due to epitaxial growth

of the polypod arms rather a result of NC coalescence. This fact can be explained by the natural

tendency for the NC to favor oriented attachment75,76 and the known atomic reorganization that

occurs during their growth and subsequent evolution.77 The FFT pattern obtained from HRTEM

(Figure 2.20 A, inset) shows that the NCs crystallize on the Pt cubic structure, showing the (111)

and (002) Pt planes at 0.226 and 0.196 nm, respectively.

To derivate from polypod synthesis, metallic Co was introduced as a trace and reducer. The

metallic Co can be introduced as pre-synthesized Co NCs or Co carbonyl (Co2(CO)8), since in

the reported conditions the metallorganic precursor instantaneously decomposes and becomes

Co NCs.  Co NCs have been employed at a low concentration (<5%) into the syntheses where

their main role includes acting as a chemical compound (i.e. a metal reducer) and interfering

with the Pt NC growth modifying the final shape. Thus, under the same conditions of the

polypod synthesis, the presence of Co2(CO)8 yields highly monodisperse cubic Pt NCs (Figure

2.20 B). The obtained cubes form a highly ordered arrangement on the TEM substrate (carbon

coated Cu grid) with a well-defined interparticle spacing, demonstrating their narrow size

distribution. The particles have an average size determined from the TEM images of 7.6 ± 0.8

nm, which is similar to the previously reported but synthesized using different conditions.78

The HRTEM image and the corresponding FFT pattern (Figure 2.21 B, inset) show that the

single Pt cubes have a preferential orientation with crystallization along the family of {100}

facets. It is known that the cubic morphology of the fcc NCs is highly dependent of the relatively

slower growth rate along the (100) direction with respect to the (111).56-58,79 Thus, the alteration

in the morphology from polypod to cubic structure might also be attributed to the interaction

between the Co and Pt atoms.

Figure 2.20: TEM images of the Pt NCs synthesized in the absence (A) and presence (B)

of a Co2(CO)8 metallic trace. Inset: HRTEM image and FFT patterns of the corresponding

NCs.
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Co carbonyl traces decompose instantaneously resulting in the formation of Co NCs at a

rate much faster than Pt nucleation (Pt nuclei is observed after a few minutes while Co NCs are

formed within the first seconds). The Co NCs function as a metal strong reducer (in addition to

the weak reducing agent already present in the solution, HDD) that becomes pyrophoric at the

nanoscale and modifies the reaction kinetics. Besides, no free Co NCs were observed in the TEM

grid, fact that suggests that all the Co NCs were sacrificed at 180 ºC to aid in the formation of

the cubic shape.

As a control experiment, Pt NCs synthesis was also performed in the presence of CoCl2, and

Pt polypod NCs were consistently obtained (Figure 2.21 A). The size of the individual Pt NCs

and the polypods, calculated from the TEM images, were 2-3 nm and 8 nm, respectively. It is

interesting to note that while the Co2(CO)8 gives cubic-like structures, CoCl2 yields polypod

structures under the same synthesis conditions, a morphology similar to that produced in a

typical Pt NCs synthesis. This suggest that the Co2+ from CoCl2 is not reduced to Co0 at the right

times during the synthetic process. Also, the synthesis using Co(acac)2 as a trace, a well known

precursor for the synthesis of Co and alloy NCs, was performed. In this case, the synthesis

showed three different morphologies, under the same experimental conditions, which we

categorized as: i) polypods (Figure 2.21 B), ii) small cemented cubes (Figure 2.21 C) and iii)

large cemented cubes (Figure 2.21 D).  Different batches of synthesis could produce three

different NC morphologies as the synthesis was routinely repeated and, interestingly, these

different morphologies did not coexist in the same batch. The monodispersity observed suggests

that there is a critical stage at the beginning of the synthesis where the size and shape of the Pt

NCs are determined.

Figure 2.20: TEM images of Pt NCs synthesized using CoCl2 (A) and Co(acac)2 (B-D)

as traces. In the syntheses where Co(acac)2 was used as a trace, three different

morphologies are observed. The individual sized of the NCs are 2-3 nm (B), ~5 nm (C) and

~7 nm (D). The size of the polypods and cemented cubes are 6-8 nm (B), ~12 nm (C) and

~14 nm (D).
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In order to understand the role and intake of Co when using Co(acac)2 precursor, ICP-MS

analysis of two samples with different morphologies (polypods and cemented cubes) was carried

out (see Table 2.1). In the case where polypod Pt NCs are obtained, only 0.3% of Co was detected

in the purified NC samples, while the majority of the Co remained in solution. But in the case

where cemented cubes are obtained, ICP-MS results show a higher fraction of Co in the purified

NCs, up to 4.74%, while the supernatant contains only the 0.08% of Co. 

It can be concluded that Co(acac)2 can be partially reduced by HDD under the experimental

conditions. In the case where Co2+ is not reduced to Co0, polypods are observed, which is similar

to the case using CoCl2 or in the absence of traces. When the Co2+ is reduced to Co0, cemented

cubic NCs are formed, which is similar to the case of Co2(CO)8 and indicates the presence of

metallic Co in the NC.

Table 2.1: Comparison of the atomic % of Co and Pt obtained for purified Pt NCs

using Co2(CO)8 and Co(acac)2 as traces obtained by ICP-MS.

As a last control experiment, Pt NCs were also synthesized in the presence of pre-synthesized

Au NCs72 (a non Co source of atoms) while maintaining the same conditions to the previously

described syntheses. It was observed the formation of polypod Pt NCs along with the “well-

preserved” OAM capped Au NCs, indicating that the Au NCs were inactive. The XRD spectrum

(Figure 2.23 F) shows an overlap of the Pt and Au NC (111) and (200) fcc peaks. These results

are consistent with the TEM images which show that the Au NCs were not sacrificed due to the

more noble character of Au with respect to Pt (Figure 2.22).  

Figure 2.23 shows the crystalline structure of the Pt NCs, in the absence and in the presence

of a each specific trace (Co2(CO)8, CoCl2, Co(acac)2, pre-synthesized Co NCs and Au NCs)

analyzed using XRD. The 2θ Bragg peaks obtained at 39.97º, 46.48º, 67.81º, 81.66º and 86.27º

(Figure 2.23 A-E) correspond to the (111), (200), (220), (311) and (222) Pt fcc diffractions,

respectively. There is a slight shift in the measured 2θ Bragg peaks compared with the
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theoretical peaks for bulk Pt (39.76º, 46.24º, 67.47º, 81.27º and 85.71º).80 This shift indicates

that may be a compression of the Pt crystal lattice due to the high surface tension of the NCs

and the incorporation of Co to form a PtCo alloy structure, which can be explained by Vegard’s

law. 

The Vegard’s law81 (Equation 2.2) is an approximate empirical rule which holds that a linear

relation exists, at constant temperature, between the crystal lattice constant of an alloy and the

concentrations of the constituent elements. Assuming this linear relationship also applies to

our case, the presence of Co was calculated to be 3.1 % (Equation 2.3).

Figure 2.23: XRD spectra for the Pt NCs synthesized in the absence (A) and presence

of trace Co2(CO)8 (B), CoCl2 (C), Co(acac)2 (D), pre-synthesized Co NCs (E), and Au NCs

(F).

Figure 2.22: TEM image of Pt NCs synthesized in the presence of pre-synthesized and

purified Au NCs as metallic trace.
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Equation 2.2

Equation 2.3

The Pt and Co NCs lattice parameter (a) used in this calculation are 3.917 Å for 100 % Pt and

3.533 Å for 100 % Co NCs. The lattice parameter of the Pt NCs synthesized in the presence of

Co is 3.905 Å.

From all the generated experimental data, some insight on the mechanism for the shape

control of Pt NCs can be obtained. As illustrated in Figure 2.24, under the right conditions, and

in the presence of sufficient monomer concentration (1), there is an initial burst nucleation of

small shapeless Pt nuclei (2-3 nm). While nucleation decreases the initial Pt concentration,

which in turn slows down the nucleation rate, there is still a significant amount of Pt precursor

remaining in the solution. At this stage, both nuclei and monomer coexist (2). When this process

is carried out in the presence of HDD as the only reducing agent, a slow reduction rate leads to

a large amount of monomer that homogeneously crystallize into a large number of nuclei, which

are in close proximity to each other in a Pt-monomer-rich environment. This situation would

favor a coalescence mode, resulting in the progressive cementation of the NCs into polypod

structures of different degree of aggregation (3a and 3b), which likely depend on the ratio of

the free Pt cations vs the formed nuclei. Besides, in the presence of Co NCs, a fast reduction of

a portion of the Pt monomer would lead to the initial appearance of fewer nuclei, which are

isolated in the Pt-monomer rich environment, favoring a growth mode over coalescence. This

situation would lead to the formation of larger NC that may display cubic structures (4).

Figure 2.24: Schematic diagram illustrating the growth mechanism of the Pt NCs.
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2.2.1.3 Summary

Unlike previous works where different shapes where obtained with different experimental

procedures (modifying reducers, surfactants, concentration, temperatures, etc.), it has been

demonstrated that Pt NCs of different morphologies can be achieved by using a fixed set of

conditions and varying only the presence of different traces. In the presence of metallic Co at

low concentration (<5%), highly monodispersed cubic NCs are obtained, while in its absence

polypods are observed. The role of Co is to act as strong reducer to rapidly generate a small

amount of nuclei and promote cubic growth as shape directing agent. It is important to note

that these different morphologies do not coexist in the same preparation, indicating that the

size and shape are determined at an early stage and all the NCs are simultaneously affected. It

is worthy to mention one possible application of these Co doped Pt NCs as catalyst, as has been

recently reported for improving the oxygen reduction reaction in fuel cell technology.82

2.3.2 Synthesis of Pt and PtCo Nanoparticles by Using
Competing Reducers

Generally, the kinetics of the NCs synthesis can be manipulated by changing different

parameters such the concentration, the temperature, reducing power, and additives or

surfactants, which have an impact on both the nucleation rate and the nuclei stability. Despite

the wide number of reports on the importance of the kinetic control in NC growth, the use of

mixtures of reducers has been not explored. In the previous subsection has been studied the

shape-control of Pt NCs in the presence of different Co traces and other metals (<5%),83 where

Co trace can function as both a metal reducer and shape directing agent. Recently, Zou et al.

reported the use of metal as reducers where tungsten was added as a foreign element to reduce

the Pt precursor. They found that tungsten has an influence of the kinetic control on NC

morphology, since without the presence of  W(CO)6 their morphology appeared to be much

less controlled. 84

In this subsection is explored the synthesis of Pt NCs in the presence of Co0 with a broad

range of reducer compositions and concentrations with the aim of better understand this shape-

control process. Therefore, two competing reducers are used in a one-pot synthesis to kinetically

control the NC growth. It is showed that Pt and PtCo NCs with different morphologies can be

obtained by systematically varying the concentration of two competing reducing agents while

maintaining a fixed set of reaction conditions. Moreover, it is observed an important

competitive relationship between the two different reduces, and also how the NC growth toward
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a particular shape can be influenced at very early stages. Unlike other NCs synthesis where the

size is controlled by varying the precursor/reducer ratio,85 chain lengths of capping agents86 or

changing reaction temperatures,87 herein it is observed a change in both the shape and the size

as we vary the Co and HDD concentrations. Finally, a control experiment substituting the Co

by lithium triethylborohydride as stronger reducing agent confirmed the proposed mechanism.

2.3.2.1 Experimental

For instrumentation details of this subsection see Appendix A.3.2

Chemicals. Platinum(II) acetylacetonate (Pt(acac)2, 98%) was purchased from Strem

Chemicals and used as received. Oleylamine (OAM, 70%), 1,2-dichlorobenzene anhydrous

(DCB, 99%), 1,2-hexadecanediol (HDD, 90%), superhydride lithium triethylborohydride (in 1

M THF) and Co carbonyl moistened with 5-10% hexane (Co2(CO)8, 90-95%) were purchased

from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. All chemicals were stored and prepared for synthesis

in a UNIlab MBraun glovebox unless otherwise stated. 

Synthesis. All the syntheses were performed under an Ar atmosphere using the standard

Schlenkline setup to avoid interactions between the NCs and O2, H+, or OH- species, and the

Pt(acac)2 concentration was constant in all syntheses. To remove the excess capping, reducing

agent and ions, the PtCo NCs were purified by precipitation in methanol followed by brief

centrifugation and redispersion in DCB prior to being subjected to further analysis (XRD, ICP-

MS, EDX). 

Increasing Co Content. In the synthesis where the concentration of HDD remained

constant while the Co concentration was systematically increased, a solution containing 95 mg

of HDD (0.37 mmol), 45 μL of OAM, and 10 mL of DCB was added to a 3-neck round-bottom

flask equipped with a condenser and stirred under an Ar atmosphere. The solution temperature

was increased to 180 ºC using a glycerol oil bath over a time period of ~30-60 min. Once the

boiling temperature of DCB was reached, a 3 mL solution of DCB containing 45 mg of Pt(acac)2
(0.11 mmol) was added dropwise at a rate of 0.5 mL/min. A 100 μL portion of Co trace prepared

from Co2(CO)8 (ranging from 0 to 54 μmol) was then added immediately to the solution. The

solution was refluxed at 180 ºC for 20 min and gradually cooled down to RT before being

transferred to an Ar filled vial. 
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Increasing Hydride Content. In a set of control syntheses, the Co was replaced with a

stronger reducing agent, lithium triethylborohydride. In this case, the HDD amount remained

constant at 0.37 mmol while the hydride concentration was varied from 0.2 to 40 μmol (taken

at 100 μL each time). The remaining synthesis was conducted following the method described

above. 

Increasing HDD Content. In the synthesis where the concentration of HDD was varied

while maintaining a constant Co concentration, different amounts of HDD ranging from 0 to

1.5 mmol, and a constant concentration of Co trace prepared from Co2(CO)8 (100 μL containing

2.2 μmol of Co) were added to the synthesis following the method previously described. 

2.3.2.2 Results and Discussion

As described in the previous subsection (2.3.1), synthesis of Pt NCs in the presence of HDD

and OAM produces Pt polypod NCs. However, if a small amount of Co2(CO)8 (<5%) is added,

the evolution of the reaction is much faster and cubic NCs are obtained. Herein, using the

experimental procedure described in the experimental section, the reduction of Pt ions has been

examined in the presence of two competing reducing agents (HDD and Co) with different

reducing strengths. The reduction potential of Pt2+ (Pt2+/Pt, Eº
red = +1.20 V88) has been

achieved using HDD,83 but the exact reduction potential of HDD is not yet determined. Just a

reduction potential range can be delimited by comparing with other reported studies at similar

conditions, in which HDD was able to reduce Cu2+ (Cu2+/Cu, Eº
red = +0.34 V89) and Fe2+

(Fe2+/Fe, Eº
red = -0.44 V90). Besides, the redox potential of Co2+ is -0.28 V88, which can provide

a faster and effective reduction of the Pt ions. In the following experiments, the same synthetic

procedure is systematically performed by varying the concentration of only one reducer (HDD,

Co and hydride).

Increasing the Co content. Polypod structures with a multiarmed morphology, which

each arm is comprised small cemented Pt NCs,83 were observed when de HDD was presented

as sole reducing agent ([Co] = 0) (Figure 2.25A). The increase in Co concentration is determined

from the ratio [Co]/[Pt ] and represented by the value of x, which take values from 0 to 0.466.

When Co was added to the synthesis (x = 0.005), a morphological change from polypod to

cuboctahedron PtCo NCs could be observed (Figure 2.25, from B to D). It was produced an

increase in the NC size from 2.7 nm to 9.8 nm, being this dramatic change an effect of having
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Figure 2.25: A-H) TEM images with the corresponding statistical size analysis of the

PtCo NCs synthesized by increasing the Co concentration while maintaining constant HDD

and Pt precursor concentrations (x represents the [Co]/[Pt] ratio). I) Plot of [Co]/[Pt] ratio

versus NC diameter (nm) obtained by TEM (solid squares) and XRD (x mark). NOTE:

There is a dotted line and a scale break (in the x-axis) to better represent a decreasing

trend in the PtCo NC sizes.
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two different reducers in on-pot synthesis (even with the small amount of Co). The rise of Co

content from x = 0.005 to 0.038 further altered the NC shape as Co began to play a more

prominent role as a reducer and shape directing agent. Figure 2.25 represents the shape

evolution of PtCo NCs from polypods to spherical and cubic morphologies, with NC sizes

ranging from 7.3 nm (Figure 2.25 C) to 4.7 nm (Figure 2.25 E). More increasing of Co content

from x=0.095 to 0.466 gave rise to an even faster Pt ion reduction, and resulted in the

disappearance of the monodispersed shapes and the appearance of irregular shaped and flake-

like NCs (Figure 2.25, F-H), which appear similar to those obtained using only HDD as the

reducer (Figure 2.25 A). The polycrystalline polypods and flake-like NCs have average crystal

sizes ranging from 3.9 nm (Figure 2.25 F) to 2.3 nm (Figure 2.25 H). 

The PtCo alloys were further analyzed using XRD (Figure 2.26 B), showing the evolution of

their crystalline structure as the Co content increased. The 2θ Bragg peaks correspond to the

known (111), (200), (220), (311), and (222) diffractions of the Pt fcc structure. There is a slight

shift in the measured 2θ Bragg peaks as x varies from 0 (a) to 0.466 (h), which can be attributed

to a compression of the Pt crystal lattice because of the incorporation of increasing amounts of

Co into the NC structure forming a solid solution. The %Co content (with respect to Pt) was

calculated using the Vegard’s law (Equation 2.2) by comparing the lattice parameters (a)

obtained from the measured 2θ Bragg peaks with those of pure Pt NCs (a = 3.917 Å) and Co

NCs (a = 3.533 Å), as previously described in subsection 2.3.1 (page 51) These values were also

compared to the theoretical %Co added to the synthesis, together with the elemental

composition analysis from ICP-MS (Figure 2.26 A). It is observed that as [Co]/[Pt] ratio

increases from 0 to 0.466, the theoretical Co content increases from 0 to 31.8%, and this is in

agreement with the trend obtained by XRD and ICP-MS. 

Moreover, the NCs sizes were determined from the XRD measurements using the Scherrer

equation (Equation 2.4), because the broadening of the peaks is an indication of the crystal size.

Equation 2.4

where K is the shape factor (typical value of about 0.9), λ is the x-ray wavelength, β is the line

broadening at half the maximum intensity (full width at half maximum, FWHM) in radians,

and θ is the angle. The obtained sizes are in good agreement with those obtained from TEM

images, indicating that the particles are single crystals (Figure 2.26 A). 
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The different morphologies obtained with increasing [Co]/[Pt] ratio can be divided in three

regimes: 

I. The polypods morphology is consistently observed in the absence of Co. Likely, the slow

reduction rate of HDD leads to a large amount of monomer that simultaneously crystallize

into a large amount of Pt nuclei, which grow into polypod structures due to a cementation

process.83

II. The spherical/cubic PtCo NCs are observed when small Co amounts are added to the

synthesis. The reduction competition between HDD and Co leads to a fast reduction of a

Figure 2.26: A) Tabulated comparison of the atomic % of Co obtained from the

theoretical synthesis, calculated from Vegard’s law (XRD) and ICP-MS (left); and a

comparison of the PtCo NCs size determined from TEM images and calculated using the

Scherrer equation (XRD) as the Co content varies (right). B) XDR patterns for the PtCo

NCs synthesized in the presence of increasing Co content (x=[Co]/[Pt]) with constant HDD

and Pt precursor concentrations.
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portion of the Pt monomers and the formation of a smaller number of nuclei, enabling

growth towards larger sizes.

III. The progressive increase in Co content produces a fast homogeneous reduction of more

Pt monomers (faster but equivalent to HDD reduction), causing the formation of irregular

flake-like NCs (comparable to the polypod morphology). 

It is important to mark up that high concentration of Co does not lead to shape control

indicating that the NC size and shape control is determined by the relative concentrations

([Co]/[Pt] ratio) and reducing strengths of the reducers. The ensemble of data suggests that

during synthesis, the metallic Co reduces the Pt2+ ions and in the process becomes oxidized.

The incorporation of Co into the Pt NCs as a metal further suggests that the oxidized Co is later

reduced back to Co0, probably with the assistance of the Pt NCs as a catalyst.

Increasing the Hydride content (Replacing Co by Hydride). As a control

experiment, the role of the second reducer by replacing the Co by a stronger reducer, lithium

triethylborohydride (H2/2H-, Eº = -2.25 V88) was examined. The NCs produced in this case are

purely Pt NCs, unlike the PtCo alloys produced when using Co as a second reducer. Figure 2.27

shows the morphological trends which are similar to the previously observed when using Co,

thus confirming the competitive reducing role between HDD and hydride. The increase in

hydride concentration is represented by the value of y, which is determined from the ratio of

[Hydride]/[Pt].

Figure 2.27: TEM images with the corresponding statistical size analysis of the Pt NCs

synthesized by increasing the hydride concentration while maintaining constant HDD and

Pt precursor concentrations (y represents the [Hydride]/[Pt] ratio).
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The table 2.2 summarizes the evolution on the particle size and shape when increases the

hydride concentration. The differences in the polypod morphology in Figures 2.27 A and B,

signify that the different reducing strengths of HDD and hydride.

Table 2.2: Comparison of the size and shape evolution of the NCs obtained by

increasing hydride content in the synthesis. 

Increasing the HDD content. With the aim of examine the role of HDD in the process,

the HDD amount added to the synthesis was varied while maintaining constant Co and Pt

concentrations. The increase in HDD concentration is represented by the value of z, which is

determined from the ratio of [HDD]/[Pt]. Figure 2.28 shows a representative set of TEM images

of the evolution of the NCs morphology as z varies from 0 to 13,24. It can be observed a wide

range of morphologies indicating that it is not just the differential reducing rate, but also the

absolute rate which tunes and affects the NC morphology. In detail, a flake-like morphology

was observed at z = 0 (Figure 2.28 A), illustrating the characteristic shape produced when only

one reducer is present in the synthesis. By the addition of different amounts of HDD, the

emergence of different shape PtCo NCs from of aggregated spheres (Figure 2.28 B,C) to a

mixture of shaped NCs (Figure 2.27 D,E) and eventually monodispersed cubic NCs (Figure 2.28

F,G) were observed. It is interesting the appearance of two NC size species at z = 4.58, as this

is different from the typical synthesis where only one NC size is normally observed (Figure 2.28

H). The continued increase in HDD concentration led to the appearance of an oval and

triangular shaped NCs (Figure 2.28 I,J) instead of the previously seen flake-like morphology,

showing the high degeneracy of the system.

The PtCo NCs were also analyzed using XRD (Figure 2.29 C), confirming their crystalline

structure, and the content of Co (%) in the PtCo alloy was calculated using Vegard’s law. The

values obtained oscillate between 2 and 5 %, which are close to the theoretical % Co added to

the synthesis and the values of the elemental composition analysis determined by ICP-MS

(Figure 2.29 A). There is no particular trend apparent between the % Co and z value, showing

that in a high HDD concentration environment, the Co plays a less significant role. Also, NC
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sizes were determined from the Scherrer equation (equation 2.1) and compared with the sizes

obtained from TEM images (Figure 2.29 A).The calculated sizes are remarkably close, again

showing good agreement between both techniques (Figure 2.29 B).

Finally, we can conclude that when HDD is present as a sole reducer, there is not competition

in the reducing rate, and polypod-type morphology is observed (Figure 2.30, R1). However, in

the presence of both HDD and Co, a competition between two reducers leads to large shaped

NCs. Depending on the proportion of both reducers, may be a balanced competition between

them or one reducer may dominate the other (Figure 2.30, R1+R2). Eventually, the continued

increase in Co concentration leads to an even faster reducing rate and the appearance of flake-

like NCs, similar to the polypod structures obtained using solely HDD (Figure 2.30, R2).

Experiments substituting superhydride for Co2(CO)8 show the same behavior, but without the

shape control effect induced by the Co.

Figure 2.28: TEM images and the corresponding statistical size analysis of the PtCo

NCs synthesized by increasing the HDD concentration while maintaining constant Co and

Pt precursor concentrations (z represents the [HDD]/[Pt] ratio).
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Figure 2.29: A) Table comparing the % Co inside the PtCo NCs (using XRD and ICP-

MS) and the PtCo NCs size (using TEM and XRD) at different [Co]/[Pt] ratios. B) Plot of

[Co]/[Pt] versus PtCo NC diameter (nm) obtained from TEM (solid circle) and XRD (x

mark). The dotted line is drawn to better represent the change in NC size. C) XRD patterns

for the PtCo NCs synthesized in the presence of increasing HDD content while maintaining

constant Co and Pt precursor concentrations (z represents the [HDD]/[Pt] ratio).

Figure 2.30: Schematic diagram illustrating the growth mechanism of Pt (and PtCo)

NCs in the presence of a sole reducer (R1 or R2) or a mixture of reducers (R1+R2), where

R1 represents HDD and R2 represents Co.
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2.3.2.3 Summary

The synthesis of Pt and PtCo alloy NCs in the presence of one or two reducing agents has

been studied. Upon the addition of Pt precursor, an initial burst nucleation of small, amorphous

Pt nuclei results in a dramatic decrease on the concentration and availability of the Pt precursor,

and thus opens a getaway for the NC growth phase. The existence of both freshly formed nuclei

and precursor at the beginning of the reaction represents a highly susceptible and vulnerable

stage, where the size and shape of NCs can be easily manipulated.77 The relative concentrations

of available precursor and the growing nuclei can be altered to have an impact on the growth

kinetics by mixing reducers in such a way that they compete to reduce the Pt ions. The presence

of only one reducer produces polypod-type morphologies. On the other hand, when the

synthesis contains two competing reducers, shaped NCs are obtained. Different morphologies

can be produced by taking advantage of the susceptibility of the system to minor changes during

the early reaction stages.

2.4 Synthesis of Bimetallic Au/Pt Heterostructures 

From the mixed Pt/Co systems, in this section we move to explore Pt/Au systems, where in

this case the Pt is the reactive specie and Au the noble one. Hybrid NCs represent a new class

of structures where different inorganic materials are joined together in the absence of a

mediator (i.e. molecular linker) and bring about materials with novel properties.91,92 The most

studied geometries are core/shell NCs, where the outer material is uniformly grown around the

metallic core.93 But recently, special interest is also being directed towards asymmetrical

structures, which are grown with two materials (such as metal/metal,94-96

semiconductor/metal,97,98 metal oxide/metal99,100 and metal oxide/semiconductor101) epitaxially

joined through an interfacial area. In the last years, a wide variety of morphologies such as

dumbbells,102,103 clover-like96 and rod with metal tip94,104 have been reported, where their shape

depends on how growth can occur (i.e. at specific facets or domains of the NCs). 

While a common theme for most of the reported heterodimers is the use of high

temperatures during the synthetic process, herein we show a RT synthesis of AuPt heterodimers

using a simple protocol.
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2.4.1 Experimental

For instrumentation details of this section see Appendix A.4

2.4.1.1 Chemicals

Platinum(II) acetylacetonate [Pt(acac)2, 98%] was purchased from Strem Chemicals and

used as received. Au(III) chloride trihydrate (HAuCl4·3H2O, 99%), oleylamine (OAM, 70%),

1,2-dichlorobenzene anhydrous (DCB, 99%), 1,2-hexadecanediol (HDD, 90%), Co carbonyl

moistened with 5-10% hexane [Co2(CO)8, 90–95%] and 1-undecanol (UD, 98%) were

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. All chemicals were stored and prepared

for synthesis in a UNIlab MBraun glove box unless otherwise stated.

2.4.1.2 Synthesis of Pt Nanocrystals

The Pt NCs used in the AuPt heterodimer synthesis were synthesized and purified using a

procedure described previously (Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1). Briefly, a solution containing 95 mg

of HDD (0.37 mmol), 45 µL of OAM and 10 µL of DCB was added to a 3-neck round-bottom

flask equipped with a condenser and stirred under an Ar atmosphere. The solution temperature

was increased to 180 ºC using a glycerol oil bath over a time period of ~30 to 60 min. Once the

boiling temperature of DCB was reached, a 3 mL solution of DCB containing 45 mg of Pt (acac)2
(0.11 mmol) was added drop-wise at a rate of 0.5 mL/min. 100 µL of Co trace prepared from

Co2(CO)8 (2 µmol) was then added immediately to the solution. The solution was refluxed at

180 ºC for 20 min and gradually cooled down to RT before being transferred to an Ar filled vial.

The atomic Pt concentration immediately after synthesis and purification was 0.56 mg/mL

(measured by ICP-MS). The concentration of Pt NCs was 1.21 x 1014 NC per mL (calculated

assuming cubic NCs of side length 6 nm, Pt density of 21.45 g/cm and atomic Pt concentration

0.56 mg/mL). 

2.4.1.3 Synthesis of AuPt Heterodimers at Room Temperature

A previously purified 0.3 mL solution of Pt NCs in DCB was mixed with 2.7 mL solution of

1% OAM in DCB. Next, 3 mL solution of AuCl4- in DCB (0.79 mM stock prepared with 5% UD

to ensure its complete dissolution) was then added, and the resulting solution was stirred at

RT for different time intervals. The final fractions of OAM and UD in the solution were 0.45%

and 2.5%, respectively. The growth of the heterodimers was monitored using TEM and UV-Vis,

and the solution was purged with N2 after each measurement and stored in a darkened

environment. 
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2.4.2 Results and Discussion

Pt seeds play a very important role for the nucleation and growth of Au on Pt NCs to form

heterodimer structures at RT in the presence of OAM as reducer. The Pt NCs drastically

accelerates the reaction by acting both as seed platforms for the Au nucleation and possibly as

a catalytic reducer especially when the initial concentration of Au ions in solution is high. 

2.4.2.1 The Reaction Time. 

The growth of the Au domains on the Pt seeds was followed with time. The initial solution

appeared brownish due to the presence of Pt NC seeds, but it eventually evolved to pink/reddish

after 24 h. TEM samples taken at different reaction times show that the size of the growing Au

NCs increased from ~8 nm, at 24 h, to ~9-10 nm , at 72 h, and remained constant afterwards

(Figure 2.32). After 96 h of reaction, two different heterodimer structures were observed: i)

some having a peanut-like structure and ii) others showing a smooth merging between Au and

Pt NCs. In order to evaluate the effect of an excess of Au3+ ions in solution, more Au precursor

was added to the reaction mixture after 196 h and stirred for an additional 4 days. It was

observed an increase in the size of the pre-existing Au domains to 15.6 nm, along with some

free Au NCs. Also, multiple heterojunctions in each particle (i.e. Au-Pt-Au) were not observed

as happens at higher temperatures.96

The formation of Au/Pt heterodimers can be explained as follows. As Au begins to nucleate

onto a particular facet of a Pt seed (most likely on the 111 surface), electrons are transferred

from the Pt to the Au between their Fermi levels across the interface.99 The charge distribution

is thus modified to compensate for the potential at the Au/Pt interface and the other exposed

Pt facets become much less effective points for the nucleation of Au. Therefore, when more Au3+

precursor is added to the existing heterodimers, the slight lattice mismatch tends to favor the

growth of Au ions on Au NC rather than on another facet of Pt NCs. Also, at RT, the required

energy for the nucleation is higher than for the growth, favoring the heterodimer formation.

Figure 2.31: Schematic representation of the Pt/Au heterodimer formation.
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2.4.2.2 Structural Characterization

The HRTEM analysis of the heterodimers (Figure 2.33) shows how Au-domains growth

epitaxially on top of Pt seeds, and some of the Au NCs domains exhibit twin dislocations and

are faceted. The FFT power spectrum analysis (Figure 2.33 A) shows that both NCs are oriented

along the [110] zone axis and the pattern also presents the typical striking lines for such twinned

and faceted NCs. Geometrical Phase Analysis (GPA)105,106 of the heterodimers was carried out

in order to confirm the changes in the cell parameter or fringe deformation due to the chemical

variation along the NCs (Figure 2.33 B). Taking into account that the interplanar distances of

the {111} planes are 0.236 and 0.226 nm for Au and Pt respectively, we would expect a variation

of 4% in the fringe distance between both parts. The results obtained with GPA match with the

predicted variations and show the two different metals with the fringe deformation in color

maps (%).  

The crystalline structures of the heterodimers were also characterized by powder XRD and

compared with the diffraction pattern of individual Au and Pt NCs. The determined XRD

spectrum shows a mixture of the two patterns originating from nanosized Au and Pt particles

(Figure 2.34 A). The evolution of the heterodimer formation has been also followed with time

by UV-Vis spectroscopy giving us information of the surface SPR, a direct measurement of the

electron cloud of the conforming metals (Figure 2.34 B). While Pt NCs do not have maximum

Figure 2.32: TEM images of the Pt/Au heterodimer evolution with time.
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SPR band in the visible range (t = 0 h), a small band begins to emerge after 10 h of reaction. A

maximum SPR was observed at 24 h of reaction, corresponding to the growth of the Au NCs

attached on the Pt seeds. As time progressed, more prominent and narrower SPR bands were

observed (~537-543 nm) due to the continuous growth of the Au NCs and increase of

monodispersity of the NC size. During the heterodimer evolution, a slight blue-shift of ~6 nm

was observed. This is consistent since the growth of larger Au NCs red-shifts the Plasmon while

the presence of Pt induces a charge transfer to the Au and causes the blue-shift. Thus, when

more Au3+ precursor was added, a red-shift of the band and an increase in the absorbance were

observed.

Heterodimers exhibit unique optical properties due to the coupling and the electronic effects

of the two different metals domains. While individual Au NCs (5-20 nm in size) exhibit a SPR

around ~520 nm,107 the heterodimers were detected in the 540-550 nm region. This red-shift

suggests an effective coupling where the electronic structure of Au is modified by the presence

of the Pt seeds.

Figure 2.33: A) HRTEM image and B) GPA of the heterodimers with the corresponding

FFT power spectra. The red circles in the FFT indicates the (111) spot used for the GPA.

Colored areas correspond to crystal domains of the same lattice parameters, which go in

the sense blue, green, and red towards a higher density of the material.
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Figure 2.34: A) Powder XRD spectra comparing Au NCs, Pt NCs and heterodimer

crystalline structures after 114 h of reaction at RT. B) UV-Vis spectra for the heterodimers

at different reaction time: 0 h (a), 6 h (b), 10 h (c), 24 h (d),  48 h (e), 72 h (f), 96 h (g), 196

h (h) and after additional Au3+ injection (i). Inset: plot of maximum absorbance peak (λ)

vs time. The dotted line illustrates the change in λ.

2.4.2.3 Role of Pt Nanocrystals 

Control studies were performed to determine the role of the Pt seeds in the heterodimer

formation. When the synthesis was repeated in the absence of Pt NCs, lightly pinkish colored

solution is observed only after 196 h. Analysis by TEM showed polydispersed non-spherical Au

NCs (Figure 2.35), thus confirming the role of the OAM as a mild reducer of the Au3+ as it has

been reported previously elsewhere.96,108 It can be observed a dramatic decrease of the reaction

rate when comparing with the presence of Pt NCs (from 196 h to 24 h), indicating that the Pt

seeds strongly favor the nucleation of Au. This fact can be understood in terms of Pt NCs acting

as both, i) nucleation center and/or ii) catalyzing the reduction of Au ions when the initial

concentrations are very high. 

Figure 2.35: Control experiment: synthesis without Pt seeds.
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To determine if the Pt NCs suffer an etching and dissolution during the formation of the

heterodimers due to their reductive role, the synthesis was repeated both in the presence and

absence of Au3+ precursor for 24 h. The suspended particles were precipitate and the

supernatant analyzed by ICP-MS. The chemical analysis of the resulting supernatant did not

show a significant presence of Pt2+ in neither solutions (0.2 and 0.3 % of the mass in the absence

and presence of Au3+, respectively). These results further corroborate the role of the OAM as

the reducer in these reactions.

The heterodimer structures were also synthesized in the presence of different Au3+ precursor

concentrations while maintaining a constant concentration of Pt NCs (10nM) (Figure 2.36).

The results show that the heterodimers became more apparent as the initial concentration of

Au3+ increased. The main diameter of the Au domains increased from 7.9±1.0 nm to 9.1±1.4

Figure 2.36: TEM images of the heterodimer structures with increasing Au3+ precursor

concentration (A-E) and decrease of the Pt NCs amount (F), sampled after 96 h of reaction.
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nm (Figure 2.36, A-E), thus indicating that the growth of Au NCs is directly related to the

increased availability of Au3+ ions to be reduced on top of the Au domains. By the contrary,

when the Pt seed concentration was decreased ten times while maintaining Au precursor

constant and similar to Figure 2.36 C, the size of the Au domains was 10.6±1.9 nm (Figure 2.36

F).

2.4.3 Summary

In this section, we have reported a method for the synthesis of AuPt heterodimers performed

at RT using OAM as the reducer and PtNCs as seeds. The presence of Pt NCs markedly

accelerates the nucleation rate of Au, which suggests its role as both nucleation platforms and

initial catalytic reducer. HRTEM showed an epitaxial growth of Au on Pt, favored by the slow

growth conditions. These soft conditions also allows an easily monitorization of the SPR band

shift with time.

2.5 Synthesis of Extremely Long Rod Shaped Au
Nanocrystals

As it is well known, properties of materials at the nanometer scale, including optical,

magnetic, electronic, crystallographic and catalytic, are size and shape dependent and often

different from their corresponding bulk materials.109-113 Optical properties are especially

important when the particles have high aspect ratios (length/width). Spherical particles show

a single SPR but in particles with shape anisotropy, such Au nanorods (Au NRs), a second

surface Plasmon band is typically observed at lower energies. The two different Plasmon

absorption bands are related to the two different oscillations of the electrons: transversal, across

the short dimension, and longitudinal, along the long axis; being the second very sensitive to

the aspect ratio.114 This characteristic makes that the Au NRs present very interesting optical

properties such as enhancement of the fluorescence over bulk metal nanospheres, which make

them able to be used in sensory applications.115,116

Different approaches have been attempted to produce long Au NRs such as lithography,117

template-mediated synthesis118,119 and reduction methods in aqueous surfactant media. In the

last method mentioned there are two known approaches: the electrochemical120 or

photochemical121 method and the seed-mediated growth method.122 Among all methods, the
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seed-mediated growth is one of the most commonly used, where previously synthesized small

particles (seeds) are used as nuclei for the anisotropic growth of the NRs. Moreover, the use of

cationic surfactant CTAB is a crucial parameter in the synthesis of Au NRs by a seed-mediated

growth method. 

The growth mechanism of Au NRs remains a subject of debate, but all mechanisms are based

on the crystal growth inhibition, which is closely related to the crystalline structure and

thermodynamic stability of the different facets of the fcc structure of the metallic Au. CTAB is

used as a structural directing agent due to its preferential adsorption on the (100) surface.

Murphy and co-workers proposed the growth mechanism of Au NRs governed by preferential

adsorption of CTAB to different crystal faces during the growth in a bilayer conformation.123-125

Also they developed a rod synthesis where aspect ratio (AR) was controlled by varying the ratio

of seeds to the metal salt, and rods with AR between 2 and 18 can be synthesized by using this

three-step seed-mediated approach.122 Later on, it was discovered that with the addition of an

appropriate amount of nitric acid to the growth solution, and Au NRs with high AR (>20) can

be produced in a high yield.126,127 Huang et al. also discovered that rods growth was promoted

in acidic solutions, and they were able to increase the AR to over 200 with also decreasing the

amount of initial seeds.128 However, large amounts of Au precursor were needed to obtain long

rods, thus the reaction required to be multi-step to avoid new nucleation. In this section we

present a one-step synthesis, based in the seed-mediated growth method, which produces high

AR Au NRs at RT and using Pt seeds as nuclei.

2.5.1 Experimental

For instrumentation details of this section see Appendix A.5

2.5.1.1 Chemicals

Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate trihydrate (HAuCl4·3H2O), potassium tetrachloroplatinate(II)

(K2PtCl4), cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) 95%, sodium citrate, sodium

borohydride (NaBH4) and ascorbic acid (AA) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as

received without further purification. 

2.5.1.2 Synthesis of CTAB Stabilized Pt Seed Nanoparticles 

The synthesis of Pt NPs stabilized in CTAB was carried out following the method described

by Grzelczak et al.129 A mixture of 9.63 mL of CTAB (0.1 M) with 50 µL of K2PtCl4 (0.05 M)
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was heated up to 40 ºC for 5 min until the solution became clear. After adding 0.3 mL of NaBH4
(0.06 M), the vial was capped immediately. After 10 min, the vial was opened and stirred for

several minutes for the total decomposition of the NaBH4. 

2.5.1.3 Synthesis of CTAB Stabilized Au Seed Nanoparticles 

The synthesis of Au NPs stabilized in CTAB was prepared via the method developed by

Nikoobakht and El-Sayed.130 Briefly, 5 mL of CTAB (0.2 M) were mixed with 5 mL of HAuCl4
(0.0005 M). Next, 0.6 mL of freshly prepared NaBH4 (0.01 M) solution were added to the

mixture while vigorous stirring, which resulted in the formation of a light-brown solution within

a few seconds. Stirring of the solution was continued for 2 min.

2.5.1.4 Synthesis of Au Rods Using Pt Seed Nanoparticles

A growth solution was prepared by mixing 5 mL of CTAB (0.2 M) and 5 mL of HAuCl4 (0.001

M). After that, 50 µL of AA (0.1 M) were added as a mild reducing agent, changing the growth

solution from dark yellow to colorless (reducing Au3+ to Au1+). Then, a volume between 5 and

30 µL of the pre-synthesized Pt seeds was added and gently mixed for 10 seconds. The solution

was kept at RT for 1 month. The evolution of the reaction was followed by UV-Vis and TEM. 

2.5.1.5 Synthesis of Au Nanorods Using Au Seed Nanoparticles

Three different growth solutions were prepared by addition of three different volumes (0.015

mL, 0.15 mL and 1.5 mL) of K2PtCl4 (0.004 M) to 5 mL of CTAB (0.2M). Next, 5 mL of HAuCl4
(0.001 M) and 55 µL of AA (0.1 M) solution were added to each growth solution by means of a

step-by-step addition, and then gently mixed for 10 seconds. It is worth noting that the three

solutions above are identical except for the Pt ion content. The final step was the addition of 12

µL of the pre-synthesized Au seedNP  solution to the growth solutions. The solutions were kept

at RT.

2.5.2 Results and Discussion

2.5.2.1 Structural Characterization

Following the procedures reported in the experimental section, high AR Au NRs have been

obtained when Pt-CTAB capped NPs were used as seeds. Figure 2.37 shows TEM images of the

Au rods after 1 day (A) and 1 month (B). In the size distribution diagram it can be observed that

after one day reaction the Au NRs have a length between 100 and 600 nm (Figure 2.37 A, inset),
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and a medium width of 26±5 nm.  The synthesis of NRs is accompanied by the formation of

spherical particles and plates as by-products. After 1 month, the Au rods have grown until reach

a lengths of several microns (>10 µm) and a widths of 36±11 nm (Figure 2.37 B,C). 

The Au NRs perfectly crystallize in the Au fcc cubic structure. Their growth direction is

always along the [1-10] axis (Figure 2.37 D), and remarkably all the NRs are single crystal.

However, the NRs contain plenty of crystalline {111} twin and/or stacking fault defects parallel

to the growth axis. Figure 2.38 shows HRTEM images of a twinned Au NR, found on a rotated

orientation (e.g. [112] zone axis), on the top part (growth front, A) and some middle section

(B). In both cases the presence of twins and stacking faults is evidenced clearly crossing the

entire length of the NR. These twins tend to occur as rotation along the {111} planes parallel to

their growth axis and in the central part of the NR. We have analyzed with the FFT power

spectra both the central and the lateral part of the NR finding the presence of multiple spots on

the (-1-11) axis in the central part, meaning that the twins are partially ordered. In fact, as shown

Figure 2.37: TEM images of the Au NRs produced by one-step seed-mediated growth

method in presence of metallic Pt at different times: 1 day (A) and 1 month (B) and (C);

inset in A: size distribution diagram of the length of Au NRs at 1 day reaction time. D)

HRTEM image of one of the Au rods with its associated FFT power spectra.
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on the yellow arrows, these twins may occur every 2 or 3 (-1-11) atomic planes forming a kind

of ordered superstructure. 

The presence of {111} twins parallel to the zone axis is a common feature found in NWs

composed of cubic crystalline materials, e.g. in Si NWs.131 But moreover, the presence of twins

mainly in NWs have been shown recently to have a finest effect, by changing the local stacking

of the atomic planes and thus creating different structural polytypes localized in some areas of

the NW, which can present different optical and electrical properties.132-136

The main feature of these Au NRs is their extremely length, up to tenths of microns, fact that

even allow us to see them by optical microscope (Figure 2.39 A). Figures 2.39 B and C also show

SEM images of the Au NRs deposited onto HOPG substrate. The EELS spectra analysis realized

to the sample indicates that both particles (by-products) and Au NRs are formed by pure Au

and no signal of Pt (both overlapping in the EELS spectra) was found. 

In the reported mechanism for the Au NR formation, the surfactant plays an important role.

First, the CTAB interacts with [AuCl4]- before the reduction process is induced, leading to the

formation of [AuCl4]-CTAB metallo-micelles. Later, the AA reduces Au3+ to Au1+ (process

confined in the metallo-micelle) and subsequently the seeds induce the catalytic reduction of

Au1+ to Au0. And, finally, the adsorption of CTAB on the growing surface confines the direction

growth. Generally, a high concentration of CTAB it is required for NR growth (0.1 M), even

though its critical micelle concentration (cmc) is 100 times lower (0.9 mM). The rate of the

reaction is controlled by the collisions of the metallo-micelles, formed by the Au1+ ions trapped

in the CTAB, with the Pt seeds. The cmc is determined by the temperature of the solution, and

working at RT allows us to decrease the solubility of CTAB and, in that way, slow down the

reaction. Thus, reducing the solubility allows decrease the availability of Au ions for the growth

process and also avoid new nucleation. Considering this, we have a kinetic control of the

Figure 2.38: Panel of HRTEM images of A) the top part (growth front) of a twinned

Au NR, with the corresponding FFT patterns of the selected areas, and B) a middle section

of the same NR showing the twin ordered superstructure. 
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synthesis favoring the formation of the extra long Au NRs. However, secondary nucleation was

not completely avoided and some by-products as big particles and plates appeared as the NR

grew longer. Furthermore, it has been established that the morphology of the final particles is

mainly determined by the number of twin defects present in the initial seeds.137 Considering

that, the by-products obtained can also be attributed to the possible polydisperse morphology

of the Pt seeds, due that we also observed Au plates of the order of microns.

2.5.2.2 Effect of Pt2+ and Pt Seeds in the Synthesis

Control studies were performed to further substantiate the role of Pt in the NRs formation.

For study if the Pt ions had some effect in the growth process, we performed some experiments

varying the amount of Pt2+ in the synthesis. The procedure reported in the experimental section

was followed using in this case Au seeds synthesized in CTAB, instead of Pt seeds, with the

objective of had the presence of Pt in the system only in ionic form. It could be observed (Figure

2.40) that as the amount of Pt2+ increases, the rod size decreases until produce polydisperse Au

NPs of ~200 nm in diameter as main product. From that, it can be conclude that the presence

of Pt2+ avoids the formation of rods, and is the presence of the Pt as metallic particle that helps

the extremely long Au NRs formation.

Figure 2.39: Optical microscope image of the extremely Au NRs deposited onto a mica

substrate (A) and SEM images of the Au NRs deposited HOPG substrate (B and C). 
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Figure 2.40: TEM images showing the Pt salt (K2PtCl4) effect in the synthetic process.

Volumes of K2PtCl4 solution (0.004 M) added: 0.015 mL (A), 0.15 mL (B) and 1.5 mL (C).

As the bigger the amount of Pt seeds the lower the formation of rods. 

Figure 2.41: TEM image of Au NRs at 1day reaction, where it can be observed an

elongated tip at the end of the NRs.

Furthermore, sometimes it was observed a narrower tip at the end of the rods at short times

of the synthesis (Figure 2.41). This, at least, remembers the colloidal synthesis of Ge NRs

published by Korgel et al. based on metal NC-seeded solution-liquid solid (SLS) growth.138

2.5.2.3 Effect of Different Amount of Pt Seeds in the Synthesis

It has also been studied the effect of the variation of the amount of Pt seeds. As the amount

of seeds increased, more by-products such as spherical particles, plates and shorter rods were

obtained, as wells as less proportion of long NRs were observed. Therefore, we can also conclude

that large amounts of seeds favored the formation of more nucleations, thus obtaining less long

NR (Figure 2.42). Besides, if none seeds were added to the growth solution no changes were

observed.
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2.5.3 Summary

Au NRs of several microns have been synthesized in the presence of Pt NPs in aqueous

solution, at smooth conditions and at RT. It has been demonstrated that the catalytic activity

of the Pt seeds can be use for the seed-mediated growth and RT reduction of Au3+ in aqueous

CTAB solution, leading to high AR rods to over 200. It can be also assure that the Pt is involved

in the formation of the long NRs in form of metallic NPs and it is not taking an active part as

an ion. A possible applicability of these structures can consist in their implementation into

electronic systems which will allow study fundamental aspects of electronic transport.

Figure 2.42: The effect of Pt seeds in the synthetic process. TEM images of different

samples where different volumes of seeds were added: 5 μL (A), 10 μL (B), 20 μL (C) and

30 μL (D).
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2.6 Conclusions

This chapter has been devoted to a detailed description of the synthesis of different metallic

and bimetallic particles, as well as to a detailed structural characterization.

In the case of magnetic Co NPs, their magnetic characterization has been also performed.

Due to the high dependence of the magnetic properties with the oxidation state, the oxidation

studies of the Co NPs became an important subject. Some interesting oxides such as CoO hollow

NPs has been deeply studied. The Co NPs will be subject of intense research in the next chapters,

which are centered in the better understand of their SA process and the interactions that are

involved, by different techniques.

The synthesis of diverse Pt NPs and PtCo alloy NPs has been reproducibly synthesized as

monodisperse and crystalline NCs in stable colloidal solution. Various NCs shapes has been

obtained with subtle changes, which indicate the high susceptibility and mutability of the NC

shape in front to the modification of the reaction kinetics at the early reduction stages. It has

been also determined the role of the Co NPs as shape-directing agents during the synthetic

process. Moreover size and shape control has been obtained by combining different reducers,

and the importance of the competitive role between reducing agents has been explored.

We reported the synthesis of AuPt heterodimers by using a simple protocol, and the role of

both OAM and Pt NCs in the reduction and nucleation of Au has also been investigated. The

synthesis presented two significant aspects: firstly, the synthesis was conducted at RT, which

enabled the heterodimer growth to progress at a slower rate and thus allowed monitoring of

the Au nucleation process; and secondly, these conditions allowed epitaxial growth with no

crystal modification at the Au-Pt interphase. 

Finally, Au long NRs have been synthesized through one-step synthetic process based in the

commonly used seed-mediated growth method for synthesizing Au rods. Our modificated

process produces high aspect ratio gold NRs at RT by using Pt seed as nuclei and reaction

catalyst. The Au NRs perfectly crystallize in the Au fcc cubic structure and remarkably all are

single crystal. Moreover, the grow direction was always along the [1-10] axis and contain plenty

of crystalline twins parallel to the grow axis.
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It is known that under appropriate conditions, colloidal NPs self-assemble into crystalline

structures with long-range periodic order as a result of the balance between electrostatic forces,

surface tension, entropy, topography, substrate affinity, and evidently, the size, shape, and

concentration of the particles.1,2 SA process of NPs into ordered structures may be comparable

with crystallization, where elements rearrange themselves into a periodic crystal structure.

The spontaneous assembly of monodispersed ligand-capped NPs has been reported by many

authors.1,3-6 The formation of ordered structures can be promoted by using different techniques

such as Langmuir-Blodgett,7 magnetic fields8 (in the case of magnetic NPs) and electrophoretic

deposition.9 One well-known methodology used to obtain self-assembled NP structures is the

drying-mediated SA,10 which consists in the controlled evaporation of the solvent from a

colloidal particle dispersion on top of the desired substrate allowing the self-organization of

the constituent units. Three-dimensional superlattices of different metals such as Ag, Ag2S and

Co have been obtained by slow evaporation of the solvent onto TEM grids and carbon

substrates.11 NPs with size distribution less than 5% can then form closed-packed structures,

i.e. self-assembled NP superlattices, where the NP acts as individual entities. The NP

superlattices do not have strong chemical interactions between particles, but are linked by vdW,

hydrogen bonds, and electric/magnetic dipole interactions. This fact allows the NPs to have

certain mobility during the evaporation process, what results into a wide number of different

structures.

In the SA process, it is important to understand the various interactions between NPs,

substrates and solvents, which lead to the formed patterns (see section 1.5). For instance,
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evaporation of the solvent affects particle/particle interaction, since the relatively weak

attraction between NPs, which is efficiently screened in dilute solution, becomes noticeable as

the solvent evaporates, initiating the assembly. In the case of magnetic NPs, the study of the

magnetic dipolar interactions, which are not screened or interfered by the medium (solvent,

surfactants, by-product, etc.), is fundamental to understand and control such processes.

3.1. Self-assembly of Metal Nanoparticles onto TEM Carbon-
Coated Substrates

This section will focus primarily in the different self-assembled structures of both different

shape and composition metallic NPs obtained by the drying-mediated method on TEM carbon

coated substrates. It will be observed how the particle size, shape (spherical, cubic, rod),

composition (Au, Pt, Co) and capping molecules (ionic/organic stabilizers) of the NPs highly

affect the SA process to obtain different assemblies.

3.1.1. Spherical Nanoparticles

3.1.1.1 Au Nanoparticles

The controlled organization of Au NPs into desired architectures became a research focus

of attention because is relevant for numerous applications, i.e. small metallic features tethered

to inorganic surfaces can work as surface Plasmon resonance based chemo- or biosensors with

high sensitivity.12 Colloidal Au NP dispersions synthesized by the well known citrate-reduction

method,13,14 tend to attach each other forming chain structures when they are drop casted on

top of a carbon coated TEM substrate, as can be observed in the Figure 3.1 A.  recent study has

been published by Zhang et al., where they reported that Au chains of particles can result in

chain-like Au nano-assembly by the simple removal of the residual citrate ions acting as the

capping agent.15 On the basis of the HRTEM observations, they believed that the decreased

surface energy as well as the dipole-dipole interactions were responsible for the formation of

the chain-like structures onto hydrophobic substrates. In the case of well-dispersed and capped

NPs, we have observed that the chain-like orientation might be caused by the surface tension

owing to the solvent evaporation or by the hydrophilic character of the adsorbed molecules

(citrate). By contrast, OAM-capped Au NPs, prepared in organic solvent, self-assemble in

hexagonal compact structures (Figure 3.1 B). The protection of the particles by a dense ML of

hydrophobic organic molecules, favors their assembly into large arrays with variable degrees

of organization. Klabunde et al. reported a long-range 2D ordered array of dodecanethiol-
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capped Au NPs on SiN substrate.16 Depending on the organic capping agent and its distribution

on the NP surface the inter-particle distance can vary. In addition, the selection of this capping

agent has an important influence on the optical properties of these 2D arrays, since it

determines the inter-particle distance.17

3.1.1.2 Co Nanoparticles

In the case of magnetic NPs, different magnetic effects are involved in the SA process such

as proximity, long-range interactions, long-range order, domain walls, hysteresis and collective

behavior, among others. For nanostructured materials built from magnetic nanometic units,

dipolar interactions play an important role in determining the final properties of the material.18

Dipolar materials arrange themselves into highly non-homogeneous structures as a

consequence of the very strong anisotropy of the dipole-dipole interaction. Spherical Co NPs

constitute a good example of these materials, and show a wide variety of self-assembled

structures (Figure 3.2 A-D). 

Co NPs self-assemble from compact to linear structures depending on the particle size, i.e. on

their magnetization (see also Chapter 2, Section 2.1). Interestingly enough, when we

homogeneously mix different Co NP size populations in solution, they spontaneously segregate

when self-assemble onto the TEM substrate. This example illustrates how the self-assembled

pattern strongly depends on the size (Figure 3.2 E).

Figure 3.1: TEM images of different self-assembled structures of spherical Au NPs

synthesized in A) aqueous citrate solution and B) organic media with OAM as capping

agent.
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3.1.2 Non-Spherical Nanoparticles

3.1.2.1 Pt Nanoparticles

In the previous chapter we obtained different shapes of Pt NPs by using different reducers

(Chapter 2, section 2.2.2). Here we investigate on the self-assembled structures generated by

some of these particles depending on their shape. One drop of the original solution was casted

on the TEM substrate and left to dry. As can be observed in Figure 3.3 A, the regular cubic

particles self-assemble in a highly ordered square arrangement with a well-defined inter-particle

spacing, demonstrating their narrow size distribution. The HRTEM image of one NC of the

square lattice (Figure 3.3 B) shows that the single Pt cube has preferential orientation with

crystallization along the family of {111} facets. On the other hand, regular shaped

cuboctahedrons (Figure 3.3 C) with faceting also occurring in the {111} and {002} planes, self-

assemble into a compact hexagonal lattice.

Besides the self-organization of the NPs in ordered structures, the oriented attachment has

recently been found to be a significant mechanism in the growth of several nanomaterials.19,20

This process has been presented as a very promising route for the preparation of complex-

shaped nanostructures using NPs as building blocks. It has been reported in several studies the

role of oriented attachment in the anisotropic growth of NCs, and also as a mechanism in the

synthesis of NPs. We have observed this phenomenon during the synthesis of Pt NCs, where

there is a shape transformation via oriented attachment of minor components. This process,

that we previously called pasting or cementation process (explained in the section 2.3.1.2), is

produced during the synthetic process.  Figure 3.4 shows a HRTEM image of the cemented Pt

particles. It can also be observed that this attachment can produce either poly-crystalline (A)

Figure 3.2: TEM image of different self-assembled structures of Co NP of different

sizes: (A) 12 nm, (B) 14 nm, (C) 16 nm, (D) 18 nm. E) Mixture of Co NPs of different sizes.
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and single-crystalline (B) structures. The FFT pattern in Figure 3.4 B indicates the perfect

alienation of the (111) planes, thus confirming the single crystal structure.

3.1.2.2 Rod Shaped Au Nanoparticles

Au NRs with low AR (between 2 to 4) were produced by the methods published by Jana et

al.21 and Nikoobakht and El-Sayed,22 while Au NRs with higher AR were obtained as described

in section 2.4. The interaction between NRs in solution consists of both electrostatic repulsive

Figure 3.4: HRTEM images of the Pt NPs oriented attached into poly-crystalline (A)

and singe-crystalline (B) structure. Inset of figure B corresponds to the FFT pattern

indicating that the (111) planes are perfectly aligned and have single-crystal structure.

Figure 3.3: TEM images of self-assembled structures formed by cubes (A) and

cuboctahedrons (C), and HRTEM images of a single cube (B) and a single cuboctahedron

(D). Each image is accompanied by its corresponding FTT pattern. 
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forces, caused by the overlap of electrical double layers and attractive vdW forces. Au NRs in

water are stable up to several months because it is covered by a bilayer of surfactant (CTAB).

The governing inter-particle forces in this case are both electrostatic repulsion, due to the

electrical double layer, and steric repulsion, caused by the long alkyl chains of the surfactant.

Upon repeated centrifugation (usually 3 times), Au NRs tend to aggregate and they are

impossible to redisperse again, mediated by vdW attraction. Therefore, we can conclude that a

high concentration of surfactant in the solution is critical to avoid agglomeration.

We prepared the solution for SA by centrifuging the initial solution once and redispersing

the precipitated NRs in a small volume (from 1 mL to 100 µL) of water. One drop of the prepared

solution was casted onto the TEM substrate and left dry. The self-assembled rod structures

were spontaneously aligned side-by-side, preferring this conformation better than end-to-end

assembly. This phenomenon can be explained by the capillary force. For rod-like particles, two

directional capillary interactions (at transverse and longitudinal directions) should be

considered, effect that was studied by Gao et al.23 They found that the transverse capillary force

is always stronger than longitudinal capillary force, thus making rod-like particles to align side-

by-side preferentially, as expected. Also, the rod transverse capillary force is stronger than

spherical particle lateral capillary force, preventing the spheres intermixing at transverse

direction when the dispersion contains spheres, prisms and shapeless particles as by-products.

Figure 3.5 shows different self-assembled structures formed by Au rods of variable AR. It

can be observed that, independently of the AR, the longer side is the preferred side to self-

assemble. Parallel chains of self-assembled rods stack each other by fitting the side of the rods

of one of the chains into the spacing of the neighbor chain, minimizing in this way the inter-

particle spacing. With the decrease of rod length the transverse capillary force is weakened and

the stability of the ordered assembly structures is decreased allowing a greater mixing between

Figure 3.5: TEM image of different self-assembled structures of Au NRs of different

AR: (A) 1.84, (B) 2.17 and (C) 15.63.
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3.1.3 Summary

Organic-capped NCs can be organized into close-packed arrays simply by evaporating the

solvent from a hydrophobic sterically stabilized dispersion when the size distribution of the

particles is sufficiently narrow. NC shape strongly influences the symmetry of superlattices,

and small changes in the particle morphology can affect the distribution of the arrangement,

as has been observed in the case of the Pt cubes and cuboctahedrons. When prismatic particles

with tetragonal geometry were assembled, 2D superlattices with rectangular symmetry were

obtained. However, we observed hexagonal pattern in the SA of particles with hexagonal shape.

Moreover, the composition of the material, i.e. their inner properties, affects extremely the SA

Figure 3.6: Panel of different grain boundaries between long NRs with the

corresponding FFT patterns of the selected areas. 

both rods and spherical particles (Figure 3.5 A). Also, similarly to the case of Co NPs of different

sizes, in mixtures of particles with different shapes occurs segregation by morphologies due to

the different capillary forces. Figure 3.5 C shows an example of this behavior. 

A shape transformation via oriented attachment process has been also observed in Au NRs,

similar to the previously observed in Pt NPs. In the case of the synthesis of long rods (section

2.5), we could also observe that some of the NRs suddenly change their direction forming an

elbow (Figure 3.6). The analysis of the bending region showed that the shoulder is composed

of a grain boundary, which resulted from the merging area between two different NRs that have

fused together in some way (growing both along the [1-10] direction). During growth, the

reactive surfaces may merge while they are incorporating atoms in the process called pasting

or cementation.24
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process. A good example is the case of Co NPs, where the SA depends directly of the

magnetization. Finally, oriented attachment-based SA has been also observed in the case of Pt

NPs and Au NRs. In this oriented attachment, which is an irreversible process, particles appear

fused to form bigger structures.

3.2 Self-Assembly of Co Nanoparticles at Compatible
Substrates: Graphite

In particular, magnetic NPs are promising building blocks for high-performance nanodevices

for applications such as magnetic data storage and recording media.4,25 In magnetic materials,

the magnetic behavior is determined by the intrinsic exchange coupling energy and anisotropy

energy. Decreasing the single particle size usually reduces the anisotropy energy or modifies

the easy magnetization axes increasing the influence of dipolar interactions. If considering a

magnetic NP assembly, the particle-particle interaction becomes then an important issue,

dominating the collective magnetic behavior.26 Through changing the particle density, inter-

distance, or space arrangement, the magnetic properties might be controlled by design.27

Dipolar interactions play an important role in determining cooperative phenomena at the

molecular scale and the final properties of the material.28 Dipoles display a fondness for

arranging themselves into highly inhomogeneous structures. This is a consequence of the very

strong anisotropy of the dipole-dipole interaction, which couples the orientations of the dipole

moments with that of the inter-particle vector, what is different from the isotropic vdW

interaction.

There have been numerous experimental studies of magnetic NP arrays. FM-like (collective)

behavior in magnetization measurements of a 2D self-assembled ML of 9 and 12 nm diameter

Co particles has been previously observed.29 Similarly, Georgescu et al.30 studied islands of

spherical 21 nm size Co-ferrite (CoFe2O4) NPs by MFM. They observed that the magnetization

pattern of the NPs was determined by the competition between the collective dipole-dipole

interactions and the alignment of the dipole moments along the easy axes of magnetization.

Russier et al.31 studied both experimentally and theoretically the dipolar interactions between

Co NPs, which they characterized by a random distribution of the easy axes and deposited on

graphite.

In this section, we report on the predominant role of the dipolar magnetic interactions on

the formation of self-assembled super structures of magnetic NPs in the absence of applied

magnetic field. Other factors influencing the formation of those structures, such as the
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substrate, the evaporation process, and the interactions NP-substrate are also investigated. The

particles used contain a surfactant layer, thus they are at least separated by a couple of

nanometers. This means that the possibility of having an exchange interaction between NPs

(even in these dense assemblies) is negligible, and their mutual magnetic interactions are,

therefore, dominated by long-range dipole-dipole interactions. This study of the SA processes

of Co NPs coated with OA onto graphite together with the comparison with the SA on the

carbon-coated TEM grids, give the opportunity to study to the minutest detail the balance

between NP-NP and NP-substrate interactions, in the particular case where both particles and

substrate are highly hydrophobic. Starting with well-defined NPs we can fine-tune the

interactions among them by increasing their diameter and therefore the intensity and stability

of their magnetic moment.

3.2.1 Experimental

For instrumentation details of this section see Appendix A.6.

Co Nanoparticles. Spherical ε-Co NPs coated with OA were synthesized following the

procedure detailed in section 2.1. Briefly, a solution containing 0.54 g of Co2(CO)8 in 3 mL of

anhydrous DCB was injected in a 15 mL of  anhydrous DCB refluxing bath containing OA and

TOPO as surfactants. The nucleation occurs instantaneously upon injection. The lifetime of the

atoms in solution is short leading to the simultaneous formation of many small Co clusters.

Deposition of Co Nanoparticles onto Graphite. The deposition of the NPs onto the

substrate was performed by drop casting. We deposited a few drops of the initial Co NPs

solution (1016 particles per mL) onto a 5x5 mm freshly cleaved HOPG. In some of the

Figure 3.7: Scheme of the deposition process of Co NPs onto HOPG surface. Not

drawn to scale. 



Figure 3.8: SEM images of self-assembled structures formed by Co NPs of different

sizes: A) 5 nm , B) 6-7 nm and C) 13 nm onto HOPG.
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experiments the excess of solution was removed with the aid of an absorbent paper, leaving the

entire surface evenly coated. The substrate was covered with a petri dish for 30 min for facilitate

a slow initial evaporation under DCB atmosphere. After 30 min the substrate was uncovered

and the evaporation process continued until total dryness of the solvent. 

3.2.2 Results and Discussion

Since the majority of studies of SA of magnetic NPs have been developed onto carbon-coated

TEM substrates, our objective was to study the SA onto more interesting technological

substrates. HOPG presents a set of favorable properties: smooth, flat and clean surface, and

hydrophobic character that makes it compatible with the also hydrophobic OA and DCB, what

increases the affinity between the NPs and the substrate.

It can be observed different spontaneous self-assembled structures formed by Co NPs

depending of the size of the particles, in fact depending on their SPM behavior, onto HOPG.

Thus, large ML areas of Co NPs and different micro and macroscopic structures, resulting from

the evaporation of colloidal Co NPs solutions, are observed. This process can be modulated by

different parameters. In our case we modulated the contribution of dipolar magnetic

interactions to the SA process using Co NPs of different sizes (Figure 3.8)

Particularly, in the case of deposition of 6 nm Co NPs, slow evaporation of the DCB (bp =

181 ºC) at RT resulted in a spontaneous formation of a random distribution of micrometer sized

3D rice-grain like structures (Figure 3.8 B)
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3.2.2.1 Structural Characterization

The structures were first observed by optical microscope (Figure 3.9 B). The size distribution

analysis of the Co rice-grain like structures made up of 6 nm Co NPs reveals a relative narrow

size distribution around 1-2 µm in width and a length that varies between 4 and 8 µm (Figure

3.9 C). The observed size distribution (Gaussian and narrow) recalls de LaMer description of

homogeneous nucleation and growth of monodisperse NPs in solution known as “brust

nucleation” of a supersaturated solution.32 The structures with its truncated flat pyramid shape

also remains the Stranski-Krastanov growth, characterized by an intermediary process both 2D

layer and 3D island growth.33

Figure 3.9: A) TEM image of 6 nm Co NPs, B) Optical microscope image of 4-8 μm

Co rice-grain like structures and C) short and long diameter of the size distribution

analysis of the structures.

SEM images of the structures show in white the Co structures (Figure 3.10 A,B). The

corresponding EDX analysis of the structures show that they are formed by Co (Figure 3.10 C).

The background of the picture corresponds to the HOPG substrate. The majority of the

structures are isolated, fact that suggests that these assemblies did not form first in solution

and then sediment. Rather, it indicates that the structures formed on the substrate at the last

stages of evaporation.

AFM* measurements (Figure 3.11 A) show that the rice-grain like structures are smooth and

therefore support the idea that particles are able to move during structure formation. The

observed structures are around 40-60 nm thick indicating that these structures are formed by

105-106 particles and 6-10 NP layers. MFM measurements at RT make evident that the observed

Co microstructures exhibit a magnetic response (Figure 3.11 C). Neither magnetic structure

inside the microstructures (black corresponds to attraction), nor variation of the contrast

changing the orientation of the MFM tip magnetization have been observed, thus corroborating
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Figure 3.11: A) AFM* image of self-assembled structures integrated by Co NPs with

the corresponding scan lines. B) Another AFM* image of self-assembled structures

integrated by Co NPs and C) MFM image of some of these structures showing the magnetic

character at RT (black corresponds to attraction).

the absence of significant remanence and coercivity. One has also to bear in mind that before

the MFM scan, where the tip approaches the sample at approximately 50 nm, the tip is scanned

at 5 nm to record the surface structure. Thus, the sensing magnet of the tip is first scanned very

Figure 3.10: A,B) Back Scattered SEM images of 4-8 μm Co rice-grain like structures

and C) EDX analysis of the structures indicating that the structures are formed by Co.
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close to the particles in what remains a write (AFM*), read (MFM) process: the AFM* orients

the moments in the scanning direction interfering with the following magnetic structure reading

if the sample coervicity is smaller than the tip coercivity (ca., 500 Oe) as it is in our case. These

results are consistent with a system being constituted by either AFM interacting NPs, disordered

moments or weakly FM interacting NPs. The observed anisotropy (the elongated shape)

indicates the importance of the AFM interactions.

It should be noticed that the same experiments onto freshly cleaved mica (a clean, flat but

hydrophilic substrate) did not yield any particular SA structure due to the poor wettability and

repulsion between the hydrophobic solvent, the NPs and the substrate (Figure 3.12 A). As

another control experiment, Au NPs of the same size, synthesized in toluene and coated by

OAM at similar concentrations, were also deposited onto HOPG. The non-magnetic NPs did

not yield any elongated structure, only the expected mono to multi-layered coverage of the

substrate (Figure 3.12 B). Thus confirm that the structures observed on Co were obtained due

to dipolar magnetic interactions.

3.2.2.2 Magnetic Characterization

Isolated medium size Co NPs (6 nm) are SPM at RT. Figure 3.13 A shows susceptibility curves

obtained after a ZFC-FC process in a magnetic field of 100 Oe. A maximum in the ZFC branch

is observed around the blocking temperature TB ≈ 130 K. The broadness of the peak indicates

that NPs present a wide size distribution function. 

Figure 3.13 B and C show the M(H) curves of dispersed NPs and self-assembled structure at

temperature of 10 K and RT, respectively. For dispersed NPs at RT, M(H) exhibits the typical

features of SPM behavior and can be described by using the Langevin PM function 

Figure 3.12: Optical image of Co NP deposition onto mica substrate (A) and OAM

coated Au NPs onto HOPG substrate (B). 
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Figure 3.13: (A) ZFC-FC magnetization curves of dispersed Co NPs. Low field zoom of

the hysteresis loop for both dispersed Co NPs and self-assembled Co NPs at low

temperature (10 K) (B) and RT (C).

Equation 3.1

being x=μH/(KB T) for a classical Heisenberg spin of moment μ in a magnetic field H. The

values obtained for μ were around 104 μB, that assuming the density and moment per Co atom

corresponding to bulk fcc Co.34 The particle size estimated from fitting the Langevin function

to the RT magnetization curve, gave an estimation of the particle diameter of about 6 nm, being

in good agreement with values obtained from the TEM measurements.35 At 10 K, M(H) curve

exhibits a well-developed hysteresis loop with a coercive field Hc ≈ 2 kOe. The remanence to

saturation ratio is about 0.5, in agreement with the Stoner-Wohlfarth model for a collection of

non interacting particles.36 It is also worth mentioning that after a FC in a high field (10 kOe)

the loop is offset from zero along the field axis indicating the existence of exchange anisotropy

manifested in an exchange bias field (Hex ≈ 0.5 kOe). This phenomenon is likely generated by

a CoO layer at the surface of the Co NP arising from surface oxidation of NPs because of air

exposure or the molecular oxygen of the employed surfactants.37 

For SA structures, the M(H) the curve at RT (Figure 3.13 C) is quite similar to that of isolated

Co NPs and exhibits no measurable hysteresis. The lack of hysteresis (despite the aggregate

state of the NPs) is interpreted in this case as a consequence of a demagnetized “AFM state” of

the Co NPs inside the rice-grain like shaped objects. However, at low temperature, the M(H)

curve is significantly different from that of isolated Co NPs: the coercive field has been

drastically reduced to Hc ≈ 380 Oe, as well as the exchange bias field Hex ≈ 100 Oe. Again,

these effects are usually attributed to AFM inter-particle interactions: NPs in self-assembled

objects are tightly packed and inter-particle interactions strongly affect the magnetic behavior.27
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In particular, dipolar interactions between NPs can frustrate the orientation along the NP easy

axis at low temperature, promoting the appearance of a collective glassy behavior that

drastically reduces the coercive field. This state should exhibit a similar behavior to that

corresponding to an AFM state. The existence of strong demagnetizing interactions between

NPs in the self-assembled structures is also evidenced by the very small measured remanence

to saturation ratio.

3.2.2.3 Effect of Increasing Particle Size

When the NPs are larger, as the magnetic moment of the particles increases in stability and

intensity, other type of structures have been observed. In the case of 8 nm Co NPs, curled wire

structures have been observed, and for NPs around 13 nm, smooth wires are observed Figure

3.14). The observation of these wire structures are expected since the increase of the dipolar

interaction and its unidirectional character.

The deposition of one drop of dense colloidal 13 nm Co NPs solution on graphite through

evaporation leads to the formation of NP wires of thickness around 200-300 nm and lengths

up to more than hundreds of microns (Figure 3.15 A,B). SEM images with particle resolution

show that the wires consist in loose bundles of single-particle chains, where neighboring chains

Figure 3.14: A) TEM image of polydisperse Co NPs, B) Optical image  and C) SEM

image of the self-assembled structures formed by the deposition of the polydisperse Co

NPs onto HOPG. D) TEM image of monodisperse Co NPs, E) Optical image  and F) SEM

image of the self-assembled structures formed by the deposition of the monodisperse Co

NPs onto HOPG. Light interference patterns are observed in the optical microscope

images, consistent with subwavelenght features causing optical interference.
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Figure 3.16: AFM* (A) and MFM (B) images of smooth wires integrated by Co NPs.

Figure 3.15: TEM (A) and SEM (B,C) images of 13 nm Co NPs wires formed by SA onto

HOPG.

touch each other forming a compact structure (Figure 3.15 C). In the next chapter,

complementary studies of the magnetic behavior of these wire structures by Lorentz microscopy

and electron holography are described.

Magnetic characterization of smooth wires of Co NPs was previously carried out in a similar

sample. Figure 3.16 shows MFM measurements, where it can be observed that a contrast

appears on top of the wires consisting of longitudinal domains which respond differently to the

oscillating tip. The development of such domains recalls the collective behavior predicted for

assemblies of magnetic NPs and the observation of 2D Co NPs arrangements.

For larger particles, beyond 15 nm, the strong dipolar interactions lead to the disordered

magnetic aggregation and precipitation of the NPs. In these later cases the magnetic interactions

are too strong to allow the formation of ordered structures.
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3.2.2.4 Effect of Applied Magnetic Fields

The orientation of the Co wires can be manipulated with magnetic fields during the

evaporation process. Figure 3.17 shows optical microscope images of three deposition

experiments performed under different magnetic fields. We have studied the deposition of 8

nm Co NPs onto HOPG with: i) the substrate on top of a strong magnetic field (NdFeB magnet),

ii) the substrate on top of a weak magnetic field (ferrite magnet) and iii) the substrate between

two weak magnetic fields (ferrite magnets).

It can be observed three different behaviors depending on the strength of the magnetic field.

In the case of strong magnetic field, shorter wires with more density of particles at the ends are

observed (Figure 3.17 A). These structures suggest that the strong perpendicular field prevents

the particles diffusion on the substrate, and once the solvent was evaporated the structures

Figure 3.17: Optical images of the assembled structures formed under a strong (A),

weak (B) and homogeneous (C) magnetic field. D) Schematic diagram of the influence

forces in each case. 
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collapsed showing this widening at the end. On the other hand, with a weaker perpendicular

magnetic field the diffusion process was more favorable, obtaining homogeneous wires well

distributed in the substrate (Figure 3.17 B). Finally, in the last case, we observed that the change

of the field position clearly affects the orientation of the wires, which changed direction

following the field lines (Figure 3.17 C). Zooming in the center of the substrate, well-aligned

parallel dot lines formed by Co NPs are observed. These structures suggest the presence of the

field parallel aligned to the substrate.

3.2.2.5 Formation Mechanism

Regarding the formation mechanism, it was proposed that the particles self-assembled in

solution at very high concentrations, prior to deposition, when the majority of the solvent has

been evaporated but NPs are still loosely interacting with the substrate, and then the structure

is transferred to the substrate when the evaporation is completed. Or, on the contrary, NPs

expulsed from the solution reaches the substrate and relocates. These issues can be further

corroborated by investigating the effect of NPs mobility reduction by depositing them onto

substrates of different affinities (see Chapter 3, section 3.3). Certain mobility is needed once

the NP reaches the substrate, or the growing crystal, in order to form ordered structures. The

use of high boiling solvents allows slow evaporation at RT. This added thermal energy permits

the particles to diffuse to their lowest energy sites during evaporation, producing well-defined

superlattice structures. In areas where density of rice-grain like structures is higher, they appear

as intersected structures rather that collapsed. All these observations, together with their flat

top confirm growth from the substrate. In Puntes et al.,29 a similar sample was evaporated onto

a (111) single silicon crystal functionalized with an amine self-assembled ML and disordered

Co MLs were obtained. Amines are known to bind strongly to Co and therefore reduce particle

mobility onto such a substrate. This result confirms that certain mobility is needed once the

NP reaches the substrate or the growing crystal in order to form ordered structures. And this

also indicates that apart from concentration increase, substrate affinity also plays a crucial role

in NPs SA.

Since the colloid solution is stable from months to years, it is clear that SA does not occur

either in the dispersed colloid or in the colloid vessel walls (confirmed by DLS in section 2.2.1.2).

In fact, the existence of a concentration threshold for the formation of colloidal crystals has

been reported.38 Particles also feel an effective attraction by the substrate in addition to their

mutual vdW attraction. Therefore, as particles arrive at the substrate, they stick to it for a while

before going back to the solution. When the concentration is high enough, the mobility of the

particles out of the substrate surface is reduced and then SA starts due to both, a reduction of
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available positions for the NPs in solution and an increase in the self-assembled structure

stability. In other words, as the particles are packed together, if one of them wants to move, its

neighbors will have to cooperate. Therefore, as they are packed even tighter, more particles

have to cooperate for anyone to move, what stabilizes the growing structure.

For an isolated Co NP with diameter of ∼6 nm and TB = 130 K, the anisotropy constant

should be KCoNP = 2.5·106 erg/cm3. Considering the extremely short-range character of

exchange interactions and the fact that particles are isolated by at least twice the surfactant

layer thickness, the possible coupling of Co through such interactions can be ruled out.

However, when such particles are close to each other, inter-particles dipolar interactions

develop. The maximum dipolar field created along the axis between two particles in contact

being

Equation 3.2

where μo is the permeability of vacuum, N is the number of atoms per particle, μat is the atomic

magnetic moment, R is the particle radius, a is the apparent atomic radius and l/2 is the

surfactant layer thickness. The energy of ∼6 nm Co NP (particle moment Nμat ≈ 104 μB) in a

field of 0.7 T is much higher than RT. Thus, the above oversimplified considerations suggest

the possibility of thermally stable magnetic moment interaction during the solvent evaporation,

and hence for NP self-assembling coming from the dipolar interactions between SPM NPs.

The intuitive picture of self-organization scenario is as follows (Figure 3.18). Since the dipolar

interactions favor formation of chains of particles, “nucleus” of such chains will spontaneously

appear during the initial stage of solvent evaporation and they will further grow by attracting

particles which are in the vicinity of the chains ends. At the same time, other particles which

are positioned far from the end of the chain will not be able to join the chain. Instead they will

try to move toward the nearest particle of the chain, orienting their magnetic moments in

opposite direction. Thus, chains with progressively shorter lengths will be eventually attached

to the original “nucleus” resulting in 3D rice-grain-like objects (Figure 3.18 A). Naturally, the

coercivity and the remanence of such rice-grain like objects formed by dipolar forces, being

macroscopic “antiferromagnets”, will be close to zero. Of course, the interplay of several

parameters (like particle concentration, particle magnetic moment, solvent viscosity, and

evaporation conditions) will all play a role in determining whether the particles will self-

assemble into rice-grains or chains, confined into layers, or they will not assemble at all. When

the NPs are larger, as the magnetic moment of the particles increases in stability and intensity,
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Figure 3.18: Scheme of the self-organization process for <10 nm Co NPs (A) and 10-15

nm Co NPs (B). The field arrows do not mean application of an external field, but indicates

the direction of the collective magnetic behavior. 

two other types of structures have been observed. Curled wires (for NPs around 8 nm) and

smooth wires (for NPs around 12 nm) are observed as expected from the increase of the dipolar

interaction and its unidirectional character (Figure 3.18 B). The phenomena here observed

recalls the description of the magnetic NP chain collapse under the application of an external

field as in Martin et al.39 Finally, drop evaporation seems to not interfere with the formation of

the SA structures.

3.2.3 Summary

NPs coated with organic surfactants are able to self-organize into ordered arrays due to the

interplay between vdW attractive forces and steric repulsion. When NPs are magnetic, the

magnetostatic forces due to dipolar interactions (which are anisotropic) play a relevant role
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influencing and even prevailing over isotropic interactions. When magnetic NPs have a stable

enough magnetic moment, depending on the relation between magnetostatic forces and

dispersive forces, different self-assembled arrays may be generated. It is important to note that

the thermally fluctuating SPM moment of an isolated particle could be stabilized when the

particle is in the vicinity of other particle and dipole-dipole interactions appear.

For instance, when magnetostatic forces prevail over dispersion forces, the particles form

chains. In contrast, when magnetic interactions are weaker than the other isotropic interactions,

close-packed structures are formed.40,41 Steric forces and vdW interactions can be modulated

by using different type of surfactants, whereas dipolar magnetic interactions can be modified

by changing the size of the magnetic NPs.

We show that those dipolar interactions may promote SA into elongated superstructures

with a narrow size distribution, from micrometric rice-grain like structures to micrometric wire

like structures. The properties of the individual particles as well as their mutual interactions

determine important features of the NPs systems. A full understanding of the NPs SA will allow

the design and construction of complex modular materials with customized properties. 

3.3 Self-Assembly of Co Nanoparticles at Non-Compatible
Substrates: Silicon Wafers

MLs of magnetic NPs present a great interest because they can be used to functionalize other

materials for sensing or spintronics.42,43 Self-assembled MLs and multilayers of magnetic NPs

can be prepared by using different techniques, apart from deposition and solvent evaporation,11

such as Langmuir-Blodgett44 or layer-by-layer deposition,45 which are strategies based on

transferring dense pre-formed MLs to the desired substrate. It is known that the more

developed technique to prepare particle MLs is based on the Langmuir–Blodgett films, where

an insoluble particle ML is prepared at the liquid–air interface and later on picked up with a

substrate, sometimes vertically or horizontally. However, since such manipulations can be both

cost and time consuming, it is interesting to explore the ability of spontaneous SA of NPs,

avoiding the introduction and use of additional instrumentation. Thereby, techniques as spin-

coating or drop-casting would be preferable. 

Periodicity with long-range ordering is hard to achieve experimentally using drying-

mediated SA, because of the dewetting of the solvent during the SA process. Dewetting is the

process that describes the rupture of a liquid film on the substrate and the formation of rims

and drops, and can occur at a solid–liquid or liquid–liquid interface. Moreover, other
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parameters such as the type of particles, their surface coating, the solvent and the substrate

would also affect the SA formation mechanism (kinetically driven,46 late-stage drying-

mediated,47 or mediated by both the substrate-liquid and liquid-air interfaces48).

The study of those SA of OA-protected (hydrophobic) Co NPs onto amorphous carbon

(hydrophobic) and smooth graphite (HOPG, also hydrophobic) substrates has been previously

studied, and many amazing forms have been observed.49 However, the controlled SA of Co NPs

onto other type of substrates (hydrophilic) has not been studied. We chose Si wafers as

substrates because their technological relevance. Si wafers are thin slices of Si crystal commonly

used in the fabrication of integrated circuits and other microdevices. Moreover, their flat

surfaces are a key point to ensure the NPs diffusion and to enhance the collective SA of NPs

during the drying process.

In this section, drop-casting and spin-coating have been used as deposition techniques for

obtaining large ordered MLs of Co NPs (~10 nm in diameter) onto silicon (Si) substrates by

drying-mediated SA. The obtained morphologies by both techniques have been studied together

with the effect of the substrate temperature. The increase of temperature clearly modifies

solvent evaporation rate, which directly affects the SA process.

3.3.1 Experimental

For instrumentation details of this section see Appendix A.7.

3.3.1.1 Substrates

Si wafers with native oxide were used as substrates. These substrates had lateral dimensions

of 5 mm x 5 mm and were degassed inside an oven at 120 ºC before deposition. AFM* of bare

substrates showed a root mean square surface roughness of 0.39 nm (Figure 3.18 H). 

3.3.1.2 Deposition of Co Nanoparticles onto Silicon Wafers

A drop of 2 mL of 10 nm Co NPs colloidal solution coated with surfactant molecules (of

roughly 1 nm in length) was deposited onto the Si substrates by spin-coating (6000 rpm for 1

min) and drop-casting and then allowed to dry undisturbed for 1 h onto a hot plate at different

temperatures. The hot plate was preheated 1 h before the deposition for thermal homogeneity.

This NP size was chosen to avoid strong dipolar magnetic interactions, since larger size Co NPs

have a strong tendency to form chains. The substrate temperature was increased from RT until

260 ºC (being 181 ºC the solvent bp on which Co NPs are dispersed).
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3.3.2 Results and Discussion
Drop-casting and spin-coating are two deposition techniques commonly used in drying-

mediated SA. In the absence of intervention either by spin-coating or drop-casting, at RT,

islands and disordered MLs with holes and multilayered areas are observed. During

evaporation, the liquid film may become thin enough before the nucleation limit to form the

ML is reached, so that dewetting from the substrate occurs before superlattice formation.

Dewetting causes holes to open up in the liquid layer, and particles to move outward, away from

the holes, as the liquid evaporates, thus forming 3D islands. In addition to the effect of

dewetting, which prevents long-range periodicity, a recent AFM* study has suggested that the

inter-particle interaction might become strong enough to cause spinodal phase separation

during the liquid drying process.50 This effect would also cause particles to form percolating

domains. In order to obtain the SA of a single ML over extended regions, the substrate

temperature was increased from 25 up to 260 ºC. 

At low magnification, the self-assembled morphologies obtained by both techniques at

different temperatures are similar. It has been found that at low substrate temperatures (25

ºC), instabilities that destroy the SA homogeneity appear frequently. Anisotropic islands, in the

case of spin-coating (Figure 3.19 A), and ribbon-like morphologies, in the case of drop-casting

(Figure 3.19 E), have been observed. These patterns suggest that the 2D growth kinetics

correspond to the spinodal nucleation and a subsequent coarsening process characteristic of

drying-mediated SA. Exist the general idea that extended times would lead to more organized

systems; however, it seems that other competitive forces develop when the evaporation time is

increased. It can be observed that the presence of instabilities falls when the temperature rises,

and in consequence the homogeneity of the ML increases (Figure 3.19). In spin-coating, no

irregularities disturb the ML (Figure 3.19 B), and in drop-casting, the instabilities associated

with drop shrinking are not present (Figure 3.19 F). It can be also observed, by means of spin-

coating, that if we continue increasing the substrate temperature near the solvent bp (181 ºC),

the evaporation mode changes from liquid-film vaporization to nucleate-boiling and the

nucleation phenomena (appearance and arising of gaseous bubbles from the substrate) and

strong turbulences destroy the long-range homogeneity of self-assembled MLs (Figure 3.19 C).

In addition, at temperatures over the bp the reduction of the time of packing causes cracks to

take place at the latest stages of the drying process (Figure 3.19 D). The cracking pattern

observed suggests that NPs are somehow bonded to the surface, because freely contracting films

do not crack this way. 

It can be conclude that a way to suppress growth instabilities appears to be to increase the
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substrate temperature to values closer to the solvent bp. In such a way, surface tension as the

time-lapse for growth instabilities to disrupt the NP self-assembling process, may be drastically

reduced and, in consequence, the homogeneity of the layer improved. The optimal conditions

to obtain a homogeneous ML were found to be by drop-casting and a temperature of 150 ºC

(Figure 3.19 G).

Figure 3.19: SEM images of self-assembled morphologies resulting from spin-coating

technique at different substrate temperatures: 25 ºC (A), 85 ºC (B), 181 ºC (C) and 260 ºC

(D). SEM images of self-assembled morphologies resulting from drop-casting technique

at different substrate temperatures: 25 ºC (E), 100 ºC (F) and 150 ºC (G). And AFM* image

representative of the Si substrate (5 µm x 5 µm) used for the deposition (the color

represents the height that corresponds to the pallet bar), and profile from side to side of

the AFM* image (H).

Figure 3.20 shows in detail the SEM image of a NP ML with a remarkable long range

homogeneity produced under optimal conditions of temperature and colloidal concentration:

a drop of 2 mL of colloidal solution with a particle concentration of ~1016 NPs/mL deposited by

drop-casting technique and evaporated at 150 ºC. An ordered ML formed from a colloidal

suspension indicates that the NPs have high mobility so they can land and relocate onto the

substrates during the solvent evaporation process, as observed over other substrates.49

Despite the entropy-driven ordering tendency in the case of high particle concentrations,

local disorder and voids were still inevitable in a compacted ML. One explanation would be that

defective layers expulse the defects which nucleate into voids leaving a high density of islands
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Figure 3.20: SEM images of long-range self-assembled ML of 10 nm Co NPs formed

under optimal conditions (drop-casting at 150 ºC).

behind. The expulsion of defects to the border of the ordered area, or the occurrence of multiple

nucleation events on the substrate, induces the appearance of domain boundaries as a result of

a defective percolation process. Both mechanisms support the idea that particles are able to

move during the structure formation, i.e., there is still solvent left in contact with the substrate,

which is consistent with other observations.50 Moreover, depending on the size polydispersity

of the employed NPs different degrees of orders are obtained. Zones with narrow size

distribution produced long-range ordering. Besides, a sample with broader size distribution

shows that the assembly of the same size NPs is broken by the presence of other sized NPs. We

have used the 2D height–height correlation function (HHCF) (obtained with the software

Mountains) to analyze the degree of ordering in self-assembled MLs. Two zones of the same

sample and with different size dispersions (prepared by drop-casting at 150 ºC) were analyzed

(Figure 3.21). 1D HHCF graph analysis of zone 1 gives a distribution of the center-to-center

distance between nearest neighbors (dh), with a mean value of 7.0 nm and a full width at

medium height (FWMH) of 2.5 nm. The same analysis of zone 2 gives a mean value of 7.9 nm

with a much narrower FWMH of 1.2 nm. The correlation function for zone 1 shows a low

probability even for nearest neighbors. However, zones with narrower size distributions, like

zone 2, show hexagonal packing SA MLs with order beyond the eighth nearest neighbor. 
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Figure 3.21: SEM images, 2D and 1D height-height correlation function for two

different zones of the sample prepared by drop-casting at 150 ºC.

This study confirms that the broadness of the particle size distribution is also a critical

parameter to achieve long range order. It is also observed a slight increase of the size

distribution near the edge of the ML domains, indicating that the size-selection process occurs

simultaneously with the assembly process.

3.3.3 Summary

The possibility of obtaining large self-assembled areas of metallic magnetic NPs on top of

Si, as a model of technological and hydrophilic substrates, by solvent evaporation (drying-

mediated SA) has been studied. The appropriate experimental conditions to obtain

self-assembled MLs of magnetic Co NPs onto Si by spin-coating and drop-casting techniques

have also been determined. The influence of the evaporation temperature on the deposition

morphology, determining the optimal temperature for obtaining extended and highly ordered

self-assembled MLs, has been studied. And the analysis of 2D height–height correlation

function of the assemblies confirms the existence of long range ordering at the micrometric

scale and makes evident the major role played by the broadness of NPs size distribution.

3.4 Conclusions

NP Self-assembled structures onto amorphous carbon and smooth graphite have been

studied and many amazing forms have been observed as a result of the balance between

different parameteres such as electrostatic interactions, capillary forces, surface tension, volume
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exclusion, substrate topography and affinity, as well as other parameters such as particle size,

shape and concentration. It is especially at the nanoscale that forces such as the vdW and the

directional dipolar interactions compete with comparable strength. 

In a colloidal suspension, individual NCs may be viewed as analogous to dissolved molecules.

As the solvent evaporates from a droplet of such a colloid on a substrate, the solubility limit

will be exceeded and a superlattice of NCs can nucleate on the surface because of both particle-

particle and particle-substrate interactions. Due to the increasing of particle concentration, the

pinning effect becomes stronger because of the increased frequency of particle-particle

interactions. There is a reduction of the available positions for the NPs and an increase of the

self-assembled structure stability (once self-assembled, to move a NP require moveing its

neighbors). When the structure is formed, it may be strong enough to avoid perturbation when

dewetting finally occurs. Beyond the substrate affinity and monodispersity of the particles, it is

also important to maintain a wetting layer on the surface to allow mobility of the NCs and form

large structures. Thus, the use of solvents with bp greater than RT allows the control of the

evaporation rate by the choice of substrate temperature. This added thermal energy, permits

the particles to diffuse to their lowest energy sites during evaporation, producing well-defined

large periodical structures of Co NPs.It could be argued that the particles self-assemble in

solution at very high concentrations (prior to deposition), when the majority of the solvent has

been evaporated but they are still independent from the substrate, and then that the structure

is transferred to the substrate when the evaporation is completed. However, we would like to

note that DLS measurements showed no aggregation of the NPs before deposition (section

2.2.1.2). In addition, for the same particles, different structural patterns and dynamics were

obtained with different substrates, indicating that substrate affinity plays a crucial role in the

SA process.11
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In recent years, the dynamics of the assemblies of interacting magnetic NPs has been subject

of extensive research as much as tailoring the properties of solids made up of magnetic NPs

assemblies. This approach is being explored for a variety of applications such as logic gates,1

thermally stable magnetic memories2 or strong magnets for high-end electronics,3 among

others. Ordering on the NP scale produces changes in the energy band gaps of the crystalline

materials, which determine their chemical and physical properties.4 On the other hand, the lack

of symmetry can lead to distinctly different properties that are unique to non-crystalline

materials.5 This is especially true for magnetic NPs, where materials may achieve new magnetic

properties by mixing NPs of different hardness and saturation intensity.2 Thus, when

considering the magnetic NP assembly, the particle-particle interactions becomes a a

determining issue, dominating the macroscopic magnetic behavior.6 Therefore, through

changing the particle density, inter-distance, or space arrangement, the magnetic properties

might be controlled by design.7,8 

An assembly of NPs can be considered as a meta-material where the atoms are replaced by

NPs, and where dipolar interactions between single-domain ferro- or ferrimagnetic NPs may

be strong and lead to magnetic ordering.7,9-11 Dipolar ferromagnetism (or superferromagnetism)

is a collective FM state of single domain FM particles.12 As a consequence, superferromagnetic

domains are expected to be similar to FM domains with the difference that atomic spins are

replaced by the super-spins of the single-domain NPs. Since the particles contain a surfactant

layer (they are generally separated a few nanometers) the exchange interactions between NP,

even in the dense assemblies, is negligible, and their mutual interactions are therefore

Chapter 4
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dominated by long-range dipole-dipole interactions. In addition, the magneto-crystalline

anisotropy energy of the magnetic NPs is known to be low, meaning that the magnetization

pattern of an assembly of spherical magnetic NPs is mainly determined by collective dipole-

dipole interactions. Georgescu et al. showed recently a MFM study, supported by numerical

simulations, which showed a strong tendency of the moments to arrange themselves in flux-

closure structures within 2D islands formed by spherical NPs.13 Furthermore, spin-glass like

behavior has been also demonstrated for these 2D systems of NPs.6,9

Studies based on microscopic imaging are usually difficult to carry out. Scanning probe

techniques such as spin-polarized scanning tunnelling microscopy (SP-STM)14,15 and

MFM,11,13,16,17 while being powerful for magnetic domain imaging, are generally difficult to be

used for imaging NP assemblies due to the significant interference of the morphological

corrugations. In contrast, electron probes are little affected by morphology and give vector

signals that are directly proportional to magnetization. Electron microscopy has revolutionized

the understanding of materials by completing the processing-structure-properties links down

to atomistic levels. In particular, TEM is a powerful and widely used tool for characterizing the

microstructure and chemistry of materials.18 But, an important limitation of most of the TEM

imaging modes is that only spatial distribution of image intensity is recorded. All information

about phase shift of the high-energy electron wave that passes through the specimen is lost.

However, in electron microscopy the objects are especially phase shifted according to the

Aharonov-Bohm effect.19 In TEM, there are two primary techniques for achieving useful

micromagnetic image contrast: Lorentz microscopy and electron holography. Both

techniques take advantage of the so-called Lorentz force, which occurs whenever an electron

beam passes through a region with transverse magnetic fields. Electron holography has the

ability to yield quantitative and local information about the nanoscale magnetic properties.

Studies of the magnetic fields in different materials such as NCs,20,21 nanostructures,22 thin

films23 or devices24 have been carried out. Recently, dipolar ferromagnetism has been observed

in array of different magnetic NPs. Majetich and co workers observed long-range dipolar

ferromagnetism in MLs of Co particles25 and, later on, the dipolar FM phase transition in a ML

of F3O4 NPs.26

In this chapter we report on different studies of magnetic self-assembled structures formed

by Co NPs by using Lorentz microscopy and electron holography.  We mapped the in-plane

induced magnetic field in 2D self-assembled structures formed by ε-Co NPs and demonstrated

the formation of magnetically ordered regions and vortex states. A number of previous

simulations have predicted vortex structures due to magnetostatic interactions,27-29 perhaps

due to the finite sample size or the treatment of boundary conditions. Here we performed the
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direct observation of the magnetic flux distribution of the SA structures, showing the FM

ordering of the dipole neighboring particles.

4.1 Basis of Lorentz Microscopy and Electron Holography

Lorentz microscopy and electron holography has been used for several years to investigate

the magnetic structure of thin FM films. These special imaging techniques make use of the

deflection of charged particles in electric and magnetic domains caused by the Lorentz force.

The Lorentz force for an electron passing through a specimen with the magnetic flux density B,

is given by

Equation 4.1

where v is the velocity and e the elementary electric charge. The direction of the force expressed

by the vector product is given by Fleming’s left hand rule. 

And the electrons passing experience Lorentz deflection given by

Equation 4.2

where λ is the electron wavelength, t is the thickness of the domain and h is Plank's constant.

The deflection of the electron can be use to image magnetic domains.

Figure 3.2: Schematic overview of the deflection of an electron by the Lorentz force.
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There are different techniques which fall in the category of Lorentz microscopy. In the

present work we considered the Fresnel mode.30 The principle involved in Fresnel imaging is

that electrons are deflected uniformly in each domain, resulting in the beam

converging/diverging below the walls in the sample. And by taking the image out of focus, i.e.

in a plane not coincident by the sample plane, contrast is generated at the boundary regions

which are delineated by bright and dark bands. Figure 4.2 shows how the image plane is shifted

below the specimen plane. An important advantage of Lorentz microscopy is the possibility to

take multiple image sequences because no reconstruction process is required. Nevertheless, the

main problem is the limited resolution of the defocused images, which can be a drawback in

the interpretation of the results. 

Figure 4.2: Scheme showing the Fresnel imaging mode of Lorentz microscopy. The

Lorentz force deflects electrons (velocity v) passing through a magnetic domain (flux B)

of the specimen, what leads to regions of accumulation and diffusion at the border of the

magnetic domain. The suggested intensity distribution corresponds to the case of over

focus.

Denis Gabor developed the electron holography technique in 1948, based on the

formation of an interference pattern or “hologram” in the TEM.31,32 In contrast of most

conventional TEM techniques, which only records spatial distributions of image intensity,

electron holography allows recording the entire object information in an interference pattern.

Thus, also allows the phase shift of the high-energy electron wave that has passed through the

specimen to be measured directly. Phase shift is sensitive to local variations in both the in-plane
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magnetic induction and electrostatic potential in the sample, allowing the extraction of

quantitative information about magnetic and electric fields in materials. The particular

advantage of the electron holography is that unwanted contributions to the contrast such as

variations of sample composition and thickness can be removed from the holographic phase

more easily than from images recorded by other techniques such as Lorentz microscopy.

Furthermore, Ruijter and Weiss studied the detection limits of the magnetic signals that can

be measured using electron holography, suggesting that a practical phase precision of π/100

radians may be achieved for a special resolution of 1-3 nm.33

4.1.1. Off-Axis Electron Holography

The off-axis (or “sideband”) mode of electron holography involves the examination of an

electron-transparent specimen using defocused illumination from a highly coherent field-

emission gun (FEG) electron source.34 The general setup used for the acquisition of off-axis

electron holograms can be observed in Figure 4.3. To acquire a hologram, the region of interest

on the specimen should be positioned covering approximately half the field of view. One

characteristic feature (together with the FEG) is the presence of an electron biprism located

below the sample,35 which takes the form of a fine wire made from either Pt- or Au-coated quartz

and two grounded metal electrodes. 

Figure 4.3: Scheme illustration of the setup used for generating off-axis electron

holograms. 
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The application of a voltage to the biprism results in an overlap of a reference electron wave

that has passed through vacuum (or a thin region of support film) with the electron wave that

had passed through the specimen. If the illumination is sufficiently coherent, then the

holographic interference fringes are formed in the overlap region, with a spacing that is

inversely proportional to the biprism voltage (typically between 50 and 200 V). The amplitude

and the phase shift of the electron wave from the specimen are recorded in the intensity and

the position of the holographic fringes, respectively. Hence, the hologram contains information

about complete wavefunction transmitted by the specimen (amplitude and phase information).

4.1.1.1 Imaging Theory

A fraction of the electron wave that is transmitted through the object, changes its amplitude

(A) and phase (φ).  For coherent TEM imaging, the electron wavefunction at the exit surface of

the sample can be written in form

Equation 4.3

where r is a 2D vector in the plane of the sample with components x,y. And the electron

wavefunction in the image plane, which contains all the desired information, can be written in

the form

Equation 4.4

where r is a 2D vector in the plane of the sample and the subscript i refers to the image plane.

In a standard bright field TEM image, the recorded intensity distribution is then given by

the expression 

Equation 4.5

A reference wave Ψr (where the electron has not been affected by the object) is additionally

required to record the off-axis electron hologram. The intensity can be obtained by adding a
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plane wave with a tilt corresponding to q=qc to the electron wave, where qc is a 2D vector in

the reciprocal space.

Equation 4.6

Thus the image intensity can be described as the modulus squared of an electron

wavefunction that has been modified by the specimen and the objective lens. After passing the

biprism, the two beams interfere at the image plane giving the electron hologram with the

following intensity distribution

Equation 4.7

Equation 4.8

where the tilt of the reference wave is specified by the 2D reciprocal space vector q=qc. There

are three separated contributions to the intensity distribution in a hologram: the reference

wave, the image wave, and an additional set of cosinusoidal fringes with local phase shifts and

amplitudes that are exactly equivalent to the phase and amplitude of the electron wavefunction

in the image plane, φi and Ai, respectively.

4.1.1.2 Hologram Reconstruction

To obtain amplitude and phase information, the off-axis electron hologram is first Fourier

transformed. From Equation 4.8, the complex Fourier transform of the hologram is given by

(autocorrelation)

(sideband +1)

(sideband -1)

Equation 4.9
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The four terms of Equation 4.9 can be described as follows: A first peak at the reciprocal

space origin corresponding to the Fourier transform of the reference image (contribution of

electrons that propagate through the system without being affected by the sample), a second

peak centered on the origin corresponding to the Fourier transform of a bright-field TEM image

of the sample (yields the intensity), a third peak centered at q=-qc corresponding to the Fourier

transform of the desired image wavefunction, and a last peak centered at q=+qc corresponding

to Fourier transform of the complex conjugate of the wavefunction. These contributions are

visible as a central “autocorrelation” peak and two “sidebands” (containing identical

information) as can be observed in the Figure 4.4 b).

Both the amplitude and the phase can be numerically reconstructed following the procedure

described in Figure 4.4. After the Fourier transform of the holographic phase is made, two

sidebands can be detected. If one of the two sidebands are selected digitally with a circular

aperture and inverse Fourier transformed, the amplitude and phase of this complex

wavefunction can be then easily calculated (Figure 4.4 c,d).

An inverse Fourier transform will provide the complex image wave ψi=Aeiφ(r) or its complex

conjugated ψi*=Ae(-iφ(r)) depending on the choice of the sideband. We can now determine the

amplitude and phase φ of the image wave, whereby a negative sign of the phase can be reversed

by a contrast inversion. When the phase image is calculated digitally, some 2π pahse

discontinuities that are not related with the specimen feature can appear. This is because the

reconstruction process is unable to determine between a phase change of  π and π+2π.  In this

case a phase unwrapping is able to handle this problem by applying suitable algorithms before

the interpretation of the results. 

Figure 4.4: Step-by-step procedure to reconstruct the phase from an electron

hologram of a self-assembled structure of Co NPs. a) Representative off-axis electron

hologram of a self-assembled Co NPs structure (inset: enlargement of the image showing

interference fringes within the sample). b) Fourier transform of the electron hologram.

c+d) Phase image obtained after inverse Fourier transformation of one of the side bands,

formed by the electrostatic (c) and the magnetic (d) component.
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4.1.2. Magnetic and Mean Inner Potential Contributions to the Phase

The total phase image contains both the electric and the magnetic contribution to the phase

shift. Neglecting dynamical diffraction (i.e., assuming that the specimen is thin and weakly

diffracting), the phase shift can be expressed in the form

Equation 4.10

Equation 4.11

where φE is the electrostatic component of the phase shift, φM is the magnetic component of

the phase shift, and CE is the energy dependent constant

Equation 4.12

z is the incident electron beam direction, x is a direction in the plane of the specimen, AZ is the

component of the magnetic vector potential A in the beam direction, B┴ is the component of

the magnetic induction within and outside the specimen perpendicular to both x and z, V is the

electrostatic potential, λ is the (relativistic) electron wavelength, and E and Eo are, respectively,

the kinetic and rest mass energies of the incident electron.36 And CE has values of 7.29 x 106,

6.53 x 106, and 5.39 x 106 rad V-1 m-1 at 200 kV, 300 kV and 1 MV, respectively. 

The dominant contribution to the electrostatic potential is from the mean inner potential,

which depends on the local composition and density of the sample. If neither V nor B┴ varies

along the electron beam direction within a sample of thickness t, then

Equation 4.12

Determination of the phase gradient is particularly useful for a magnetic material because

of the following relationship (differentiating Equation 4.13):

Equation 4.14
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In a sample with uniform thickness and composition, the first term (electrostatic potential

contribution) disappears and the phase gradient is directly proportional to the in-plane

component of the magnetic induction in the specimen:

Equation 4.15

4.1.3 Measurement of Magnetic Fields

4.1.3.1 Separation of the Phase Information

As explained above, when characterizing magnetic fields inside nanostructured materials,

the mean inner potential (MIP) contribution to the measured phase shift must, in general, be

removed to interpret the magnetic contribution. Experimentally, there are two different ways

to calculate the MIP:

I) Acquisition of two holograms of the same area but at two different acceleration

voltages (A and B). The magnetic signal is independent of the accelerating voltage used, and

subtraction of the two phase images (A-B) can be used to provide us the MIP.

II) Acquisition of two holograms of the same nanostructure but with opposite

direction of the magnetic contribution (C and D). This method involves performing

magnetization reversal in situ of the in the electron microscope. From here, it is easy to

calculate the MIP contribution to the phase from ½(C+D) because the inverse magnetic

parts will cancel out entirely. 

Subtracting the MIP from the total phase image of the original nanostructure provides access

to its magnetic information. The magnetic information can also be calculated directly from the

second way (II) by calculating ½(C-D), serving as an additional proof to make sure that the

magnetization reversed completely and that the particles are properly saturated in the

additional holograms.
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4.1.3.2Visualization of the Magnetic Contribution to the Phase

Once the magnetic contribution is obtained, a direct representation of the magnetic

induction can therefore be obtained by adding contours to a magnetic phase image. The

contours provide a semi-quantitative map of the strength of the local magnetic field in the

sample, corresponding to magnetic lines of force, along which ∫B·dS = 0. The fact that phase

differences of 2π between adjacent contours correspond to ∫B·dS = (h/e) = 4·10-15 Wb provides

the basis for the measurement of magnetic fields. Subject to limitations of signal-to-noise ratio,

smaller phase differences can be measured by decreasing the spacing of the contours obtained

from the phase image.

Figure 4.5 show the two possible representations of the magnetic contribution (b): by contour

lines (c), showing the strength of the local magnetic flux; and by a color code (d), indicating the

direction of the magnetization. It is possible combine both signal representations in one image,

and also apply a position mask of the interest region for a better visualization (e).

Figure 4.5: a) Off-axis electron hologram, b) Magnetic component image, c) Magnetic

signal represented by contour lines and overlaid onto a MIP image, d) Magnetic signal

represented by color map and e) Combination of c and b images (after applying a position

mask for visualize only the NPs).
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4.2. Electron Holography of Chain-like Self-Assembled
Structures

4.2.1. Experimental

4.2.1.1 Sample Preparation

On drop of ~15 nm Co NPs solution was deposited onto a holey carbon-coated copper TEM

grid and left to dry inside a globe box. These dispersion conditions produced a variety of self-

assembled chain nanostructures as imaged by TEM (Figure 4.6). The magnetic induction of

different Co self-assembled structures forming chains while increasing the chain width has been

studied. Also, the grid was mounted in the TEM holder inside the globe box for avoid oxidation

of the Co particles.

4.2.1.2 Data Acquisition

Two sets of experiments were performed. Off-axis electron holograms were acquired in

Lorentz mode in a Titan Analytical 80-300ST TEM with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera

and biprism voltages of 180 and 200 V for each set of experiments, respectively. The

experiments were performed at RT, and the acquisition time was of 6 s and 12 s. The direction

of magnetization in each chain was in situ reversed by tilting the sample by ± 60 degrees and

turning on the conventional microscope objective lens to apply a magnetic field (2 T) to the

sample parallel to the direction of the electron beam. Then, the objective lens was turned off

and the sample tilted back to 0 degrees for hologram acquisition in field-free conditions with

the particles at remanence. Following this procedure, the different holograms were recorded

with the chains magnetized in opposite directions and analyzed using Semper.41

4.2.2 Results and Discussion

Off-axis electron holography has been used to reveal the magnetic induction associated to

different distributions of self-assembled Co NPs. The first observations of the magnetic

induction in 2D self-assembled NPs structures with unprecedented resolution of ~5 nm, a

resolution smaller than the particle size, are shown. Long spontaneously formed chains are

commonly observed for individual magnetic NPs provided by the fact that the interacting forces

between the particles are suitably balanced. If the NP magnetic moments are too weak, or the

surfactants too long and bulky, the particles would not magnetically attract each other, which

would result in a hexagonal lattice. And if the magnetic moments of the particles are too strong,
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or the surfactants too short), the particles would quickly agglomerate into 3D structures.

Formation of such 2D chain structures of single or few NPs in wide is very interesting and

requires a delicate balance of the interaction on two different scales: on one hand, the magnetic

interaction between the particles must be weaker than the vdW forces for the particles to

assemble in a hexagonal pattern in the assembly; however, the magnetic interaction between

the particles must be strong enough to give the assembly a magnetic dipole that results in the

formation of the elongated structures. It could be a vdW that when place few NPs together those

develop the magnetic interaction and elongated growth. The balance between the 2D self-

assembled MLs and the single particle magnetic chain can be easily tuned by the size of the

NP.37 In particular, as the mean dipolar energy increases with the particle volume, the thermal

energy at RT becomes comparable to the dipolar energy of two stacking Co particles at about

12 nm.37,38

In this experiment, eleven different regions of a TEM grid corresponding to different self-

assembled Co NP structures have been analyzed by electron holography. The Figure 4.6 shows

the bright field images of all the analyzed zones. The structures consist of MLs of Co particles

packed in a hexagonal lattice with different thicknesses, and also two different rounded

structures forming a ring and a patch of Co particles. The particles are separated ~ 2 nm wide

corresponding to the length of the surfactant. The different contrast of the particles indicates a

random crystalline orientation (verified by dark field studies). Also HRTEM has often revealed

that the outer ~0.5 nm layer of the particles is oxidized Co. 

For 2D systems, at vanishing temperatures, calculations have shown that the microstructure

of the assembly determines the type of order. Thus, it has been proposed that a 2D hexagonal

lattice results in a FM order and a square lattice in AFM order.10 Especially interesting is the

Figure 4.6: a - k) TEM bright field images of the different regions of self-assembled

structures studied by electron holography. 
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case of self-assembled structures since the final magnetic structure is conformed while the NPs

are assembling competing to other forces as vdW and capillarity. All these contributions faded

as the magnetic moment of the particle dipole in the self-assembled structures increases in

stability and intensity taking over the control of the SA process driving the system towards

elongated structures satisfying north-to-south dipolar interactions. 

Figure 4.7 shows the in-plane magnetic field signal of each structure obtained by off-axis

electron holography and after their subsequent image processing. It can be observed long-range

magnetic order along the chains, even the hexagonal lattice defects, and that is stable over time,

thus corresponding to the magnetic phase of a dipolar ferromagnet. Modifications of the local

order has an important impact in the dipole distribution, increasing the degree of FM order as

the regularity of the array (which is correlated with the degree of particle monodispersity)

resulting on in-plane parallel magnetic dipole organization. Besides, depending on the local

symmetry of the array a vortex formation is observed, as shows Figure 4.7 d). Also, a “wiggling”

of the magnetization is generally observed in all the NP chain structures (from a to i), mainly

at frontiers. 

Other interesting features can be observed, as an onion state in the image j) of the Figure

4.7. The structure corresponds to a collection of particles which are self-assembled around a

hole of the amorphous carbon film with a symmetric magnetic behavior in both sides of the

applied magnetic field direction. On the other hand, the image k) of the Figure 4.7, which

corresponds to a patch of NPs, present different magnetic domains forming vortex structures.

Also different vortex states are observed due to the closed structure and probably favoured by

the rounded shape of the patch. Lastly, in Figure 4.7 g) and h), it can be observed magnetic

interaction between neighbouring chains. In the first case (Figure 4.7 g), one of the single-

particle chains present an inversion of the magnetization, clearly observed by the colour change

from red to blue. This phenomenon can be explained if the direction of the applied magnetic

field is perpendicular respect to the chain direction. Moreover, the neighbour chain may also

have an influence in this reversal of the magnetization, because it can be appreciated an

interaction between chains by following the contour lines. In the second case (Figure 4.7 h),

both double chains have the same in-plane magnetic field direction (same colour), indicating

the same direction of the magnetization, and the inter-chain interaction can also be observed

by looking the contour lines.

Among all the images, seven regions formed by Co NP chains with increasing width have

been selected (Figure 4.8) and the magnetic phase shift has been measured. The phase shift

can be estimated by multiplying the number of contour spacing located inside the structure by

its value in radians (in our case: 0.082 radians x nº contour lines). More precisely, the phase
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Figure 4.7: a - k) Electron holograms of the magnetic contribution to the phase of the

selected areas. 0.082 radian contours generated from the image processing and overlaid

onto the colour map of the masked images of each region.

shift can be calculated by making a line profile in the magnetic contribution to the phase image,

and measuring the phase “step” (after a previous flattening process of the phase image). It has

been found that the phase shift continuously increases from 0.29 radians in the 1-particle chain
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Table 4.1: Comparison of the phase shift and magnetic induction values obtained as

increasing chain width in the selected self-assembled structures. Also, the images of the

magnetic contribution to the phase of each region are showed.

Figure 4.8: a - g) Selected self-assembled structures formed by Co NP chains and with

increasing width.

to 2.29 radians in the 7-particle chain, as can be observed in the Table 4.1. Dividing the phase

values by the number of chains gives an almost constant value of 0.31±0.02 indicating the

robustness of the measurements.

One of the most relevant parameters that can be obtained from the magnetic contribution

to the phase is the quantitative measurement of the magnetic induction of the structure.39 Using

the experimental magnetic phase shift of each region, the magnetic induction along y (in-plane,

B┴ ) on the sample has been calculated using the next expression (obtained from Equation

4.13):

Equation 4.16
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where ∆φMAG is the change in the magnetic contribution to the phase across the chain

(radians), and A is the area of the chain structure crossed by the in-plane magnetic field. A has

been calculated dividing the sum of the volume of all the particles forming the chain by the

length of the chain. 

The mean magnetic induction determined from the experiments (in which a field of 2 T has

been used to magnetize the sample) has been found to be similar to the theoretical bulk value

for Co (1.8 T). The mean experimental magnetic induction of all the structures, 1.92±0.08 T,

indicates an increase of a 7% with respect to the bulk material. It is important to note that these

results are subject to an experimental error in the calculations since the calculation of the area

crossed by the magnetic field at this nanometre scale is difficult to achieve. The measurements

of surface area are made from the TEM images, and a change of even one nanometer will affect

the magnetic induction value. Therefore, complementary studies, such as some simulations,

will be needed to confirm the results. It is also worthy to mention that has been previously

reported on an enhancement of the magnetization in the case of ultrafine Co particles. This

phenomena is associated to the influence of the surface atoms and that is more significant with

decreasing size.40

Moreover, the direction of the magnetic moment of each individual particle within the structure

has been calculated, thus confirming that self-assembled dipolar ferromagnetism forms as a

ground state of the structures with a hexagonal lattice. Figure 4.9 (a-f) represents these

individual magnetic moment directions by color code and by arrows. Also, in this image is easier

Figure 4.9: a - f) Representation of the direction of the in-plane contribution of the

magnetic moment of each individual particle forming the chains by colour and by arrows.
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to observe the previously mentioned “wiggling” of the magnetization along the chains. And can

be clearly appreciated a relationship between the magnetic order and the geometric order.

Measurements of the central position of the particles (x,y), and the distances between

particle centres (r), together with changes in the magnetic moment direction (∆θm) between

all particles, are still in progress in order to correlate the geometric order with the magnetic

order with the help of simulations.

4.2.3 Summary

Off-axis electron holography has been used to map with a few nanometers resolution the in-

plane magnetic field in self-assembled structures formed by Co NPs of ~15 nm. It has been

demonstrated that self-assembled dipolar ferromagnetism forms as a ground state of the

structures with hexagonal particle lattices, even when they have some geometric disorder. 

4.3. Electron Holography of Self-Assembled Co Structures
with Increasing Temperature

4.3.1 Experimental

4.3.1.1 Sample Preparation

One drop of diluted solution of ~11 nm Co NPs was deposited onto a holey carbon-coated

copper TEM grid and left to dry inside a globe box. Also, the grid was mounted in the TEM

holder fast to prevent the oxidation of the particles, being in contact with the air atmosphere

only for a few seconds. These dispersion conditions produced patches of 2D self-assembled

nanostructures as imaged by TEM (Figure 4.10). The magnetic induction of two different self-

assembled structures has been studied while increasing temperature.

4.3.1.2 Data Acquisition 

Off-axis electron holograms were acquired in Lorentz mode in a Titan Analytical 80-300ST

TEM with a Gif CCD camera using biprism voltages of 180 V for the experiment. A heating

holder was used for increase the temperature of the sample from RT until 455 ºC. The direction

of magnetization was reversed in situ by tilting the sample ± 25 degrees, and turning on the
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conventional microscope objective lens to apply a magnetic field (2 T) to the sample parallel to

the direction of the electron beam. Then, the hologram acquisition was carried out in field-free

conditions (objective lens off and at 0 degrees). Following this procedure, holograms were

recorded with the 2D areas of crystals magnetized in opposite directions and also at different

temperatures: 28, 50, 65, 75, 85, 100, 130, 180, 245, 300 and 455 ºC.

For all experiments, MIP contribution must be removed to interpret the magnetic

contribution (as described in section 4.1.3).  The magnetic and MIP to the phase can be

calculated by taking half the difference and half the sum of the phases, respectively, of each pair

of holograms. The holograms were analyzed using the Semper image-processing package.41

4.3.2 Results and Discussion

Two different regions of self-assembled 2D Co structures have been analyzed by electron

holography as a function of the temperature. The balance between the 2D self-assembled ML

and the 2D chain structure, can be easily tuned by the size of the NPs.42 Thus, by choosing ~ 11

nm SPM Co NPs it was possible to obtain closed packed structures. And by the dilution of the

original sample, it was favoured the formation of isolated “islands” of particles. 

Figure 4.10: TEM bright field images of the two different regions of self-assembled

structures studied by electron holography as a function of the temperature: a) Region 1

and b) Region 2.
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Figure 4.10 shows bright field TEM images of the two analyzed zones. The self-assembled

structures consist of a ML of Co NPs forming: i) a polygonal structure of size around 700 nm

(Region 1) and ii) a larger structure of Co NPs with elongated shape (Region 2). The arrays of

particles have hexagonal ordering with some packing defects due to the little polydispersity of

the sample.

These experiments do not have the nanometer resolution because they have been performed

at lower magnification but it has been possible to obtain the magnetic behavior of the whole

structure. The holograms were taken at different temperatures (from 25 to 455 ºC) recording

the evolution of the internal magnetic structure. The acquisition of the pair of holograms with

reversed magnetization direction, for the calculation of the MIP (see Experimental for details),

was carried out before increasing the temperature (at 25 ºC).

4.3.2.1 Region 1

The corresponding magnetic contributions to the phase, acquired at all the temperatures,

are shown in Figure 4.11. As can be observed, structures c) and d) correspond to an interval of

temperatures, meaning that all the holograms acquired at intermediate temperatures present

similar magnetic structure. The white lines in the structure corresponds to magnetic flux lines

with a spacing of 0.07 radians between a pair of lines, and the colour is used to show the in-

plane magnetization direction. The different colours indicate different domains forming a spiral

or vortex structure.

Figures 4.11 a) and b), show the two holograms acquired at RT (25 ºC) with reversal

magnetization. It can be observed that they are not the same magnetic structure with different

sign of magnetization, i.e. identical domain distribution but with different colour. Instead,

Figure 4.11 c) which corresponds to the magnetic structure measured after reversal

magnetization and at temperatures comprised between 50 and 130 ºC, shows the same

magnetic structure than Figure 4.11 a) but with opposite sign. Thus, in this particular case, the

MIP has to be calculated from images a) and c). It can be determined that the magnetic structure

recorded in hologram b) may correspond to an intermediate magnetic state that then evolved

to a more stable magnetic structure (c). It is particularly interesting that, in Figures 4.11 a) and

c), there is a 180º switch from one line of particles to the next between some different domains.

In this simply abrupt switch from one orientation to the other the exchange energy cost would

be very high. One way to get around this is to spread the change over a gradual switch, as can

be observed with increasing temperature, in where the wider the wall the less the exchange

energy. As the sample temperature increased until reach temperatures between 130 and 180

ºC, the smaller domain disappeared to form a structure with less, larger and closed domains
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(Figure 4.11 d). And, therefore, a more gradual switch from one direction to the other was

obtained. Finally, another change occurs as the temperature increases even more. At 455 ºC, it

can be observed the increase of the magnetic disorder within the domains. Another clear proof

of the weaker in-plane field is the spread in the contour lines. As previously mentioned, the

coloured area only represents the in-plane magnetic component. Thus, the colourless areas

observed in Figure 4.11 e) do not mean the absence of magnetic field, but also its perpendicular

component.

Since the Curie temperature of bulk Co is 1115 ºC, this phenomena cannot be assigned to a

magnetic phase transition. Observing the ordering of the clusters as a function of the

temperature, one can observe how from a quite disordered state at RT the NP spins evolve

towards more ordered domains where the NPs are parallel oriented and then, with a further

increase of the temperature, the domain structure and the spin correlation are lost. This recalls

the ZFC process in a collection of SPM NPs. In this case, when a random collection of single

domain SPM NPs is frozen in the absence of magnetic fields, the net magnetization of the

Figure 4.11: a-e) Electron holograms of the magnetic contribution to the phase of the

Region 1 and acquired while increasing temperature. 0.07 radian contours generated from

the image processing and overlaid onto the colour map of the masked images of each

region.
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sample is zero. Then a small magnetic field (able to orient but not to reverse the spins, so they

can easily compete thermally with the applied field) is applied and, as temperature increases,

frozen moments are able to progressively move towards the direction of the applied field up to

a maximum, from where thermal agitation disorders the spins and the magnetization, and the

degree of order decreases again. In both systems, despite that the physical principles involved

are different (dipolar interactions in the NP assembly and thermal vs anisotropy energy in the

NP collection), one can observe how raising temperature on evolves from a disordered state to

another disordered state though a more ordered one.

Although it is clear that the SPM state it is not reached, this abrupt change on the magnetic

structure suggest the start of a more disordered phase. We tentatively assign this change to a

magnetic transition to a superferromagnetic state, i.e. spin-glass behavior, with short-range

magnetic order. Besides order, spin-glass like behavior, with the corresponding low

susceptibility and memory effects, has also been demonstrated for these types of 2D systems of

magnetic NPs.6,43,44 The term spin-glass implies that the spin orientation has similarity to this

type of location of atoms in glasses: spins are randomly frozen in glasses. We consider that

depending on the size of the self-assembled area the temperature transition to a disordered

state will be different. Thus, in smaller areas the change will occur at lower temperatures,

similarly like the TB varies in ZFC-FC processes. As an example, Figure 4.12 shows the ZFC-FC

of different size Co NPs, where it can be observed how the TB decreases with particle size. 

Moreover, it is known that ε-Co phase is stable at RT for several months, but phase transition

of ε-Co to the hcp or fcc structures can be easily done by annealing at the proper temperature.

Heating the sample at 300 °C quantitatively converts ε-Co to hcp-Co, while heating to 500 °C

completely transforms it to the fcc structure. In addition, subsequent cooling of the heated

samples does not revert them back to the original ε-Co structure.45 The magnetic moment per

Figure 4.12: ZFC-FC magnetization curves of different size Co NP: A) 3 nm (TB ≈8 K),

B) 7 nm (TB ≈ 30 K) and C) 10 nm (TB ≈ RT).
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atom and magnetocrystalline anisotropy of ε-Co are compared to the values for bulk hcp-Co

and fcc-Co in the table of Table 4.2.

Figure 4.13 shows the phase shift plot of the selected area as function of the distance, and

for all temperatures. By this plot, it can be observed that the phase shift at 455 ºC is slightly

smaller than the phase at 180-300 ºC, corroborating the decrease of the in-plane magnetization.

Table 4.2: Magnetic moment per atom and magnetocrystalline anisotropy for hcp-

Co, fcc-Co, and ε-Co.46,47

Figure 4.13: Bright field TEM image of the Region 1 and phase profiles plotted as a

function of the distance, obtained for the selected area showed by a red square and

measured at different temperatures.

Since the used experimental conditions do not allow perform the experiment at higher

temperatures, the same experiment but of a smaller area will be needed to further explore this

phenomenon. Recently, similar changes in the magnetic structure of Co single crystal areas, up

to 500 ºC, have been observed by a different technique (spin-polarized scanning electron

microscopy). Significant changes occurred in the magnetic domain structure between 200 and

300 ºC, reducing the number of domains. And then, sub-micron-order magnetic domains were

formed within the larger magnetic domain previously formed between 400 and 500 ºC.48
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4.3.2.2 Region 2

Similarly to the previous region, the corresponding magnetic contributions to the phase,

acquired at different temperatures are shown in Figure 4.14. Images c) and d) correspond to

an interval of temperatures and different holograms that present identical magnetic structure,

as in the previous region. The white lines in the structure correspond to magnetic flux lines

with a spacing of 0.06 radians between a pair of lines, and the colour is used to show the in-

plane magnetization direction. In this experiment, only a part of the structure is recorded and

we cannot observe the magnetic structure of the whole region. Images a) and b), show the two

holograms with reversal magnetization acquired at RT (25 ºC). They present the same magnetic

structure with different sign of magnetization, i.e. identical domain distribution but with

different colour. Thus, this pair can be used to determine the MIP. The formation of a small 2-

chain domain with opposite direction of the magnetization in the middle of the structure can

be observed at temperatures between 50 and 130 ºC (Figure 4.14 c).  

Figure 4.15: a - e) Electron holograms of the magnetic contribution to the phase of the

Region 2 and acquired while increasing temperature. 0.06 radian contours generated

from the image processing and overlaid onto the colour map of the masked images of each

region.
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As the temperature continues increasing, the magnetic structure evolves towards a 2-domain-

vortex structure (Figure 4.14 d). The magnetostatic energy can be approximately halved if the

magnetization splits into two domains magnetized in opposite directions. This subdivision into

more and more domains cannot continue indefinitely because the domain wall requires energy

to be produced and maintained. Also, an equilibrium number of domains will be reached for a

given structure. Similarly than in Region 1, at temperatures between 180 and 300 ºC, the most

favourable state in the structure is the vortex, and the number of domains depends on the

structure shape anisotropy. On the other hand, unlike Region 1, significant changes in the

magnetization cannot be observed when the temperature increases up to 455 ºC. The only

evidence of change is an increase of the wiggling in the contour lines and a small vortex

formation in the middle part of the structure, visually appreciated by the increasing of the

contour lines density (inside the white circle in Figure 4.14 d). 

The phase shift plot of the selected area as function of the distance, and of all temperatures,

is showed in Figure 4.15. In this region it van be observed that there are not significantly

difference between the phase at 180-300 ºC and at 455 ºC, being slightly smaller. 

We can conclude that the Region 2 has a more stable magnetic structure, probably due to

the shape anisotropy of the whole structure; and, in consequence, higher temperature will be

needed to observe the decrease of the in-plane magnetization. Region 2 is a more robust system,

and indicates how geometry determines the magnetic behavior. 

Figure 4.15: Bright field TEM image of the Region 2 and phase profiles plotted as a

function of the distance, obtained for the selected area showed by a red square and

measured at different temperatures.
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4.3.3 Summary

In this section, the magnetic domain changes under high temperature conditions have been

observed by off-axis electron holography. During the heating process of Co NPs self-assembled

structures, previously magnetic induced, drastic changes were observed in the magnetic

domains between RT and 300 ºC,. And at 455 ºC some decreasing of the magnetism is also

observed.  These changes in the magnetic structure occur with temperature-related changes in

Co phase, which may have an effect in the process. 

4.4 Lorentz Microscopy and Electron Holography of Wire-
Like Co Self-Assembled Structures

4.4.1 Experimental

4.4.1.1 Sample Preparation

One drop of the initial solution of 13 nm Co NPs was drop casted onto a TEM carbon-coated

substrate. The preparation was carried out inside the globe box for avoiding oxidation. This

dispersion produced wire-like Co NP self-assembled structures, which have been characterized

by TEM and SEM in section 3.2.2.3 (Figure 3.15). Both Lorentz microscopy and electron

holography images were acquired in Lorentz mode in a Titan Analytical 80-300ST TEM

working at 120 kV. The acquisition process is detailed as follows.

4.4.1.2 Data Acquisition Lorentz Microscopy

The selected region was magnetized in one direction by applying a magnetic field higher

than 5000 Oe using the objective lens. Then, the objective lens was also used for change the

magnetization to the opposite direction. Starting from zero field conditions, the value of the

objective lens was varied until reach a field value of 400 Oe, where the complete reversal of the

magnetization could be observed. Different images were acquired out of focus at field intervals

of ~ 20 Oe. 

4.4.1.3 Data Acquisition Electron Holograph

The direction of magnetization of the sample was reversed in situ by tilting the sample by ±

30 degrees, and then turning on the conventional microscope objective lens to apply a magnetic

field (>2 T) to the sample parallel to the direction of the electron beam. Then, the hologram
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acquisition was carried out with a CCD camera, in field-free conditions and at 0 degrees.

Following this procedure, holograms were recorded in different wire-like Co NPs structures

magnetized in opposite directions. In these experiments the MIP contribution could not be

removed because the complexity of the magnetic structures (the samples magnetized in opposite

directions presented different magnetic structures). Nevertheless, both magnetic signals were

high enough for be observed without the MIP removal.

4.4.2 Results and Discussion

Lorentz and electron holography experiments have been performed in the sample showed

in Figure 4.16. In the bright field image, it can be distinguished MLs and multilayers of Co NPs,

indicated by arrows. The Lorentz experiment has been performed in the whole span of the

image, while electron holography experiments have been done in five smaller regions of the

sample formed by both monolayer and multilayer.

Figure 4.16: Low magnification image of the sample used for the Lorentz microscopy

and electron holography experiments. MLs and multilayer regions are indicated by

arrows. 

4.4.2.1 Electron Holography

Bright field images of the five selected regions are observed in Figure 4.17 (a-e).  Four of the

regions correspond to structures formed by a ML of Co NPs (from a to d) and one of the regions

corresponds to a multilayer structure of Co NPs (e). The acquired holograms were processed

following a standard methodology: first, executing a Fourier transform, and then applying an

inverse Fourier transform to one of the sidebands. From the resulting total phase images, the
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Figure 4.17: a-e) TEM bright field images of the five wire-like Co NPs structures

studied by electron holography. They are formed by a ML (a-d) and multilayer (d) of self-

assembled Co NPs.
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signal was represented by contour lines and color map and then superimposed. Figure 4.17

shows the superimposition of both representations (lines + color) observed in the acquired

holograms (magnetized at ±30 degrees) for each region. It is generally observed in all the

regions that opposite magnetic structures are obtained after the reversal of the magnetization,

even in the simplest case of the MLs (a-d). These domains present more or less complexity

depending on the region and are parallel oriented along the chains.  In the case of the Region

d (Figure 4.17 d), is more evident the two different magnetic contributions. This behavior can

be explained by the complexity of the whole Co NP structure. It has to be in account that the

magnetic structure of the selected regions can be affected by the magnetic behavior of the whole

structure, which continues longer in both sides. 

With the aim of better understand the magnetic behavior of these structures, Lorentz

microscopy was carried out and the results are shown below.

4.4.2.2 Lorentz Microscopy

Figure 4.18: Lorentz microscopy experiment. From image 1 to image 12 it can be

observed the reversal of the magnetization, producing the movement of the domain walls

along the structure. The movement can be observed looking at the colored arrows. Each

color indicates the movement of one domain wall. The arrows composed of two colors

correspond to the coalescence of two domain walls.
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Defocused Fresnel images acquired during the reversal of the magnetization are shown in

Figure 4.18. The bright lines (marked with arrows) correspond to domain wall boundaries of

the magnetic structure. It can be followed the movement of the domain walls along the wires

when the direction of the applied magnetic field is reversed in situ, by changing the value of

the objective lens (each image correspond to a change of the magnetic field around 20 Oe).

Following one colored arrow it can be observed the movement of one particular magnetic wall,

while the arrows composed of two colors correspond to the coalescence of two different domain

walls.  It is also confirmed by Lorentz microscopy that the dipole magnetization and domain

walls are preferentially oriented along the length of the wires as observed in Figure 3.16. These

observations, together with the electron holography measurements, indicate that the magnetic

behavior of the NPs on the wire-like structures is FM (dipolar ferromagnetism).

4.4.3 Summary

The magnetic behavior of wire-like self-assembled Co NPs structures has been analyzed

either by electron holography and Lorentz microscopy. The complexity of the magnetic structure

made impossible to obtain exclusively the magnetic signal of the sample, but the signal was

high enough for be observed without the removal of the MIP. It has been possible to obtain an

idea of the magnetic behavior, confirmed afterwards by Lorentz microscopy, demonstrating

the existence of dipolar FM domains in the Co NPs structures. The existence of domain walls is

a signature of superferromagnetism.

4.5 Conclusions

The off-axis mode of electron holography is ideally suited to characterize the magnetic

behavior of Co NPs assemblies because unwanted contributions to the contrast from local

variations in composition and specimen thickness can usually be removed from a phase image

more easily than from images recorded using other TEM phase contrast techniques. For

example, the Fresnel and Foucault modes of Lorenz microscopy and differential phase contrast

(DPC) imaging provide signals that are approximately proportional to either the first or the

second differential of the phase shift. These techniques inherently enhance contributions to the

contrast from rapid variations in specimen thickness and composition, as compared with the

weak and slowly varying magnetic signal. Nevertheless, the main disadvantage of the electron
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holography is that dynamic events cannot be followed in real time because the holograms are

usually processed off-line. Moreover the field of view is limited to about 5 µm.

Summarizing, our results demonstrate the existence of dipolar ferromagnetism in different

2D self-assembled Co NPs structures. Dipolar interactions have been studied in a set of chain-

like Co NP structures with different widths, founding that the magnetization is distributed along

the chain. It has been also observed a direct relationship between the structure order and the

magnetic order. Complementary studies based in computer simulations are in progress for

determine the mentioned relationship. Moreover, changes in the magnetic structure in 2D self-

assembled “closed” structures have been studied as a function of the temperature. It is observed

that, in the dipole-interacting structures, the domain size and shapes varies over time from RT

until 300 ºC. Furthermore, at 455 ºC it can be observed a decreasing of the magnetic order,

more evident in Region 1 than in Region 2. This phenomenon is tentatively assigned to a first

observation of a magnetic phase transition to a short-order magnetic structure (spin-glass

structure) due to the thermal agitation of the NP dipoles within the structure. Further

experiments will be needed to confirm this hypothesis. Finally, dipolar ferromagnetism has

been demonstrated by Lorentz microscopy, observing domain wall movement as reversal of the

magnetization in wire-like structures formed by Co NPs.

Electron holography and Lorentz microscopy can play a valuable and complementary role

in characterizing the magnetic structure of nanostructurated magnetic materials. And the

combination of both techniques allows conducting in situ studies as a function of temperature

and/or the strength of any external applied magnetic field.
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Chapter 5
General Conclusions

The two main objectives of this thesis have been the development of synthetic processes of

metallic and bimetallic NPs and the study of their SA processes.

Concerning the first objective, syntheses of different types of metal NPs , with controlled

size and shape, have been developed. The synthesis of different metallic and bimetallic NPs

composed by Co and some of its oxides, Au, Pt and some alloys has been achieved .

• Co NPs of different sizes have been synthesized, and different parameters affecting the

variation of their magnetic properties such as the particle size and the oxidation state have

been studied. It has been observed how Co NPs self-assemble into hexagonal lattice or

linear structures depending on their magnetization.

• The syntheses of Pt NPs with different size and shape have also been successfully

achieved by controlling different parameters during the synthetic process such as the

temperature, the used surfactants, the addition of metal “traces” and the reaction time. In

particular, it has been determined how the incorporation of a small amount of Co NPs in

the synthesis has an effect as shape directing agent. 

• The synthesis of single crystal Au rods (bars) has been developed by using a one-step

seed-mediated method, under smooth conditions, and by using Pt seed NPs as a reaction

catalyst. The effect of different parameters such as the role of Pt in the process and its
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influence in the rods’ length has been also explored, concluding that Pt is involved in the

rod formation in the form of metallic NP and not as an ion. Moreover, working at RT favors

a slow growth that at the same time favors the extremely length of the rods.

• Finally, the formation process of Au/Pt heterodimers has been developed at RT, and

the different factors that affect the final heterostructure (concentrations, reaction time and

amount of Pt NCs) have been studied. It has been concluded that the presence of Pt particles

accelerates again the synthetic process, acting both as nucleation platforms and initial

catalytic reducer.

Concerning the second objective, it has been studied the different interactions that drive the

SA of NPs into different structures. In particular, the SA process of magnetic Co NPs onto

different substrates has been studied. 

• A close correlation between the shape and composition of the NPs and type of SA has

been determined, which cannot be changed but manipulated by changing external

parameters. 

• Self-assembled NP structures have been prepared on different types of surfaces (carbon,

graphite, silicon wafers) by controlled evaporation. Different parameters such as the solvent

nature, the temperature, the atmosphere conditions and the substrate have been varied for

the formation of different self-assembled structures as a result of the balance between

different forces.  

• In the particular case of magnetic Co NPs, dipolar interactions play an important role

in the SA process. Different self-assembled structures are obtained by modulating the

strength of magnetic interactions by controlling the Co NP size. It has been also observed

how different parameters such the particle size distribution and the nature of the substrates,

which will change the interactions substrate-NP, can be used to modulate the SA process,

and different patterns like MLs of NPs or wire-like structures can be obtained. 

Understand the nature and intensity of the forces present in this type of nanostructured

magnetic materials is crucial for their future applications. Thanks to the electron holography

and Lorentz microscopy, it has been possible to the record the magnetic signal of different Co

self-assembled structures at NP resolution and also follow the changes in the magnetic structure
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with increasing temperature.

• Lorentz microscopy and the electron holography have confirmed the existence of

dipolar ferromagnetism in the observed self-assembled structures. The spontaneous

appearance of dipolar ferromagnetism suggests that dipolar coupling is as strong and

influential for the present arrangement of NPs as exchange coupling in conventional

magnetic materials. Interestingly, these results show that dipolar FM order is extremely

persistent even at a high degree of lattice disorder.
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Chapter 6
Appendix: Instrumentation

A.1 Synthesis of Co Nanoparticles

TEM analysis was performed on a JEOL 1010 with an accelerating voltage of 80 kV and a

digitalization image system Bioscan (Gatan). HRTEM, z-contrast and color maps analysis, were

performed on a Titan Analytical 80-300ST TEM with an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. The

magnetic characterization has been done using a SQUID magnetometer (MPMS, Quantum

Design) was used to record the magnetic signal of a Co NPs between 5 and 50 K and fields up

to 5 T. Diluted NPs where dispersed in paraffin to have a solid dispersion of noninteracting

NPs. X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were collected on a PANalytical X´Pert diffractometer using

a Co Kα radiation source (λ=1.179 Å). In a typical experiment, the 2θ diffraction (Bragg) angles

were measured by scanning the goniometer from 10° to 100°. The samples were prepared by

precipitating the Co NPs in the presence of methanol or ethanol followed by brief

centrifugation. The supernatant was discarded and the samples were dried under nitrogen

before smearing onto (510) silicon wafers (3º off axis) for XRD analysis.   

A.2 Formation of Core/Shell Co/CoO and Hollow CoO
Nanoparticles

TEM analysis was performed on a JEOL 1010 with an accelerating voltage of 80 kV and a

digitalization image system Bioscan (Gatan). HRTEM, BFSTEM, and HAADF or Z-contrast

STEM images analyses were performed on a JEOL 2100 with an accelerating voltage of 200
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kV equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) detector. HRTEM was

performed on a JEOL JEM 2010F field emission gun microscope with an accelerating voltage

of 200 kV. For the Z-contrast imaging we used a HAADF detector coupled to the same

microscope, which allows working in STEM mode. In order to model the Z-contrast profiles

obtained for the nanostructures, we followed the methodology published elsewhere.1 The DLS

and z-potential measurements has been done using a Zetasizer Nano from Malvern and the Dip

cell kid for non aqueous measurements, and diluting the sample 100 times. A superconducting

quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer (MPMS Quantum Design) was used to

record the magnetic signal of the samples. The temperature was varied between 5 and 300 K

according to a classical ZFC/FC procedure in the presence of an applied magnetic field (50

kOe), and the hysteresis cycles were obtained at different temperatures in a magnetic field

varying from +50 to -50 kOe. The samples were prepared in gelatine capsules under air.

A.3 Synthesis of Pt and PtCo Nanoparticles 

A.3.1 Synthesis of Pt and PtCo Nanoparticles Assisted by Metal Traces

TEM analysis was performed on a JEOL 1010 with an accelerating voltage of 80 kV.  HRTEM

analysis was performed on a JEOL 2100 with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV equipped with

an EDX detector.  The Pt NCs were drop-cast onto a carbon coated grid and allowed to air dry

under ambient conditions.  XRD data were collected on a PANalytical X´Pert diffractometer

using a Cu Kα radiation source (λ=1.541 Å).  In a typical experiment, the 2θ diffraction (Bragg)

angles were measured by scanning the goniometer from 25° to 100° at a speed of 0.021° s-1.

The samples were prepared by precipitating the Pt NCs in the presence of methanol or ethanol

followed by brief centrifugation to ensure that all the NCs precipitated.  The supernatant was

discarded and the samples were dried under nitrogen before smearing onto (510) silicon wafers

(3º off axis) for XRD analysis.  Estimates of nanocrystal size were obtained using the Scherrer

equation (d = Kλ/ βcosθ) where d is the mean crystallite dimension, K is the shape factor (0.9),

λ is the X-ray wavelength, β is the line broadening at full width half maximum (FWHM)

(radians) and θ is the Bragg angle.  The peak positions were determined using the X´Pert

HighScore program and compared before and after baseline correction.  Vegard´s law of alloy

nanocrystals was considered for a slight shift in the 2θ Bragg peaks when compared to those

for bulk Pt.  ICP-MS was performed using an ICP-MS Agilent instrument (Model: 7500cx) with

a detection limit of 0.02386 ppb.  For each sample, the as-synthesized NCs, the purified NCs

and the supernatant from the purification were all subjected to ICP-MS analysis.  Aliquots of
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the Pt NC samples were dissolved in concentrated aqua regia, which was then heated to ensure

complete dissolution of all the metals, and diluted to an optimal concentration for ICP-MS

analysis.  Ga was used as the internal standard and the integration time/point and time/mass

were 0.1 sec and 0.3 sec, respectively with a 3x repetition.

A.3.2 Synthesis of Pt and PtCo Nanoparticles by Using Competing
Reducers

TEM analysis was performed on a JEOL 1010 with an accelerating voltage of 80 kV. HRTEM

analysis was performed on a JEOL 2010F field emission gun microscope. The 3D supercell

atomic models were designed by using the Rhodius software package available online at the

University of Cadiz.2,3 In general, the supercell atomic models created are composed of 6000

to 25000 Pt atoms, and correspond to the same diameters as the experimental crystals found.

EDX analysis was performed on a JEOL 2100 with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV equipped

with an EDX detector. The NCs were drop-cast onto a carbon-coated grid and allowed to air-

dry under ambient conditions. XRD data were collected on a PANalytical X’Pert diffractometer

using a Cu Kα radiation source (λ=1.541 Å). In a typical experiment, the 2θ diffraction (Bragg)

angles were measured by scanning the goniometer from 25º to 100º at a speed of 0.021º s-1.

The samples were prepared by precipitating the NCs in the presence of methanol followed by

brief centrifugation to ensure that all the NCs precipitated. The supernatant was discarded, and

the samples were dried under nitrogen before smearing onto (510) silicon wafers (3º off axis)

for XRD analysis. Estimates of NC size were obtained using the Scherrer equation and the peak

positions were determined using the  X’Pert HighScore program and compared before and after

baseline correction. Calculations using Vegard’s law support the observed shifts in the 2θ Bragg

peaks when compared to those for pure Pt and Co NCs. ICP-MS was performed using an ICP-

MS Agilent instrument (Model: 7500cx) with a detection limit of 0.02386 ppb. Aliquots of the

purified NC samples were dissolved in concentrated aqua regia, which was heated to ensure

complete dissolution of all metals, and diluted to an optimal concentration for ICP-MS analysis.

Ga was used as the internal standard, and the integration time/point and time/mass were 0.1

and 0.3 s, respectively, with a 3x repetition.

A.4 Synthesis of Bimetallic Au/Pt Heterostructures

TEM analysis was performed on a JEOL 1010 with an accelerating voltage of 80 kV. HRTEM

analysis was performed on a JEOL 2100 with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. XRD data were
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collected on a PANalytical X’Pert diffractometer using a Cu Kα radiation source (λ = 1.541 Å).

In a typical experiment, the 2θ diffraction (Bragg) angles were measured by scanning the

goniometer from 25º to 100º at a speed of 0.021º per s. The samples were prepared by

precipitating the NCs in the presence of methanol, and dried under nitrogen before smearing

onto (510) silicon wafers (3º off axis) for XRD analysis. The peak positions were determined

using the X’Pert High Score program and compared before and after baseline correction. UV-

Vis spectra were obtained with a Shimadzu UV-2401PC spectrophotometer, over the range of

200–800 nm with a 1 cm path length quartz cuvette. Baseline correction was performed and

the spectra were stacked in order to compare the changes in the absorption peak. Pt analyses

were performed using an ICP-MS Agilent instrument (Model: 7500cx) with a detection limit of

0.02386 ppb. Aliquots of the samples were diluted to an optimal concentration for ICP-MS

analysis. Gallium was used as the internal standard and the integration time/point and

time/mass were 0.1 s and 0.3 s, respectively, with a 3x repetition.

A.5 Synthesis of Extremely Long Rod Shaped Au
Nanocrystals

TEM analysis was performed on a JEOL 1010 with an accelerating voltage of 80 kV and a

digitalization image system Bioscan (Gatan). HRTEM was performed on a JEOL JEM 2010F

field emission gun microscope with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. For the Z-contrast

imaging we used a HAADF detector coupled to the same microscope, which allows working in

STEM mode. In both cases, the NRs solution was concentrated and separated from the small

nanospheres and surfactant by centrifugation. A volume of 1 mL of solution was centrifuged at

1500 rpm for 20 min. The supernatant was drawn off with a syringe and the precipitate was

redispersed in 20 µL of distilled water. Finally, the concentrated solution was dropped onto a

carbon-coated copper grid. SEM analysis was performed on a MERLIN Field Emission SEM

(Fe-SEM) from Zeiss with an operating voltage of 1.2 kV. The Au NR solution was dropped on

a HOPG substrate, and after 5 min the excess was removed tilting the substrate onto an

absorbent paper. Then was rinsed with methanol and distilled water to remove CTAB. For

optical images, Axio Observer z1m from Zeiss was used. The sample deposition onto a MICA

substrate was prepared by means the same procedure explained above. UV-Vis spectra were

obtained with a Shimadzu UV-2401PC spectrophotometer, over the range of 200–1000 nm

with a 1 cm path length quartz cuvette.
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A.6 Self-Assembly of Co Nanoparticles at Compatible
Substrates: Graphite

TEM analysis was performed on a JEOL 1010 with an accelerating voltage of 80 kV. HRTEM

analysis was performed on a JEOL 2010F field emission gun microscope. An ESEM Quanta

200FEI XTE325/D8395 was used to obtain resolution images of the NP layers. The instrument

can be used in high vacuum (HV) mode, low vacuum (LV) mode and the so-called ESEM mode.

The images were taken at low vacuum conditions (up to 1 Torr) with a large field detector (LFD)

and at high vacuum with a conventional Everhart-Thornley secondary electron detector (ETD).

The chemical analysis of the structures was performed with an EDX system with an energy-

dispersive spectrometer (EDS) detector for the spectra acquisition. And a SEM Helios EBS3

was used to obtain NP resolution.  For the acquisition of optical images, Axio Observer z1m

optical microscope from Zeiss was used. The magnetic characterization has been done using a

SQUID magnetometer (MPMS, Quantum Design) was used to record the magnetic signal of a

Co NPs between 5 and 50 K and fields up to 5 T. NPs assemblies were introduced together with

the substrate (which was previously measured to ensure non magnetic signal) into the sample

holder. 

A.7 Self-Assembly of Co Nanoparticles at Non-Compatible
Substrates: Silicon Wafers

TEM analysis was performed on a JEOL 1010 with an accelerating voltage of 80 kV. An

ESEM Quanta 200FEI XTE325/D8395 was used to obtain resolution images of the NP layers.

Image processing. The most direct method to quantitatively obtain insight into the structural

arrangement of NPs is to analyze the height–height correlation of the surface using real-space

imaging techniques (here SEM). Image processing was done using the software Mountains

(Digital Surface 5.1.1.5541).
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List of Abbreviations 

a: Lattice parameter

A: Amplitude

AA: Ascorbic Acid 

AFM: Antiferromagnetic

AFM*: Atomic Force Microscopy

AR: Aspect ratio

B: Magnetic flux

BF-STEM: Bright Field Scanning

Transmission Electron Microscopy

bp: Boiling point

CCD: Charge-coupled device

cmc: Critical micelle concentration

CTAB: Cetyl trimethylammonium

bromide

DCB: Dichlorobenzene

DLS: Dynamic Light Scattering

DM: Diamagnetic 

e: Elementary electric charge

E°: Standard electrode potential

EDX: Energy-Dispersive X-ray

Spectroscopy

EELS: Electron-Energy-Loss Spectroscopy

FC: Field cool 

fcc: Face-centered cubic 

FEG: Field-emission gun

FFT: Fast Fourier transform

FM: Ferromagnetic 

FWHM: Full Width at Half Maximum

GPA: Geometrical phase analysis

h: Planck constant

ћ:  Reduced Planck constant 

H: Magnetic field

Hc: Coercivity field

He: Exchange field

HAADF: High Angle Annular Dark Field 

hcp: Hexagonal close-packed 

HDD: Hexadecanediol

HHCF: Height-height correlation function

HOPG: Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite

HRTEM: High Resolution Transmission

Electron Microscopy

ICP-MS: Inductively coupled plasma mass

spectrometry 

IR: Infrared

K: Anisotropy:

KBT: Thermal energy

LBL: Layer-by-layer

m: Magnetic moment
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M: Magnetization

MFM: Magnetic Force Microscopy

MIP: Mean inner potential

ML: Monolayer

mp: Melting point

NC: Nanocrystal

ND: Nanodisk 

NP: Nanoparticle

NR: Nanorod 

NW: Nanowire 

OA: Oleic acid

OAM: Oleylamine 

PM: Paramagnetic 

PSA: Particle size analyzer

PVP: Poly vinyl pyrrolidone

QD: Quantum dot

RT: Room temperature 

SA: Self-assembly

SEM: Scanning Electron Microscopy

SLS: Solution-liquid solid

SP-STM: Spin-Polarized Scanning

Tunnelling Microscopy

SPM: Superparamegnetic

T: Temperature

TB: Blocking temperature 

TC: Curie temperature

TN: Néel temperature

TEM: Transmission electron microscopy

THF: Tetrahydrofuran

TOPO: Trioctylphosphine oxide

UD: Undecanol 

UV-vis: Ultraviolet-visible

V: Volume

v: Velocity

vdW: Van der Waals

XRD: X-ray powder diffraction 

ZFC: Zero field cool 

SPR: Surface Plasmon resonance

β: Beta

ε : Epsilon

ρ : Density

φ: Phase

ψ: Electron wavefunction

μ: Spin moment

μo: Permeability of the free space

μat: Atomic magnetic moment

μB : Bohr magneton

τo: Moment relaxation time

τm: Measuring time

χ: Susceptibility

1D: One-dimensional

2D: Two-dimensional

3D: Three-dimensional
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